To: Spring Hill Residents
Re: Public Meetings: Governing Body, Planning Commission, Cemetery Board, Parks Advisory Board
In an effort to better protect residents and city staff, it has become necessary to adopt temporary changes to
the meetings of the Spring Hill Governing Body, Planning Commission and Cemetery Board, and Parks Advisory
Board.
Following recommendations from the CDC and the emergency declarations from the Johnson County health
official, we will be providing access to the public as noted below and we will be limiting the number of people
in a meeting to 10, including staff and elected/appointed officials. We have received and are implementing
the guidance from the Kansas Attorney General regarding public meetings during an emergency declaration
and are implementing that guidance to maintain compliance with the Kansas Open Meetings Act.
During this time of health emergency, we will be prudent with our business agenda and deferring action when
feasible. Please note the following information regarding access to public meetings and adjusted procedures
during the meetings:
• Meeting agendas and supporting documents are available at www.springhillks.gov under Agendas and
Minutes
• Attendance at meeting will be limited to 10 individuals including Governing Body (or Board members)
and staff
• Public access to meetings is available via phone or by the link to be provided at the City of Spring Hill
website www.springhillks.gov. You will be able to listen to the meetings utilizing either method. The
phone number along with conference ID and a website link will be posted on the city website no later
than 12:00 (noon) on Thursday, March 26, 2020.
• Public comments will be accepted for agenda items only. In order to ensure that comments are
available to the appropriate body, we ask that comments be submitted in writing by 12:00(noon) on
the day of the meeting to cityclerk@springhillks.gov. Comments submitted will be read at the time of
consideration of the agenda item referenced in the comments.
• The meeting Chair will announce prior to start of the meeting that all materials related to the agenda
are available on the city’s website, www.springhillks.gov, and that no additional materials will be
provided at the meeting unless absolutely necessary.
• Audio of meetings will be placed on our website as soon as possible
• Council Chambers will be arranged for maximum attendance of 10 with seating to accommodate
social distancing
• The meeting Chair will recognize all speakers to ensure those listening know who is speaking
• All votes will be by roll call
• Each motion will be clearly stated
• Each vote tally will be clearly announced
• For council meetings, the mayor will identify any scheduled executive sessions at the time of agenda
approval. Any executive sessions will follow required protocol
We appreciate your patience and understanding as we continue our efforts to provide the public services you
expect and need.
Jim Hendershot
City Administrator

AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 2020
SPRING HILL CIVIC CENTER
401 N. MADISON, COUNCIL CHAMBERS
7:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
INVOCATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
CONSENT AGENDA:

The items on the Consent Agenda are considered by staff to be routine business items. Approval of the items
may be made by a single motion, seconded, and a majority vote with no separate discussion of any item listed.
Should a member of the Governing Body desire to discuss any item, it will be removed from the Consent
Agenda and considered separately.

1. Approval of Minutes: March 12, 2020, Regular Meeting
2. Approval of Minutes: April 9, 2020, Regular Meeting
3. Appropriation Order No. 2020-04-23
4. Consider Approval of Contract:
Johnson Excavating

Dayton Creek Benefit District Phase IV, Sixth Plat, R. D.

FORMAL ACTION
5. Consider Ordinance: Annexation No. A-000012-2020, 19640 W. 207th Street, Spring Hill, KS,
Samuel J. Abbott

6. Consider Approval of Resolution No. 2020-R-XX: Designating the Days Authorized for the
Discharge of Consumer Fireworks
7. Consider Approval of Employee Health Insurance
8. Consider Approval of Task Order for Wastewater Treatment Plant Aeration & Clarification
Rehabilitation Design Engineering with Lamp Rynearson, Inc.
9. Consider Approval of Proposal for Wastewater Treatment Plant Clarifier Emergency
Repairs with Enviro-Line Company, Inc.
ANNOUNCEMENTS and REPORTS
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Consideration of motion to recess into executive session under the Non-Elected Personnel
Exception.
ADJOURN
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CITY OF SPRING HILL
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MINUTES
March 12, 2020
7:00 P.M.
Councilmembers in Attendance

Chris Leaton
Steve Owen
Tyler Graves
Chad Eckert
Andrea Hughes

Staff in Attendance:

Jim Hendershot, City Administrator
Melanie Landis, Assistant City Administrator
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
Cindy Henson, Chief of Police
Jim Boyer, Public Works Director
Patrick Burton, Community Development Director
Police Lt. Hogue
Antwone Smoot, Accountant/IT

Consultants in Attendance:

Frank Jenkins, City Attorney
Dan Miller, City Engineer

(Spring Hill City Council Meeting Called to Order)
CALL TO ORDER
MR. OWEN: Before we call the meeting to order I’m going to ask Mr. Hendershot to come up and give us a
statement.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Good evening, Mayor and Council and everyone in the audience. I was contacted by
Mayor Ellis and he asked that I explain that he will be absent tonight. And the reason why is tonight is the
eighth-grade high school pre-enrollment meeting for next year’s high school students. It’s an opportunity for
parents and students to attend an activities fair and have opportunities to meet with instructors and coaches
on a variety of subjects and activities, and he will be attending that with his son this evening. He sends his
apologies for last-minute not being here. Thank you.
MR. OWEN: At this time I’d call the meeting to order.
INVOCATION
MR. OWEN: And we have the Invocation if we have somebody that would like to do the Invocation.
MR. LEATON: The pastor is not here?
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MR. OWEN: No. Would you like to do it?
MR. LEATON: I’ll do it.
MR. OWEN: All right.
MR. LEATON: If you so choose, bow your head. Dear Lord, thank you we can come together now as a
community. Help us to make wise decisions, good decisions on behalf of everybody from all classes, all races,
all creeds. Help us to just be thoughtful and kind to one another as we make good decisions. And in Your
Name we pray, Amen.
COUNCIL: Amen.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
MR. OWEN: If you’d remain standing for the Pledge of Allegiance.
(Pledge of Allegiance)
ROLL CALL
MR. OWEN: Madam Clerk, can you call the roll, please?
MS. GERRITY: Mr. President, just to verify, this is the March 12th, 2020 Council meeting.
MR. OWEN: Yes, sorry.
MS. GERRITY: No. Thank you. Mr. Leaton.
MR. LEATON: Here.
MS. GERRITY: Mr. Owen.
MR. OWEN: Yes.
MS. GERRITY: Mr. Graves.
MR. GRAVES: Here.
MS. GERRITY: Mr. Eckert.
MR. ECKERT: Here.
MS. GERRITY: Mrs. Hughes.
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MS. HUGHES: Here.
MS. GERRITY: We have a quorum present.
MR. OWEN: Thank you.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
MR. OWEN: Approval of the Agenda. I have one item, Item Number 4 on the Consent Agenda, I’d like to
have it moved to Formal.
MR. LEATON: Are there any other requests or changes by anyone? None.
MR. OWEN: Do you have anything? No. And can I have a motion?
MR. LEATON: I move that we approve the Agenda as revised.
MR. OWEN: Second?
MS. HUGHES: Second.
MR. OWEN: Seconded. All in favor?
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Hughes
to approve the Agenda as amended, moving Item 4 to Formal Council Action. The motion carried 50.]
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
MR. OWEN: At this time, it’s Citizen Participation. Anybody that wishes to speak on an item that’s not on the
Agenda can speak now. And we have -- first up is Dan Huntington. If you could please state your name and
address for the record.
MR. HUNTINGTON: Good evening. My name is Dan Huntington. I live at 20449 Red Bird Street in Spring Hill.
I wanted to address the incident that occurred the evening of Sunday March 1st where a vehicle was struck
by a stray bullet out on Highway 169. Ms. Lingner is here and she’s I think going to give you kind of a more
detailed description of the actual events that occurred.
But to give you a little bit of background, I coach a girls U-12 soccer team. Two of the girls that I coach were
in the vehicle. One was my daughter, so this is a personal issue to me. That day we had had a game up near
the Legend’s and I had stayed behind to coach my boys’ team, which in full disclosure Councilman Eckert’s
son is on my team. He’s an excellent soccer.
MR. ECKERT: My son, not me.
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MR. HUNTINGTON: Noted.
So, I had sent my daughter home with the Lingners. And it was on their way home that this incident occurred.
I had no idea how dangerous of an intersection that we have at 169 and 199th Street until this event
happened. The property where this bullet came from is well known to law enforcement, both to the Johnson
County Sheriff and to the Spring Hill PD. I know, in particular, the Spring Hill PD has made many visits to that
property. They’ve turned over multiple incident reports to the Johnson County Sheriff’s Office as part of this
investigation. According to the report there were 20 to 25 people shooting guns that day on that property.
The incident report listed alcohol being present. And I’ve talked to people that live or have lived in that
neighborhood across on the east side of Webster and they say that that’s not an uncommon occurrence to
have that many people out there shooting guns. And since this incident occurred I’ve learned of other cars
that have been hit by stray bullets going through that same area. I know Sycamore Ridge has dealt with bullet
holes in their buildings. I’ve talked to people who have been on the ground and they’ve heard bullets whiz
by their head. So, it’s a dangerous part of town, which was news to me on March 1st. I had no idea. And so
some of you may not be aware of that either. But that’s part of why I’m here and we’ve got a few folks back
there as well.
Captain Campbell from the Johnson County Sheriff’s Office in the days following this said he stopped at the
house. He talked to the lady that lives there. She was adamant about there would be no more shooting. The
day that occurred there were reports of more shooting. So, we’re dealing with people that are not gun safety
people. They don’t care for the protection of the general public. If you stand on that property -- that property
is located between 169 and Webster Street. So, if you stand on that property, anybody that’s taken a day of
hunter safety or has a little bit of common sense would know there is no safe direction to shoot gun. Because
if you’re facing west you have the highway and the golf course. If you’re facing north you have the
intersection of 169, 199th, Webster. If you’re facing east you have the glass factory, the houses. If you’re
facing south you have more houses and you have Bull Creek. So, there is really nowhere safe to shoot a gun
and to put somebody’s life in danger. And that was evident on March 1st.
The Shawnee Mission Post did a story on the Johnson County Commission meeting last week. I checked today
and there were 30 shares and that was just from the original post. I know friends of friends have re-shared
it. And so as this story gets more and more traction there is the safety side. Obviously people’s safety is
paramount but there is also a financial side that I think the City should be concerned about which is, you
know, how many golfers are going to want to come and play Sycamore Ridge when they know there’s a
shooting range right across a highway with gun pointed in their direction. I drove by there today and I looked,
and it’s one of my favorite golf courses, always has been before I moved to Spring Hill. But I can’t fathom
playing those holes along the highway knowing there is high-powered rifles aimed right at me. I don’t know
how many weddings feel comfortable with the Bowery with a shooting range right down the street. You
know, I know people that are -- have started to just avoid that area altogether. How many people are not
coming into town to fill up at Casey’s or stop at Sonic for a burger? So, I think as this story gets bigger there
will be some financial impacts to the City even if we’re not feeling them yet.
I’m not an expert on city government so I don’t know all the solutions that are out there. I know the first
thing that popped into my mind was annexation. In talking to President Owen, it sounds like this is pretty
much a voluntary thing where the landowner has to request to be annexed. Under the circumstances I don’t
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see that happening, so I don’t know if there is a forced annexation statute or a condemnation statute,
something that the City can be proactive in.
The other thing I thought of was, you know, requiring the landowner to put up a giant berm or retaining wall
to shield the highway, to shield the golf course, to shield Bull Creek from any errant bullets. But the point is
we need to -- we need to seriously look at this because it is a safety hazard. This is not the first time. It’s not
the third time. It’s happened multiple times and we got really, really close to having a real tragedy. Because
if that had not been a .9mm bullet, if it had been a bullet from a high-powered rifle, you know, these are not
big girls that are in the car so that could have been a really tragic thing that we could be dealing with today.
So, I’d just ask that you start looking into this for solutions quickly. I know Steve Owen has, or President
Owen, has been very helpful and he’s been present at the Commission meetings, the Johnson County
Commission meetings, so I appreciate that. But every day that goes by is an opportunity for someone else to
get hurt. And, you know, it could have been any of you guys. It could have been me. It could have been
anybody out here that could have been riding in that car. And couple of inches one way or the other and it
could have been a different story.
So, I just wanted to wrap up and I wanted to say a little bit of thanks to -- there have been a number of people
that I didn’t know before this. Some people I’ve known for a long time. Some people I’ve never met that
have really picked up this cause and adopted it as their own and they’ve made phone calls. They’ve sent emails. They’ve contacted people on social media. They’ve done just everything that a small town -- you want
to have a small town that’s helping your neighbor and kind of picking up that. So, I know my family
appreciates that. It hasn’t gone unnoticed. It hasn’t gone unappreciated. So, I wanted to thank everybody
for that. So, I appreciate your time.
MR. OWEN: Well, Mr. Huntington, I know we’ve talked about it a number of times and I know it’s one of
those unique situations because it’s county property surrounded by City. I plan on staying on top of it with
the county. And maybe Mr. Hendershot and Mr. Jenkins, if you guys maybe put your heads together and
think is there anything we can do as a city to help out with it knowing that it’s county property. And, Chief, if
there is anything you can think of, you know, I know we’re kind of in that limbo between two different
agencies. I know you guys have done very good. And at the meeting you talked about at the county, the
under-sheriff was very positive about the response he got from Spring Hill and, you know, the lieutenant, you
know, bringing him the information they needed. So, they appreciated that. So, if there’s anything we can
do to help them out and maybe you can, you know, give me some information that I can pass on to them of
options or options we can do as a Council or as a City.
MS. HUGHES: Mr. Jenkins, isn’t there a unilateral annexation process the City can go through as the land is
actually surrounded by the City? Isn’t it K.S.A. 12-520?
MR. JENKINS: That would be the statute. It’s got several different instances where we can take action. This
property, I think I know which property you’re talking about, but it is encircled by the City right now at the
intersection.
MS. HUGHES: I believe we could look into doing that unilaterally or we can ask the County Board to set the
boundary under 12-521.
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MR. LEATON: I think she’s accurate with the fact that you can request that the county put pressure on to do
that.
MS. HUGHES: The County Board can sit as a City boundary setter. They can sit as a special board for that.
Let’s talk to them.
MR. OWEN: I know they’ve got their attorney, their county attorney and their managers are involved in all
this with their zoning also to help out with that. And maybe there’s something we can do as a city to help
ease it along.
MR. LEATON: Chief, were you planning on doing a report on that possibly this evening or not?
CHIEF HENSON: Well, I was just going to comment. I did speak to Captain Campbell today to see what else
had come about since the meeting last Thursday. They do have a meeting set, the county and the county
legal to discuss these code changes because this is not just here. It’s a lot of places where the cities are
starting to encroach on what once was unincorporated Johnson County. And so they’re looking at it more
broadly. But they do have a meeting set in the near future. He did not give me a date. But we are continuing
to work closely with the county on ensuring that any reports we do get they get, and so that the uninformed
aspect of both agencies won’t occur again because that did occur. And regarding the call for service on the
shots fired from that evening, we checked. Johnson County checked. None of us got any phone calls for that.
So, we’re encouraging anybody who does get shots fired calls or they suspect that that’s what’s happening
there to please call 911 so we can respond. Because we can’t do it if we hear about it two days later or
through word of mouth.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MR. GRAVES: I would just add I’m completely empathetic to your situation. I’ve talked to a lot of people and
like as a parent myself like it just goes out to you. And I think as a whole we’re all very -- we’ve all heard
about it. Talked to a lot of people about it. There’s a lot of concern in the City. So, you know, just know like
I think we’ve got a great group here that can hopefully get some solution.
MR. OWEN: All right. Thank you.
MR. LEATON: There’s one thing that you should know is I don’t think that the Council takes it lightly, past or
present. At least ten years ago, I’d have to look back at the date, the City used to maintain its own firing
range, years ago. And we never ever had an issue with a bullet really ricocheting and flying anywhere. But
out of concern we took the diligence of going ahead and shutting that down at the time, years ago. So, you
and I have not personally talked. I am empathetic. And, you know, I would definitely support, you know,
with what we need to do to take action to keep the community, not just the City, but also the surrounding
community safe from people who take irrational actions and irresponsible actions. So, I just wanted to give
you that tidbit that in the past we did have a firing range and we have been active in trying to take these
things on. So, hopefully we can move forward with you on that.
MS. HUGHES: Mr. Jenkins, it appears I believe that if we were to ask the County Board to annex the land to
us if they were to sit as a city boundary setter, we have to file a petition. Can you let us know about that
process in the next couple of meetings -- quickly?
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MR. JENKINS: Yes. I will do that.
MS. HUGHES: Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MR. HUNTINGTON: Thank you.
MR. OWEN: I’m going to call the next ones out of order. Jamie Lingner. I know I messed up your last name.
MS. LINGNER: That’s okay.
MR. OWEN: And can you state your address -- name and address for the record?
MS. LINGNER: Yes. My name is Jamie Lingner. It’s 24094 Hospital Drive, Paola, Kansas.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MS. LINGNER: So, I was the one driving the vehicle on March 1st with my daughter and her friend in the car.
I can’t let my brain think about what could have happened. But it’s shaken up something in me to where I
have -- I’ve been pretty quiet on this just because I’m -- the first few days I was just overwhelmed with
thankfulness and now I’m just angry. I’m just really angry that in the middle of our community we can have
a property like this. And all I’ve heard about from that side of things is, first of all, that we didn’t know it was
them. Second of all that they’re shooting legally which just is infuriating. How can they be shooting legally
when it can go to a highway? So, I’m struggling with the laws. I’m struggling with how all of that can work.
Whenever I ask somebody about, you know, annexing a property or something like that everybody says that’s
just so hard. But I don’t care if it’s hard. Something has to be done. I just don’t feel safe anymore in that
area of town. I’ve avoided it. My daughter is going to school with kids that know about it and she’s getting
trouble from it. And it’s causing a lot of problems. And the hardest part of all just has been the no remorse
from the owners of the property. No phone calls. No, this was an accident. I’ve never been told it was an
accident by anybody. It’s really hard for me to believe that it was an accident. I understand we can’t protect
our kids from everything, I really do, but this is something we can. So, I really would like to see some kind of
forced annex. It’s just -- they’re not being smart and they’re not responsible gun owners. We are gun owners
as well and that’s the biggest -- that’s the biggest voice of concern I’ve heard is from people who shoot guns.
They don’t get it. Nobody gets it how it happened. So, that’s my issue. I just think there should be no guns
in that area.
MR. OWEN: Well, I think it’s something you’ve seen -- there’s a number of people here that want to do
something. Some ideas have come up -MS. LINGNER: Yep.
MR. OWEN: -- from Ms. Hughes, and get something from the attorney. I’m willing to go talk to our
Commissioner and even the Chairman. I know them both. I’ve met them both. And I’ll go talk to them myself
and see what we can do and we can try and move this ball forward and get something done.
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MS. LINGNER: Do you not believe that?
MR. LEATON: I was thinking that was something else. It wasn’t about you.
MS. LINGNER: Okay.
MR. OWEN: So, all right?
MS. LINGNER: All right. Thank you.
MR. OWEN: All right. Thank you. Is it Jenni Koch?
MS. KOCH: Koch.
MR. OWEN: Can you state your name and your address for the record?
MS. KOCH: Yep. Jenni Koch and 27449 West 215th Street, Spring Hill. So, also speaking on this issue, I’m
really encouraged with what the Police Chief said. And I feel like from the meeting that we went to, the
Commissioners meeting, they took it really seriously and I feel like the response has been really positive. And
I feel like everyone is on the same page. My husband and I are also gun owners and I think it’s just the concern
from us and just it is county, but as a gun owner and we shoot on our property, the fact that there is a berm
there they obviously weren’t shooting into it. And I think that lack of regard for others continues to be
apparent from that property. And it’s just kind of disheartening that no charges have been filed and nothing
moving forward. So, I think just as a community just keeping the issue, you know, front and center so we can
get something moving -MR. OWEN: All right.
MS. KOCH: -- is all we’re looking for. But it sounds like [inaudible].
MR. OWEN: We’re going to work on it. And keep reminding us.
MR. GRAVES: And, Jenni, I would share, like, I mean you’re the first person that like instantly like brought this
issue just to my awareness. And like I think your ability online to just like share things that have been like
rational and like very, you know, thoughtful and brought up a lot of good points. So, from your perspective I
think this is how a small community like this works. I mean we all want to protect each other and help each
other, so the awareness you’re bringing to the issue is really important as well. So, thank you for that.
MS. KOCH: Thank you, guys.
MR. OWEN: Did we have somebody else that wanted to speak on the shooting? Anybody? Okay.
MR. LEATON: I just have a question -MR. OWEN: Sure.
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MR. LEATON: -- for staff. I know that it’s county property. One of the things I’d like to have us look at is I
don’t know what the state gun laws are. But as we work with the county, it’s not underneath our jurisdiction,
but it is under the county’s jurisdiction to possibly home rule out if there’s a possibility. If there is anything
that we have them home rule out from the state statutes if it’s not, you know, covered by that similar to what
we have done as a local. So, you know, there might be a state statute, but if it’s not governed by the
Constitution there might be an ability to home rule out and have them do some things with that too.
MR. JENKINS: We’ll take a look at it.
MR. OWEN: Anything else on that subject?
MR. GRAVES: Chief, are you able to share like how many reports on this issue you’ve had or, I mean I know
you mentioned like you had heard like shots fired but no calls on it. Like are we getting a number -CHIEF HENSON: From the other night.
MR. GRAVES: Yeah. But I mean in general, like have you had a lot of reports on it?
CHIEF HENSON: From that particular house looking back we had three incidents in 2017, three incidents in
2018, and one in 2020, which is the one that we’re talking about right now. In the one in 2017, there was
another vehicle that was struck by a bullet. It did not penetrate the vehicle. That case we have re-contacted
the driver, the victim in that case and reopened that and we are prepared to be sending that to the DA to
look for charges just as the case that the Johnson County Sheriff’s Department took on the 1st, that has been
sent to the DA. I don’t know the status. I don’t know which DA has it at this point. But I know that the
county’s case has been sent and ours is going to be sent. We’re waiting for the DA to be identified so we can
make sure it goes directly to that particular DA so they have both.
MR. GRAVES: Right.
CHIEF HENSON: We will also send the additional ones as information, but we do not have a lot to go on on
those. Those were information reported without suspects or anything of -- other than the home itself to
know who might have been there on that property on that day. So, we are going to use that information as
additional for the DA to look at.
MR. GRAVES: Cool. Thank you.
MR. LEATON: And another thing that I thought of as we talked with the County Commissioners on this and
county staff, this property has not only been an issue with this activity, but they have also done other activities
that have been -- what I would consider a nuisance, four-wheelers on the street, other things that I’ve seen.
So, what we need to communicate to the county is it’s not just about these activities it’s other activities that
they don’t think that they have to follow the rules like the rest of us that live in a community. So, we need to
convey that to the County Commissioners and our county staff too on that.
MR. OWEN: Anything else?
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MR. LEATON: No. That’s a little [inaudible] stuff.
MR. OWEN: Yeah. Oh, no. The next one is going to be Stacy Crist. If you can state your name and address.
MS. CRIST: Stacy Crist, 20855 West 227th Street, Spring Hill, Kansas.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MS. CRIST: I just wanted to come up and talk about the internet issue. Honestly I’m embarrassed by this.
I’m embarrassed that I can’t call my doctor’s office because the phone lines are down, or that when I go get
my nails done I can’t use a credit card because their system is down, or when I go to yoga at Lee’s Loft they
can’t check me in because their system is down because there no internet, or we can’t call our school because
the phone line is down. And that should never be okay for this city. It is unacceptable. I feel like you guys
should be outraged that a parent can get in an accident and not be able to call their school and tell them that
I’m going to be late, you know, getting my child. I feel like we’ve gotten a lot of lip service. I feel like I was
here the last time and, oh, yes, we’re going to do something in this investigation and then it turns out that it
didn’t really happen like that. It’s unfortunate that the Mayor is not here tonight to address those concerns,
which I believe looks poorly upon him.
You sent out an ROI that, you know, has the speeds of your guys’ internet, which for the City building here
that is about ten times faster than the citizens of Spring Hill. We are demanding that you guys do something
not for the City of Spring Hill, not for your buildings, not for the Parks building. I don’t even know why they
need internet. What is that building? What do they do there? Or is that internet for the golf course? Why
does Veterans Park need internet? We are not getting the answers. We’re just getting lip service. What if
our schools closed down because of the Coronavirus? I mean I hope they do not. And all of our students are
on the internet, online classes, and parents are stuck at home and have to work from home, this internet
cannot handle it. It will shut down. It’s unacceptable. And I feel like you guys as a City Council, as the Mayor
-- has anyone filed an FCC complaint? I have. And when I filed it I had a response from CenturyLink in less
than 24 hours and they were at my house in less than 24 hours after that. But I feel like you guys are just -that nobody is doing anything. So, has anything been done since the last City Council meeting in regard to
CenturyLink and SuddenLink?
MR. OWEN: I’ve talked to SuddenLink myself personally. I know, Mr. Graves, you were going to work with
the Mayor. I don’t know if you guys have been -MR. GRAVES: We have a call for next week tentatively.
MR. LEATON: Tuesday.
MR. GRAVES: Yeah. Tuesday evening with SuddenLink. I would just stress your frustration is not just shared
by you or, like it’s shared by all of us. I mean it is a high priority. I own a business in town. I see the people
that come into my business because of these internet issues. I live in a subdivision where we get terrible
speeds. So, to say it’s not a priority I don’t think is fair. I think it is a huge priority. Obviously things aren’t
moving as quickly as we would like for a number of reasons including this investigation that’s going on right
now, which I support because I think to show transparency and say this is what’s going on. But unfortunately
I’m frustrated too for the fact we can’t just say let’s go fix it tomorrow. But to say that nothing is being done,
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even from SuddenLink and CenturyLink, I know they’re making upgrades. It’s not acceptable for -- I’ll never
see those upgrades in my subdivision. They’ve told me I won’t.
MS. CRIST: I can’t even get SuddenLink in mine. It’s 2020, I cannot get cable TV if I wanted it.
MR. GRAVES: I would just stress the frustration is shared and heard. I feel like we’re kind of just in the lull at
the moment while we wait for this investigation. But I mean it’s a high priority for me. Again, I feel it every
day. I see people that feel it every day. I talk to people every day that they feel it. So, I don’t want you to
feel like no one cares or we’re just -MS. CRIST: I think the problem is is that even if we wait for this investigation, you know, they’re saying 18 to
24 months of ALLO doing a build-out for the City, and then the citizens and the businesses -MR. GRAVES: No.
MS. CRIST: -- are coming after that or -MR. GRAVES: That’s not correct.
MS. HUGHES: I just spoke to ALLO on the phone this week and it’s a ubiquitous bill if -- if we negotiate with
them and it comes back and it’s agreed to, because that was not a bid, it was a proposal. So, this Council still
has to see a contract and be okay with it. They build out ubiquitously throughout the City. They don’t just
start in one spot. They will start at the places that are under their -- what did they call it? They called it a -MR. LEATON: Their design.
MS. HUGHES: Design plan. They had a special term for it but it was the design plan, the way that you move
through a city to make it quick and expense the least as they build it in. They made that clear to us.
MS. CRIST: And so if ALLO is approved what is their time frame?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Eighteen (18) to twenty-four (24) months, complete build-out to the City.
MS. CRIST: Okay. And say we’re six months down the road from an investigation being complete and then
18 to 24 months after that. What are we doing right now for the citizens and the businesses of Spring Hill,
Kansas?
MS. HUGHES: Jim.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Hendershot.
MR. HENDERSHOT: I will add that in the meantime we continue talks with other providers, other ISP
providers. We’ve met with two this week. We have another one scheduled I believe for next week for others
to come into town and provide that competition level outside and away from the RFP. Some submitted RFPs
and still have an interest in Spring Hill. Others are companies that are reaching out and saying we have an
interest in Spring Hill, can we come talk to you. So, we still -- we are generating a great deal of interest
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amongst other ISP providers other than just those that submitted the RFP. As the Mayor has said many times,
we’re open for business. We’re not going to turn anybody away. The competition, the free market comes
into town that’s what will keep the prices down for residents and I think make others stand up and take notice
and improve their service that are already here.
MS. CRIST: Okay.
MR. GRAVES: And I would just add, you said what are businesses supposed to do. And I will tell you as part
of the Chamber, we’ve started conversations about ways that businesses are working through this issue. For
example, this is what’s worked for our business and this is what’s worked for mine. There’s a lot of good
collaboration that was started by the Chamber. So, those talks are ongoing as well. So, just from a business
perspective that’s the conversations that are happening.
MR. ECKERT: I echo your concern about -- originally when it was designed, this committee or task force was
for the citizens, then it morphed into what’s best for the City. And that really irked me that that got
misconstrued because that was not the original intent as what the Mayor headed out to do.
MS. CRIST: And I think that -MR. ECKERT: So, I’d echo that and I stay focused on that point that it’s for the citizens and the community,
not just the City. I think that’s a little arrogant and obtuse to take that stance. And I would continue to fight
for those points.
MS. CRIST: Okay.
MS. HUGHES: I don’t think it was -MR. LEATON: The one thing -- I disagree with you.
MS. HUGHES: The task force -MR. ECKERT: Well, you can disagree with my -- it’s my opinion.
MR. LEATON: I disagree with that you mischaracterized some of the things and the actions. And, in fact, you
actually voted for the RFP.
MR. OWEN: You know what? We don’t need an argument.
MR. ECKERT: I voted to continue negotiations with that.
MS. HUGHES: Right.
MR. ECKERT: But that’s my opinion. You can tell me I’m wrong.
MS. CRIST: You can. And that is how it looks to the citizens of this City. That it was -- it was said that it was
going to be for the citizens and the businesses and it has morphed into how can we get a dark fiber network
to the City buildings and that’s it.
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MR. LEATON: I don’t think that’s really still the intent.
MS. CRIST: Okay. That may not be the intent, but that is how it is perceived.
MR. LEATON: [Inaudible.] I see what you’re saying and I’m not just [inaudible], but I don’t think that that is
the intent. Let’s also talk about the RFP real quick. One of the reasons why we moved with the -- just on the
broadband is we were getting no movement from private companies to come in. So, we were trying to push
that into the City, to try to find some way. Now, that we actually started the RFP it seems like now we’ve got
some private companies who say, oh, you know what, we want to jump into the market because we’re forcing
competition to start to come in. So, all I’m [inaudible].
MS. CRIST: I’m not disagreeing with the RFP in general. I mean I don’t know. Do I think you guys did anything
wrong? Probably not. I just -MR. LEATON: I’m just kind of giving the background.
MS. CRIST: Right. But it’s just we need something. I’ve lived here for 18 years. When I moved here I was
from Olathe. I was back to dial-up. And we are taking a step -- we are taking just steps back, it is not okay.
And I get, I mean, and all we can do is come and just complain every couple weeks to the City Council and
hope that something gets done.
MR. ECKERT: It’s not laying on deaf ears with me.
MS. CRIST: Okay.
MR. GRAVES: Yeah. I don’t think with anyone.
MR. LEATON: I’ve lived here 17 years. I had DSL when I first moved here. It’s one of the reasons why we
supported pushing for the broadband -MS. CRIST: Sure.
MR. LEATON: -- to get moving forward with it. And, you know, like other Councilmembers have said is we
live here too. I deal with it too.
MS. CRIST: Sure.
MR. LEATON: You know, we all deal with it. I work from home. I have to deal with slow internet. So, the
one thing I want people to understand is it’s not us up here against you.
MS. CRIST: Sure.
MR. LEATON: We really aren’t that way. I don’t think anybody up here really has that attitude. We’re just
trying to figure out the best, the most efficient avenue to get where we need to get. And sometimes it’s just
not going as fast as what we want it to.
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MS. CRIST: Sure.
MR. LEATON: A lot of us want it to go a lot faster, but there are just some things that we’re having to deal
with too.
MS. HUGHES: Yeah. I didn’t want to spend three years going to meetings and having to do task force for that
long. I really -- we all wanted it to move so much faster. We all wanted people to just raise their hands and
say we want to come to Spring Hill.
MS. CRIST: Right.
MS. HUGHES: And just are working so hard. We really are working so hard to try to bring that to you, to us,
to our houses, to your houses, to everybody’s houses. There is no ill intent up here at all.
MS. CRIST: And I don’t think so. I mean I think we appreciate it. It’s just some of the information is not
relayed in a manner that is -- that either -- you can’t just spring it on us. You know, it’s like, oh, here ALLO
Communications, bam, in your face and everybody is going what are you talking about. And it’s just, you
know, the ROI, you know, $2,000 for this, this and this and, oh, it’s a living document. We need to see what’s
happening. We need to see how these, you know, how the money is being spent and what we’re going to
get out of it. And we’re going to have questions, you know. I mean -MR. GRAVES: And I think they’re fair questions.
MS. CRIST: I suppose we could be a sleepy little town and just, you know, you guys could just pass whatever
and do whatever and, you know.
MR. GRAVES: I don’t think that benefits anyone to be honest.
MS. CRIST: Right.
MR. LEATON: That’s not the intent.
MS. HUGHES: Mr. Hendershot has actually put together a really good Frequently Asked Questions that he’s
expecting to get up on -- it’s had to have been tailored for the internet, but he’s got it ready and I think they’re
putting it up tomorrow.
MR. HENDERSHOT: I’m hoping to get that up tomorrow if not by Monday.
MS. HUGHES: Or Monday. And so it answers a lot of the questions that we’ve heard a lot of. But if you have
more questions, please, you know, e-mail and we’ll put them on there so everybody won’t have to ask the
same question five times.
MS. CRIST: Sure. We appreciate that. Great. Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Roger Welsh.
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MR. WELSH: My name is Roger Welsh, 21914, Spring Hill right across the way from the highway. Thank you
again for letting me come speak with you. I try to keep my statements up here to the fact and make sure
that I get my point across the best way I know how.
So, I’d like to start by saying thank you for posting the ROI statement for the RFP fiber project. I was able to
review the document and it was quite alarming. As mentioned in my last speech to this Council I asked for
that ROI breakdown and I was told it existed. But I had my doubts and I hoped I was wrong and I hope it was
presented. And I hoped that there was a cost analysis that showed what happened when something broke,
when Mother Nature had her way, how many staff was going to be needed, the equipment needed, the
insurance cost, but we went to a vote anyway. But unfortunately, I was right. It wasn’t done at all. Well, not
until we started asking questions.
The analysis that was provided to us doesn’t tell us the whole story. Council Lady Hughes, you stated in the
Council meeting on January 23rd that if we didn’t vote right now we would lose three years of work. And I’m
sorry, but I don’t understand how this is three years of work.
I’m going mention RG Fiber again, and not because I represent their company because I don’t, but with a
little bit of investigation work I was able to find out that we could save the City $350,000 right now. Save
them $46,512 annually right now. Save on all the equipment costs, the maintenance and the insurance. And
I’m using them as just an example because we had a welcoming party for that company. They were going to
solve our problem that the broadband task force was trying to solve for the last three years. They could have
come into our town, built out the City like any normal provider, offered one gig service to all City buildings
and would have charged $130 per site plus taxes and fees.
And you can correct me if I’m wrong here, but the City will collect some different fees. I think they’re kind of
franchise fees for these companies that are being here. I don’t know where those taxes go, but ultimately it
goes into the same public funding. We could save a ton of money and not have to worry about a fiber
network, the burden of maintaining it, the burden of repairing it, and provide a service to this city and its
residents that we’ve needed for a long time.
So, it’s unfortunate the Mayor is not here because we talked about the investigation in the past, and
somebody else has already mentioned it. So, I’m kind of really sad that he’s not here because I would love
to hear his statement on why we’re hearing such conflicting stories between the Johnson County DA’s office
and what he has said in these meetings in the past.
We don’t have to wait for the investigation. We could do something right now. My question to this Council,
are you guys willing to just have a motion to stop negotiation with Allo, get out of the way of the RFP, get out
of the way of these providers coming in that already said they wanted to be here but are afraid of our city
and the partnership that we’re going to create with them and let them come in and build out our city, save
the City a bunch of money and be able to move forward?
MS. HUGHES: We’re not stopping anyone from coming to the City.
MR. WELSH: How many people do you have -- how many companies do you guys think you’re going to get
to build out this city? I’m asking you an honest question.
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MS. HUGHES: We haven’t been able to -- if we stop negotiations, first off, about your comment earlier about
the vote. I was frustrated that it’s been three years that we’ve been trying to get to the point where we can
even try to partner with someone, that we had an idea of who to partner with that more delays were just
going to keep people from getting internet. That was my comment. And I still believe that. I believe that all
of the delays will continue to keep us from getting internet to the people. If we stop looking at a contractor
or even talking about that, I believe we’ve gone backwards not forwards in our progress because we went
through all this process to pick someone who proposed something. Didn’t bid. It’s not a bid process, it’s a
proposal. They proposed something that we could see the citizens getting a benefit from in a reasonable
amount of time. And I want to move forward with that. I want the City to see what those negotiations can
be instead of guessing about what they could be and when do we get there.
MR. WELSH: Well, we can do it without that money. We can do it without spending $350,000.
MS. HUGHES: It doesn’t say anywhere that we have to spend the $350,000.
MR. WELSH: We don’t have to spend any money.
MS. HUGHES: For no money nobody was coming. We’ve been asking people to come for three years. I
couldn’t get for no money -MR. WELSH: You had somebody here -- that was here that was willing to come and then -- you have to look
at it from an economics business perspective. This city -- this city represent -- came to a welcoming party.
We welcomed them in. We’re like, yes, finally somebody here to do something with us, somebody that was
willing to create contracts with citizens and open up lines and do things that no other major contributor
would ever come -MR. LEATON: No.
MR. WELSH: Hold on. That would ever come in and do. I keep on hearing these things that we’re going to
have all the ISPs coming in here. I’m going to give you an example of why I think, no, you’re not going to have
15 different ISPs coming here. Cox Communications. I was a customer of theirs in Arizona. They are a
fantastic company. They are an amazing company. They offer a service that is unmatched that I have ever
seen. They’re right there in Wichita and they won’t come here. You want to know why? They won’t come
to Kansas City because it’s already overbuilt. There’s no ROI here. There’s no ROI in Spring Hill for ten
different ISPs.
I’m trying to -- I keep on saying the same thing again. We’re going to spend a bunch of money. We’re never
going to get our money back. We’re going into negotiations into a contract that we have no idea what the
other side of it is. Why do we continue doing that?
MR. LEATON: Two things. One is my position on this, if RG Fiber wants to come in I’m not going to stop them.
And there’s nothing stopping them right now. If they said they were going to come in, I’d say fine. You know,
show us they’re going to do it, we could back off on negotiations with Allo in a heartbeat. But I don’t know
that --
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MR. WELSH: Is that your official statement if you were -- if they were to come in here right now and say they
would come in and build out the City that you would stop negotiations?
MS. HUGHES: They’ve said that for years.
MR. LEATON: But they [inaudible].
MR. WELSH: Do you know why they didn’t come in three years ago? They didn’t come in three years ago
because you guys wanted to build a huge $10 million dark fiber municipal sector and they said, no, we don’t
want to do that.
MR. LEATON: But back to what I was saying real quick.
MS. HUGHES: We didn’t say any -MR. LEATON: Is that is my position with it. But we’ve been getting a lot of mixed messages over the years
from RG Fiber. Now, the other thing about the $350,000 in looking at the proposals, and if I start getting into
information that is not allowed to talk in public, staff, please stop me. But RG Fiber, when I reviewed their
information, they had a lot of hidden costs. And if we were going to be doing infrastructure as we were
talking about it for the municipality, for -- between each other, there was hidden cost in there, in that
proposal that they would charge us for. Am I correct on that, Ms. Landis? That could run up as much as
$350,000. So, the point is, is that amount is going to be -- we’re negotiating either on the front end with Allo
on that, or then you have these other providers that if we decide to provide that infrastructure for the City,
we may or may not decide to do that, in the contract negotiations. RG Fiber had it in it where it was a back
loaded cost that we wouldn’t see. So, that’s one of the reasons why, you know, we have to talk about this
because it’s not apples to apples. And the 350,000 is not necessarily something that we have to decide to
spend based on the negotiations. It was something that we put in the proposal said that if we decide to do
this what would that cost be. So, that’s how that number came about. It’s not saying that that will occur.
What we’re saying is that in the RFP we wanted to have an idea of what that cost would be. Other providers
said, you know, there’s really not a cost there, but we’ll back-charge you or we’ll put back-loading into it that
could get up as much or more than what that 350 is. So, we really need to have a talk about what that 350
is. And to sit there and say that we’re definitely going to spend that amount that is not a given. That’s just if
we were to do that infrastructure. So, that infrastructure there could be outside of the other stuff we
negotiated with Allo.
MR. OWEN: Well, I’m hearing new information today from you that I’ve never heard. So, it sounds like -MR. LEATON: I don’t know -- I sat down with staff for two hours one day and went through it in detail.
MR. OWEN: Well, we’re hearing new information. So, to me it sounds like we need to probably think about
talking to the Mayor about having a meeting that we discuss all of this and get it all out in the open for the
citizens to hear it, for everybody else to hear.
MR. LEATON: Well, it was pretty straightforward in the two hours that I went [inaudible]
MR. OWEN: Well, they weren’t there though.
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MR. ECKERT: Yeah. The citizens weren’t there.
MR. OWEN: The citizens aren’t there.
MR. LEATON: Are you saying [inaudible]
MR. OWEN: I’m talking about getting them involved in the meeting so they know what’s going on too.
MR. LEATON: No, that’s fine. I’m just saying -MR. OWEN: You know.
MR. LEATON: You’re saying it’s new information to you.
MR. OWEN: Yeah. It is.
MR. LEATON: I read through all the proposals, so.
MR. ECKERT: As did I.
MR. OWEN: Yeah. We did too.
MR. LEATON: And I caught it.
MR. ECKERT: Well, I don’t go in looking for hidden cost. When I read a document, I read top to bottom, left
to right. That’s how I read it. Loaded or hidden charges that certainly happens in contracts. There’s no doubt
about that. But I think the bigger picture is, and you kind of alluded to it in your statements, is the City wants
-- the City needs this infrastructure built. Well, if the City didn’t need that what would that mean? Would
that mean everyone would fly away and it wouldn’t happen? I mean are we stepping ourselves? Are we
stepping on our feet trying to get this to happen because we need this dark fiber that’s going, I don’t know,
be the alpha and the omega of all internet services? I don’t know. I don’t know.
MR. LEATON: That’s not how the RFP actually process works. So, a better understanding of it is what we do
is set out in the RFP and what we would like to potentially see.
MR. ECKERT: I understand RFPs.
MR. LEATON: Off of those [inaudible].
MR. ECKERT: I [inaudible] contracts every day. I understand all that.
MR. LEATON: Well, okay. Then how do you not understand an RFP and not understand all -- how you can
read through all of that?
MR. ECKERT: I did read them. I did review them.
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MR. LEATON: But how did you not catch all that information?
MR. ECKERT: I did.
MR. LEATON: Really? Because people are saying it’s new information after reviewing all 10 or 15 -MR. OWEN: Yeah. You know what? We’re not going to get into an argument up here, Mr. Leaton.
MR. LEATON: Well, okay.
MR. OWEN: Okay. So, we’re not going to do that. We can have a discussion.
MR. LEATON: I’m just trying to understand how you’re saying it’s new information.
MS. HUGHES: We are not as a City -- I think I can say this for you and you and me, we’re not trying to stop
anyone, including RG Fiber from coming to the City. It’s just they weren’t offered the package of the RFP.
They just weren’t the winning bid. That doesn’t mean they can’t keep doing what they said they were going
to do. And if they do it before this all gets settled with Allo, before a contract is voted on, then the citizens
just come up here and they say you don’t need to vote on that contract now because RG is in the City. But
there are mixed messages there. And I want to see some citizens getting that benefit first. I don’t want to
give up on Allo when there is only a promise of a benefit.
MR. WELSH: But you’re asking you’re asking RG for -- you’re asking them to go out on a limb too, right?
You’re asking them to partner with you as a City and say, yeah, come on in. Come on in. We may or may not
stop our negotiations, but come on in, we might create a -MS. HUGHES: We’re not asking them -MR. WELSH: Hold on. We might create a contract in a negotiation that’s going to come in and overbuild over
you to cut your ROI. I know you’re going to spend $5-10 million building out our City, RG. I know that’s going
to happen. It’s going to happen. That’s how much money they’re going to spend. You know it because we’ve
had the $60,000 spent to get that, right? We know how much it’s going to cost them to do it. But do I want
a city to come in and overbuild over me because they decided they wanted to bring in another ISP?
MS. HUGHES: So, we should award that -- we should stop everything and award it to them even though they
didn’t win the RFP?
MR. WELSH: It’s not an award. I don’t think we should spend any money, Ms. Hughes. I think we should get
out of the way. RG Fiber has already told me point blank, if the City gets out of the business of trying to do
fiber, and they’ll come back and do what they said they were going to do. But because they are unsure with
the City and what they’re doing and the negotiations they want to fall into with these investigations that may
or may not be happening, why would they want to?
MS. HUGHES: And as a person who sits on this Council, I can’t say to the citizens I’m going to stop in my
tracks because someone has said they might come into the City, but they haven’t yet. And so I just can’t -- I
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can’t make that commitment to people. I can’t say I’m going to wait another year to see if this happens when
I’m already down the road of someone who wants to come Spring Hill.
MR. WELSH: Ms. Hughes, we can agree to disagree.
MS. HUGHES: We totally can, and I respect that.
MR. WELSH: Because I mean I’ve ran businesses. I’ve ran departments.
MS. HUGHES: I just want to -MR. WELSH: I’ve ran multi-million dollar things. I understand what it takes to come and do something. And
that uncertainty, that risk of having somebody that you thought was going to be a partner in something when
you welcomed them in, to turn around and say, no, we’re going to start negotiations over here to overbuild
you after you come in just doesn’t sound very good.
MR. LEATON: My question would be to the Council is, we can talk with staff, but would we entertain a
potential work session of like 6 p.m. before a Council meeting where would go through, and as we go through
towards moving the RFP process, either at the next meeting or the meeting after that where we could have
a work session so we could discuss certain things about it that we might be able to release now that we
couldn’t before? And this information that you’re saying that it’s new to you, I’m not arguing with you, but
we can work through any of that. Would that be something that the Council would entertain?
MS. HUGHES: Absolutely.
MR. GRAVES: Sure.
MR. LEATON: [Inaudible.]
MR. OWEN: No. I think we need to -- I want to -MR. ECKERT: A question for Mr. Jenkins. We have that non-disclosure. Is that still applicable or has that
since expired?
MR. JENKINS: It’s expired from the standpoint that we had to release [inaudible] KORA, the Open Records
Act -MR. ECKERT: Okay.
MR. JENKINS: -- has now opened that, all the bids, the associated documents as public.
MR. ECKERT: Thank you.
MR. OWEN: So, Mr. Hendershot, may I ask, can we get in touch with the Mayor [inaudible] and seeing about
working out a work session at this meeting -- or next meeting or something.
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MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes.
MR. OWEN: That we’re going to talk about as absolutely as much as possible about the RFPs, what we got,
contracts and what the plan is for the City?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Is the intent then that that would be prior to the meeting of the 26th or on a different
date?
MR. OWEN: I’m willing to turn it over to somewhat to the Mayor to let him pick a date.
MR. HENDERSHOT: All right.
MR. OWEN: Okay. If he wants to.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay.
MR. WELSH: Is this Council willing to have a motion to put it on the agenda, the formal agenda to possibly
stop negotiations with Allo?
MR. OWEN: Well, let’s have our meeting.
MR. WELSH: Yeah. I think the meeting.
MR. ECKERT: I think [inaudible] work session would give us more direction.
MR. WELSH: Right. A hundred percent.
MR. ECKERT: And I would certainly like to see you and others there.
MR. OWEN: Yeah.
MR. LEATON: I think what would happen is if we have a work session and if it seems like a due diligence to
proceed possibly that way - I got tongue-tied.
MR. WELSH: Yeah. No problem. I talk in front of people all the time and I get up here and get tongue-tied,
so.
MR. ECKERT: I fully understand.
MR. LEATON: I’ve been doing this for 15 years and I still do it. But then we can look at possibly then. The
concern I would have is, is that if we do decide to keep going that direction, and it is something that we want
to do, and then we do make a motion to stop it, now we’ve got to get it started again. So, let’s not just
necessarily stop that process right yet. The other thing is we’ve been asking RG Fiber to come in. So, you
know, I hear what you’re saying. But, you know, it wasn’t started until we started really pushing this
broadband process that they really start possibly changing their tune, so.
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MR. OWEN: So, I’m thinking with, you know, we’ll have the work session. That gets everybody up to speed,
citizens, Council, we’re all on the same page when we’re dealing with this.
MS. HUGHES: Mr. Owen -MR. OWEN: And then we can ago from there.
MS. HUGHES: I think -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Is it true RG Fiber has $300,000 worth of materials sitting in Spring Hill right now?
MR. OWEN: I would not be able to give you any information on that myself personally.
MR. WELSH: I can give you the total of cost of those materials but, yes, there is materials here.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: That’s the estimate I heard.
MR. OWEN: Anything else, Mr. Welsh?
MR. WELSH: Nope. That’s it.
MR. OWEN: Thank you, sir.
MR. WELSH: Thank you very much.
MR. LEATON: You have another speaker in the back.
MS. FISHER: Kari Fisher, 701 West Spring Street.
MR. OWEN: Why don’t you come on up because you’re next in line.
MR. LEATON: Are you going to be talking on this issue?
MS. FISHER: No. I have a separate issue, but I just had a question that this kind of raised my hair about. Now,
that we’re into open discussion here, is there an amount of money that’s earmarked to invest into City
infrastructure for the City government?
MR. OWEN: As far as -MR. GRAVES: For the internet?
MR. LEATON: Are you asking as a line item, a budgeted item for this? Is that what you’re asking?
MS. FISHER: No. Just to state it more clearly, are we spending $350,000 in order to upgrade services for
Spring Hill as a government facility? Is that earmarked? If we don’t spend $350,000 or $300,000, or however
much it ends up being, is that still earmarked for government infrastructure?
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MS. HUGHES: Ms. Landis, the budgeted item.
MS. LANDIS: It’s in the CIP. It’s in the document as a debt-financed project.
MR. LEATON: And it’s in the General Fund, correct?
MS. LANDIS: No. It would be debt-financed.
MR. OWEN: It would be debt-financed.
MS. LANDIS: So, we would [inaudible].
MR. LEATON: So, then we would be limited, well, I don’t know. It depends on the roles of that are. Can we
move that over to a General Fund if we wanted to at that point or not?
MS. LANDIS: I don’t understand that question.
MR. LEATON: Oh. I’d have to think through [inaudible].
MR. OWEN: Yeah.
MR. LEATON: But anyways, it is a capital budgeted item that is going to be in the Debt Service Fund instead.
MS. LANDIS: It is in the CIP that was approved by the City Council last year, yes.
MR. LEATON: Yeah. Okay.
MR. OWEN: All right.
MR. LEATON: I’m just trying to remember how we [inaudible]. I don’t know if we can necessarily do transfers
on it, so.
MR. OWEN: Hang on a second. Mr. Welsh.
MR. WELSH: So, are we saying that we actually don’t have that money, that we’re going to be getting that
money over time and we’re going to pay interest and that it actually could cost more if you’re going to spend
all that money?
MR. OWEN: Ms. Landis.
MS. LANDIS: The idea was that it would pay for itself over time, and after a certain period of time it would
start to put money back into the General Fund reducing our overall operating cost. So, you would save not
only in your operating costs annually, which has a direct impact on your mill levy or property taxes needed in
your General Fund because that’s where those communication payments are made from, but then also after
the certain period of time you would save all of those dollars going forward.
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MR. OWEN: So, we would be financing it?
MS. LANDIS: Right.
MR. OWEN: Right. Okay.
MS. LANDIS: Yes. And that’s how it’s listed in the CIP.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Yeah.
MR. LEATON: Mr. Hendershot.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes.
MR. LEATON: I would ask that -- are there any of the items that we’ve talked about tonight they could possibly
put onto your -- extending on your frequently asked questions for tomorrow, please?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes, there are. And I actually have an update -MR. LEATON: Thank you.
MR. HENDERSHOT: -- on a statement that was put out on our website today that went out on social media,
and I also have an update to the ROI as well for tonight, so.
MR. LEATON: Good.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Ms. Fisher, go ahead and -MS. FISHER: Okay. So, my original topic actually I just wanted to kind of spotlight on that because I think it
is touchy because as citizens we see these great improvements happening, but we’re still, you know, not
happy as citizens and what is deterring the success of this community if people are moving away. And from
what I’m hearing here it’s a lot of discussion about things of a growing city. And, you know, those growing
pains are something that I think you guys are handling well. But also I wanted to touch base with the previous
discussion that was on February 27th, and that was what is the life cycle of our water lines, and I believe it
was 50 years that was mentioned. And what was the follow-up to that meeting and mention of consideration
of any anticipated amount to replace lines, a timeline, or location to clarify the timeline. Is that a continual
construction and design year by year?
MR. OWEN: Mr. Boyer, would you have the answer for her?
MR. BOYER: Well, real briefly, the life cycle of water mains, we have pretty much -- the entire system is built
out of PVC pipe. Estimated year life cycles are anywhere from 50 to 100 years. We don’t, you know, the PVC
pipe has been in the ground for a long time. And so, you know, a life cycle is depending on a lot of things.
But we are actively or we will have additional information on that probably later on in the season when we’re
looking at utility rates and that sort of thing. We will try to get something together for Council and citizens.
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MR. OWEN: Ms. Fisher, does that help you out there?
MS. FISHER: No. I think that only just touched base, just breezed by.
MR. LEATON: Can I take a shot at seeing -MR. OWEN: Sure.
MR. LEATON: -- how I think I want to answer your question. And if I’m off base, then you can correct me if
I’m going the wrong way. I think what you’re asking is, is are we taking into consideration long-term
investment for what we’re like on the water and sewer lines in the City?
MS. FISHER: Yes. That would be accurate.
MR. LEATON: The thing is, is that over the years it’s been a balance on balancing of what do we want to
charge on water rates for the customers in the district and also long-term build-out. So, the investment that
you make is hedging investment on whether or not you really need to do it, right? So, you have to look and
do condition assessment of what the lines and the condition are in. We have some lines that were, like were
doing the CDBG funding where we used to have a lot of clay, vitrified clay pipe, asbestos pipe type things
where we’re replacing it. That’s what we’re doing with the CDBG funds. There was a couple years -MS. FISHER: And that’s sewer-related, is that correct?
MR. LEATON: Isn’t it the CDBG that we’re doing that this year?
MR. BOYER: The sewer lines, yes.
(Inaudible; talking over one another)
MR. LEATON: I’m crossing on two funds here, so sewer and water. But they’re both the utilities and rates.
So, my point is, is that you have to balance out what we want to spend in capital cost and also the rates that
we’re going to have to charge people. And over the last five to ten years there’s a little bit of a reluctancy of
the Council just to go out and just raise rates just for the purpose of putting money in the bank for the
potential of that right away. Because when I first came on Council both the water and the sewer were in
pretty dire condition. In fact, I think it was the Water Fund made a 100,000 or a $1 million changeover loan,
that we made a loan to the sewer -MS. LANDIS: Yes.
MR. LEATON: -- because it was in such bad condition. Over the years we’ve been able to try to stabilize rates,
raise -- increasing and also trying to make it so that we can do the capital improvements that we need to do.
So, are we looking at what we need to do for long-term? The answer is yes. But the most -MS. FISHER: May I interrupt? What factors -MR. LEATON: So, I mean --
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MS. FISHER: Yes. You’re on track. I’m following you. I’m having a hard understanding what factors are being
used to determine which lines will be replaced and more specifically that life cycle. Is there a goal to replace
water lines based on the probability of failure or consequences of failure? It is a continual life cycle
considering each year without stopping construction and design? Referring back to KC Water, I know that
they have a bigger investment pool, but they serve hundreds of thousands of people and they’re replacing
28 miles a year, which is one percent of their lines. I believe that’s water supply. And it has reduced their
water main breaks by 60 percent.
MR. LEATON: Where I’m at with that, I had -- Mr. Boyer, you and I talked about this. What we’re first trying
to get a handle on is the streets and working with our engineering consultant to get the same process of what
you’re asking on streets with the engineering. And then when we get that, then moving on to the other
utilities. It’s a big process for -- especially a community like ours that’s not done anything like that before.
So, the first one, if you see the streets like Webster, other ones that we’re running into, we’re trying to bite
off that one I think first and then the other ones because it is a big bite. Because what you’re really talking
about is infrastructure asset management, right? And the other problem with it is do we really want to do
total cost accounting of what the cost of infrastructure investment we’re talking about. Because if we did
the water and sewer rates would be so high this room would be flooding over. So -MS. FISHER: I think that we’re already paying such a high price that people are not satisfied when we have
brown and green and yellow water.
MR. LEATON: And I understand that.
MS. FISHER: And water main breaks happening pretty -MR. LEATON: And I understand.
MS. FISHER: -- often.
MR. LEATON: But to get to some of that, I mean if we were to really try to do that we’re talking that water
and sewer rates would not even be competitive with the surrounding communities.
MS. FISHER: If that discussion hasn’t happened yet, how are you assuming that?
MR. LEATON: No. We’ve had discussions in the past as a City Council about this when we’ve done the water
and sewer rate studies.
MS. FISHER: Is that utility maintenance something that could be managed by the utility provider?
MR. LEATON: We own the water utility provider -MR. OWEN: Yes.
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MR. LEATON: -- for our water and sewer. There are three districts that represent our city. So, we can’t force
WaterOne and the Rural Water District and how some of the things -- how they [inaudible] their
infrastructure.
MS. FISHER: I just have a -- I can’t accept that answer. I drive roads that are flooding with water that are
constantly deteriorating. There’s not much being done about the watershed situations. And then I’m still
having brown water, tasting nasty -- taste water like fish from a lake. There’s something that needs to be
done and it needs to be emphasized as a priority. Thank you.
MR. LEATON: And we are working on it.
MS. FISHER: I don’t see how any of that. How is that updated to the public?
MR. LEATON: I’ll get with staff and see what we can communicate out. But we are working on it.
MS. FISHER: Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Sharon Mitchell.
MS. MITCHELL: Good evening, President Owen and Councilman Eckert, Councilman Leaton, Councilman
Graves, Councilwoman Hughes. Thank you for allowing me to just speak briefly. I want to respect everybody’s
time. I wanted to talk real briefly on just a couple of things. One, oh, my address. 107 South Madison Street,
Spring Hill, Kansas.
One as a citizen and one as my role as the President of the Chamber of Commerce.
So, just real briefly from a business perspective, I would just like to encourage the City and the citizens to be
aware that during this Coronavirus frenzy that we’re having, some of it is very warranted, some of it is maybe
a little over the top, but there are a lot of small business owners in this town that rely on people to walk in
and buy things from them daily, to go to the restaurant, to go to their coffee shop, to go to their store and
buy things. So, I would like us to all be mindful of that and to be encouraging to them. I think whenever there
is any kind of a national crisis, how real or perceived it is by the public it affects business and that’s kind of
the backbone of who we are as a community. So, that’s the first thing.
The second thing, as a member of this community I’ve been really embarrassed the last probably six months,
and maybe a little bit longer. I’ve lived here for 23½ years, my whole married life in the same house just
down the street from here and I love this community. Because of that I have chosen to take a job working
every day to make this community a better place and I choose to focus on positive things and collaborative
things that help us be better as people, as businesses, as a community in general. And I would just like to
voice my support for people that sit up here, take time away from your family, and that the Mayor is with his
son tonight, congratulations to him. Because I’ve sat on a similar council and missed my kids’ activities or
decided to go ahead and miss a meeting to go to their activities and we’re people too. So, for you as elected
officials, I want you to recognize that there are lots of citizens that know that you are people to and you have
a life and you have feelings and you have your -- you’re people. You’re fallible people and so sometimes you
make mistakes. Our staff works tirelessly. They come in here every day and it’s not a hobby to them. It’s not
a spectator sport, but it’s their job. And for me my job is also my passion.
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And so I’ve just been very embarrassed of how people have acted and have represented our community
because it’s not who we are. We’re a community of strong people that care about each other. And all it
takes is for you to walk down to Gambino’s and see a fundraiser going on for a little girl who needs a lung
transplant. And you’re seeing people line up at the door to buy pizza. So, thank you for what you do. I know
things never happen as quick as they want to and nobody -- nobody can know all the behind the scene things
that people do. And so I just wanted to voice my support of the effort and the processes that you guys are
doing to make this a better place. So, thank you.
MR. GRAVES: Well, I would add, Sharon, real quick like when I started the first person I was connected with
when we started our business was you. And there was no bigger advocate for this City and everything that
you do with the school board. And I think you say you appreciate us, but you are so appreciated as well.
There is seriously nobody that knows the work that you do, the time that you do to drive up for every ribbon
cutting, for every -- you’re there as a resource for questions, answers, starting those communications on,
okay, this is an issue with the internet, how do we solve this. And your positivity really rubs off as a business
owner to say we have this person in our corner and it’s great to have someone like you in our corner for that.
So, thank you for what you do.
MS. MITCHELL: Okay. You’re welcome. I love what I do and I’ll continue to do it.
MR. GRAVES: And it shows.
MS. MITCHELL: So, thank you.
MR. LEATON: What I was going to say is I’ve known you for -- I can’t even count the years. I’m just thankful
that you have chosen to live in Spring Hill. And what you’re saying to us and how you appreciate us, I want
to just convey that to you this is how much I appreciate you and the things that you have done in the
community, be it anywhere from the school board, the chamber. But people don’t even know the activities
that you used to do before [inaudible] and the things that you did there. So, I think the statement that needs
to go is that we’re community. We need to remember we’re a community. It’s not this fashion or that fashion
that needs to dictate one thing or the other. We need to work together, you know, and to look to try to get
the best things for everybody as a whole. Sometimes there are going to be things that some people like that.
That’s just how it is. But we just need to work together. But thank you.
MS. MITCHELL: You’re welcome. Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Thank you, Sharon.
MR. GRAVES: Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Riffel.
MR. RIFFEL: I brought some props.
MR. OWEN: All right.
MR. RIFFEL: I’ll get to those in a second. Roy Riffel, 20024 Barker Street.
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First off, a couple of things I added. First off, my heart goes out to the people that were impacted by that
bullet. I did watch a lot of that on social media. Probably the first time I never commented on something on
social media because there was so much going on and things are getting posted and everybody is an internet
expert in this town now and everybody is a gun safety expert in this town now. But one thing I will say, I grew
up with guns and hunting. I have a lifetime hunting license. I am an avid gun collector. For 15 years now I’ve
had my concealed carry. And if you see me I’m more than likely carrying a gun. And taken a lot of training
on shooting, taken a lot of training on safety. And when I went to K State I actually started the K State shooting
team during a time of a lot of controversy of bringing guns into the schools and into the school districts
because of all the school shootings. And was on the team, went to nationals and got the school or the
collegiate to get -- recognized it so much that I became an admin side because I sucked at shooting compared
to the talent that we were bringing in. So, the thing that just blows my mind is anytime I’ve ever talked or
been at a class you’re responsible for that bullet regardless of what you’re shooting at, whether it’s a deer,
whether it’s a target, or the craziness on New Year’s Eve. So, to me that was just very concerning.
I did tell myself that I wasn’t going to say anything about internet today, but a few comments rolled out that
I did want to acknowledge. First off, Councilman Eckert is right in what he said about it being for the citizens
and then it rolled into the City. I’m not up here to debate that. But that maybe you all knew that, but we did
not know that. And the way that Leaton treated him on that comment is the way I feel as a citizen from some
of you when we bring up those same comments.
And to say that we’ve never stopped other companies from coming in that is a flat out lie. RG Fiber was here
in 2017 wanting to do something and they were told that we wanted a municipally funded internet and,
therefore, he didn’t want to come in. And he’s gone on record stating that. And to kind of help with what
the other gentleman was saying, I look at it this way. Let’s say, oh, I was looking at building a coffee shop
here in Spring Hill.
MR. GRAVES: Really.
MR. RIFFEL: I thought maybe you’d relate. And I’m looking at it and here is a competitor that’s wanting to
come in as well. And the City says, you know what, I want my own private blend of coffee at all of our City
buildings and the City decides to give them $350,000 for their costs if they give a private blend to the City
buildings. Well, if I was a coffee shop owner I don’t know if I’d invest in Spring Hill when I know that all the
costs of operating a business and the City is offsetting those costs. And so I just -- I give that little bit of
analogy for you.
But to get to my props, I brought a couple of things here. And one is just your standard brick. I’ll set it right
there very carefully because I know that was an expensive podium.
MR. ECKERT: That looks more like a paver than a brick.
MR. RIFFEL: It said brick at Home Depot, so. And then one is a glass block. So, for the last couple of weeks
I’ve been thinking about bricks. Weird, I know, but it made me start thinking. Before you I have two bricks.
One is your standard everyday brick, much like the one Councilman Leaton brought with him at the last
meeting. Mine is nothing special. It’s a cheap, old, 50-cent brick from Home Depot. They had pallets of
them. The second one is a glass brick. Now, glass bricks they cost more. I paid $5 for that one. They had
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less available and I had to go to a few stores as most places don’t even stock them. They’re a little harder to
find. As you can see before you they are two very different bricks.
I started to look at these two bricks after I purchased them and I asked myself of all things, if I could be a brick
which one would I want to be. Do I want to be a hard to find glass brick or do I want to be your easy to find
standard brick. To decide, I had to compare them. First, I looked at this glass brick. How would it be used or
why? Well, it can be used in applications to allow light to shine through, lighting the room and providing
warmth. It works with other resources such as the sun to light up those areas that people may find dark.
Your standard brick doesn’t allow light to shine through and it makes the areas cold. It won’t work with
others. It makes rooms dark and cold. The glass brick doesn’t oppose resistance or opposition. They will
allow you to go through them with very little force and not be a roadblock. One time I watched a guy replace
some bricks. It was amazing watching this guy replace them. One little hit of the hammer (clucking noise)
and he was able to get through the other side of that glass brick.
Now, a brick on the other hand is much more stubborn. On the same day I watched a guy replace some old
bricks that just needed to be replaced because they needed updated and, honestly, were just set in their old
ways and not up to date with today’s current standards. That big strong man took a heavy sledgehammer
and just kept hitting those bricks. Those bricks stood their ground, wouldn’t adopt to the change and,
honestly, wouldn’t see the whole picture, but they needed to come down. Eventually after ten times more
time than that glass brick the guy was able to replace them.
Transparency. I’ve stood here several times and I’ve talked about transparency. Recently I heard a speech
that one could draw a conclusion I and the rest of the people sitting on this side of the room shouldn’t ask
for transparency. We shouldn’t ask questions of our leaders as it slows down the process.
When I look at the two bricks before me I hold them in a way -- I hold them in a way that it stands between
me and the goal. I don’t have as many questions as I do -- or I don’t have as many questions of what is beyond
the glass brick as I do the standard brick. As you can see that glass brick is transparent. Heck, we’ve already
determined it allows light to go through it. I can see through it. I can see the road and what is being done to
get to our goal. Your standard brick, well, I have a lot of questions of that brick. What’s inside that brick? I
can see the outside but I can’t see what’s on the inside. What is that brick blocking me from seeing? The
standard brick resists and promotes lack of transparency causing others to have to come to their own
conclusions to their questions.
White elephant in the room. We’ve all read the two articles in the Kansas City Star. Some are noticing a new
online media out there in our City who is reporting on some of the same issues. Honestly, they’re scary. But
they do raise questions. We’ve asked questions and each time you ask them you get a different answer if
any.
Most of us have been and read on related items on social media. Yeah, I get it. It’s social media. Some wish
it would go away. Some wonder what participants’ agendas are. It is hard telling what is the facts, rumor,
and just completely false.
How can you ask us to trust you since you took an oath of office when many at several different levels of
government and public offices have taken that exact same oath and have been found to commit wrongdoing?
Trust. How do you ask us to trust you when questions go unanswered, we are promised an investigation, and
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yet the DA has no idea what we are talking about when the Mayor states he has been in direct contact with
the DA?
We reap what we sow. When you build a City Hall and you use this standard brick it creates a culture of not
working with others to bring light and warmth to a dark cold area. It gives resistance and creates the need
for force to get through to the same goal that, honestly, we all want. It promotes a culture of no transparency
even so much to where one would ask for an end to the call of transparency.
Ask yourselves, Councilman Leaton, Councilman Graves, Councilwoman Hughes, Councilman Eckert,
President Council Owens, what brick are you. Do you want to bring light and warmth to a dark cold place?
Do you want to allow others through for the good of change? Or do you want to require a wrecking ball to
get to that goal? Do you want to be transparent to avoid the own conclusions or do you want to be like this
standard brick that will promote lies and deception? The choice is yours and one we can’t make for you. But
I can assure you with the right decision the citizens will begin to stand beside you, trust you, and things will
just get done.
Thank you. And that’s all I have.
MR. OWEN: Thank you. Well, that ends our Citizens Participation.
PRESENTATION
AAA Insurance Platinum Award, Bob Hamilton
MR. OWEN: We can go to Presentations. We have AAA Insurance.
MR. HAMILTON: Good evening, City Council. My name is Bob Hamilton. I’m what’s called a Law Enforcement
Liaison through the state of Kansas. There are four of us across the state. And my area is from the Missouri
border through Miami County to Saline County and back north to Nebraska. So, I am responsible for about
110 agencies across our state. I work with the Kansas Department of Transportation in the Traffic Safety and
Technology Division. And we partner with AAA to find law enforcement agencies across our state that we
feel have done an exceptional job for traffic safety.
And being a retired law enforcement officer from the sheriff’s office, I know how deadly 169 Highway used
to be when it used to be a two-lane and it’s a four-lane now. And because of people like your Police
Department, the Sheriff’s Office and Highway Patrol, those fatality numbers have dropped down a lot.
Unfortunately, in the state of Kansas, we’ve had 70 fatalities already this year since the 9th of -- or up through
the 9th of March. That’s 21.4 percent higher than it’s ever been in the state at this same time last year. And
we’re just getting ready to go into the 100th most deadliest day in the state of Kansas for traffic fatalities
because our kids will be out of school. With this virus that’s going around it might be sooner than that. So,
working for KDOT we depend on law enforcement agencies to help us keep those numbers down.
Your Police Department is one of 38 in the state of Kansas that’s receiving this award this year. This will be
their 5th year and this year they’re receiving the top award again, fourth year in a row, which is the Platinum
Award. Some of the things that they have done to gain this award is having a departmental policy requiring
seatbelt use by employees, having a monthly traffic safety committee meeting that identifies issues and
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formulates solutions, participating in the highly successful Kansas seatbelt usage program called “Seatbelts
are for Everyone.” It’s referred to as SAFE if you’ve heard that. It’s one that we have in the high schools.
Providing childcare seat inspections and installations, working on a teen car maintenance and traffic safety
event, conducting Click It or Ticket seatbelt, working against speed, aggressive driving, and DUI enforcement
campaigns as well as a Thanksgiving Safe Arrival campaign, conducting commercial vehicle safety inspections,
and notifying the street department when illuminated school zones and crosswalk signs and streetlights were
not functioning to those -- so those could be repaired. Now, that may not sound real important to people,
but if you remember here a couple of weeks ago we had a crossing guard in Kansas City, Kansas that was
killed. That man has been accredited with saving two kids’ lives by shoving them out of the road. So, those
crosswalks are very important. And then finally for sending to two officers to special DUI impaired driving
investigations training.
City Council, without your support the Police Department couldn’t do what they need to do out here to do
their job and keep everyone in your City safe. So, I want to thank you folks for that.
So, at this time it’s my honor to present Chief Henson, all the men and women of the Spring Hill Police
Department the Platinum Award.
(Applause)
MR. OWEN: Mr. Hamilton, thank you very much. We are partial to our Police Department. We like them
very much, but we appreciate your work in what you do to recognize them. Thank you very much.
MR. HAMILTON: Thank you for us.
CHIEF HENSON: I do want to say that Sgt. Vencil is key in organizing and making sure that we have everyone
out on the street doing these grand endorsements and making sure that we meet the expectations of AAA,
so.
MR. OWEN: That’s great. Thank you both.
(Applause)
Property/Casualty Liability Insurance, The Reilly Company, Mr. Kevin O’Brien
MR. OWEN: Okay. The next one is Property Casualty Liability Insurance. How are you, sir?
MR. O’BRIEN: Good evening. Thank you, Council, for having me. Before I get into the insurance program, I
do want to publicly thank the City staff who works very hard to gather a lot of information that I need to put
together for underwriters, and specifically Monakisha Jones who spearheads the effort to gather that
information. So, it’s always a great pleasure to work with the City staff.
In general, before I get into the specific coverage and any questions about -- that you might have about that
coverage, just kind of a state of the union about the insurance industry and especially, specifically related to
the municipal insurance. Fortunately a lot of the things that are happening in the world have not adversely
affected the municipal insurance market. There aren’t as many insurance companies that deal with municipal
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insurance. We always look at A-rated insurance companies. And fortunately, even though there are things
happening throughout the world and especially in the U.S. with storms, and in my comments you probably
saw in my overview $10 billion events each year for the last five years, there were some serious things
happening. And fortunately those have not come to play in your program.
Most of the changes that we are making this year are due to increases in exposure. So, I’ll start with the
property coverage. The underwriter had requested that we increase the values five percent because they
hadn’t been increased in two years. And that’s the only change. The rates did not go up. In terms of the
inland marine, which is the equipment coverage that goes outside of buildings, so this is the Public Works
equipment, wastewater, all of those kinds of things, or it’s equipment that goes out to job sites. We call that
inland marine coverage. And those values did go up. A couple of large pieces of equipment were purchased
in the past year and also some Police equipment, emergency equipment. So again, rates did not go up. It’s
a mere reflection of the increase in the values of that equipment is what the premium is.
In terms of general liability, again, because the City is growing the basis of the premium there is expenditures.
We did have a pretty healthy increase in expenditures this year. And as a result that’s reflected here as well
as some clams that we’ve had in the past couple of years that really kind of eat away at some of the discounts
that we had. So, there is a rate increase, slight rate increase there. But most of that increase is due to the
increase in expenditures.
Going on to some of the professional coverages covering the law enforcement, Police Department, the
increase there is primarily due to an additional officer this year. Public official liability and employment
practices liability, two areas where we have seen increases across the private sector, we have not seen
increases. Your rates did not go up there. It’s merely a reflection of the additional number of employees that
the City has.
In terms of the auto coverage, auto is a bit unique. We are seeing increases across personal auto and
commercial auto insurance primarily due to a perfect storm of distracted driving claims and the cost of repairs
of vehicles with the technology that has been put into vehicles, sensors, cameras, things like that. So, a mirror
on a vehicle that used to cost a couple hundred dollars to replace now has a sensor in it and it’s ten times
that. But again, I think we’re talking about a five percent increase. It’s a very moderate increase.
Excess liability. This is the coverage that provides additional coverage over and above the general liability,
the law enforcement liability, the public official lability, and employment practices liability, a very important
coverage. Again, that only went up because it’s reflecting the increases in the policies over which it covers.
So again, no real increase in rates there.
Workers compensation. We did see an increase there. But again, most of that increase is due to the increase
in payroll. Workers compensation is a premium that’s developed based upon a rate for a particular type of
work that’s done and payroll is used -- applied against that rate to determine the premium. Also because of
the claims that we’ve had last year there was something called an experience mod factor, which is a just a
reflection. It’s a rolling three-year average of claims that goes back four years and from there up three years.
So, it doesn’t take into consideration the most recent year. So, because of some of those claims, and that is
a factor that affects not just municipalities, it affects every business. So, that’s something that is not arbitrary.
It’s actually a very specific calculation that is made and it’s made not by the insurance company, but it’s made
by the National Compensation Council which calculates that for all businesses and municipalities. So, it’s out
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of our control. It’s something that a business or a city earns either a discount or pays a bit of a surcharge
based on that claims experience.
Cyber-liability coverage, no change in premium there. And the same with the last item, the identity theft.
I’d be happy to answer any questions.
MR. OWEN: All right. Thank you very much, sir. Appreciate it.
MR. O’BRIEN: Thank you.
2019 Year End Report, Pat Burton
MR. OWEN: Mr. Burton.
MR. BURTON: Well, thank you and good evening, Council.
(Off Record Talking)
MR. BURTON: This evening I have the annual report for the Community Development Department. And the
Community Development Department continues to see growth. There is potentially more growth for
commercial coming up this year. We continue to see that the stimulus packages, the stimulus program, the
builders still like it. For you that’s not -- that you don’t know what it is it’s we defer the sewer or water charge
until the final. So, they still take advantage of it. There’s like 100 percent of the water and 98 percent of the
sewer permits, sewer system development charges were under the deferred option.
I’ll just go through some quick highlights for the permits and all through the year. Had 125 new single-family
permits, $32 million of valuation. We had three multi-family buildings, finishing out Blackhawk, 108 units.
It’s about a $6.1 million project. And then a 451 other permits, fences, sheds, maybe just a plumbing permit,
an electric permit, HVAC. And under that valuation about a $23 million valuation.
The total fees that were assessed was $1.2 million. The reason we used the assessment amount is under the
economic stimulus program there is some outstanding that are carried into the next year. But it was overall
a really good year. There were -- actually we’re down in new single families from -- in 2018, there was 148
new single families.
Highlights on the development side of it and planning. Nine rezonings, six preliminary plats, eight final plats,
and eleven land disturbance permits. And in that there was $283,000 collected in excise tax.
The highlights on code enforcement, I grouped some of these together as 62 vehicles. This is 135 grass, trash,
trees, those types of abatements. Twelve (12) vehicle, parking, 3 right-of-way, 4 fence, 17 citations that were
issued and taken to court, and 2 chicken complaints.
A lot changed last year in the Community Development Department. New director, new building official. The
growth in the department will allow to make positive changes in the direction of rules, regulations and
accountability. The department started implementation of the inter-Government program with great
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success. More of it was this year than last, but it’s been in the works. When they rolled it out we really had
very little problems with it. We’re using the iPads and -- the ones that we have and it seems to be working
well for that. We’ll be completing the implementation of it, of inter-Government to go with fully online
permitting. You can pay online and submit everything, pay online. And then also all the inspections, and
most of them are sent now, do the inspections sent by e-mail to the builder or developer and it’s working
really well. It gives a good tracking record where, you know, they -- a lot of times the paperwork couldn’t be
found on the job site or something like that. And it’s quick. That’s what everybody wants anymore. Some
of the training and testing will be some of the top priorities.
These are just the highlights. I had presented you also with the building permit summary report. And that
goes through all the calculations. And then also down below has a track record for several multiple years.
Any questions?
MR. OWEN: How is that new director working out?
MR. BURTON: You know, sometimes I have a lot of trouble with him. But most of the time the arguments
get won by him.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Just checking.
MR. BURTON: No, it’s good.
MR. LEATON: What was the number of rates that [inaudible] estimate for when we’re doing our water and
sewer rates? Doesn’t that play into it?
MR. BURTON: As far as -MR. LEATON: What was the number that we used and what did we actually last year? And what was the
number this year and what [inaudible] for the budget that impacts this? Do we remember that number?
MR. BURTON: We do.
MR. LEATON: You don’t remember that?
MS. LANDIS: I can bring that back to you. I don’t have it in front of me right now.
MR. LEATON: I just would like to kind of see how we’re tracking on what we estimated and what we’re hitting,
what we did last year, and the last few years.
MS. LANDIS: Sure. So, like Mr. Burton mentioned, the impact of the revenues are somewhat split between
the year that the permits happened because of the deferred system development fees. So, even though you
may have had 125 last year, you may have gotten a few payments from the previous year and some from the
current year if they started the process early and the payments came in towards the end of the year and then
some that may not pay until next year. So, it’ll be a little difficult to tie it back, but we can certainly try and
see if we’re fairly close to what we estimated.
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MR. LEATON: And that’s what one of my concerns is, is that are were really collecting the revenue that we
need to be collecting based off of that deferment, or is it impacting us [inaudible] would be, so.
MR. BURTON: So, if you’re looking at -MR. LEATON: From a finance standpoint.
MR. BURTON: Right.
MR. LEATON: Not being in your department [inaudible].
MR. BURTON: Right. Increasing the cost of -MR. LEATON: Well, I’m not saying anything.
MR. BURTON: Increasing the permit cost.
MR. LEATON: What I’m saying is, is let -- I’d like to have us look at that and make sure we’re not by deferring
things costing us more than what we should. I just want to make sure.
MS. LANDIS: When I -- some of those conversations that Mr. Burton and I have had in the past have been
how are we making sure that those payments are made even if maybe the property doesn’t become or go
on to the market so those aren’t being caught up. And his department is doing a great job of collecting those
after a certain period of time whether or not the house is ready to be sold. And a lot of times they’ll want to
hold off on payment until that happens. But they’ve done a great job of making sure things are collected
timely.
MR. BURTON: To follow up on that, if there is -- if the house is dragging on, you know, nine months, and then
it goes on our radar. And after a year we demand payment on any deferred fees whether they’re ready for
a final or not.
MR. ECKERT: And for single-family homes is what you’re referring to?
MR. BURTON: Yes.
MR. ECKERT: Yeah.
MR. BURTON: Yes.
MR. LEATON: I’d ask that you might address the affidavit pending for the action that we file on that as well
to protect us.
MR. BURTON: Right. So, also there is a protection measure on any of the deferments we file an affidavit with
the respective county for. And what it is is if someone does go to try and close, the title company looks at it
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and says, wait a minute, there’s an action here and so we do get collected. I think really over all the years I
can think of we’ve only been burned on one and it was a bad check.
MS. LANDIS: For a company that went out of business.
MR. BURTON: Right.
MS. LANDIS: So, we were unable to collect.
MR. BURTON: We’re looking forward to this year. We’re looking forward to some more positive commercial
growth. Any other questions? Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Thank you.
CONSENT AGENDA
1.

Appropriation Order 2020-03-12.

2.

Consider Approval of Agreement: Swimming Lessons, YMCA

3.

Consider Approval of 2020 Aquatic Center Rates (Group Swim Lessons)

4.

Consider Approval of Contract: Commenco, LLC (Tower Climbers)
(This item was moved to Formal Council Action)

MR. OWEN: That brings us to the Consent Agenda.
MR. LEATON: I move that we approve the Consent Agenda.
MR. ECKERT: Second. Oh, I’m sorry.
MR. OWEN: Any discussion? All in favor.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
MR. OWEN: We’re moving right along.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Eckert
to approve the Consent Agenda as amended. The motion carried 5-0.]
FORMAL COUNCIL ACTION
4.

Consider Approval of Contract: Commenco, LLC (Tower Climbers)

MR. OWEN: Mr. Hendershot, I think we have Item 4.
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MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay. I wasn’t quite sure where that moved to, but I am ready.
MR. OWEN: Right now. How is that?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Perfect.
Okay. This is a consideration of a contract with a company called Commenco, LLC. It is for services to install
equipment on the City Hall communications tower, which is located behind the building here, and also some
equipment on Rural Fire District No. 2 tower, which basically they amount to microwave dishes if you will.
The City of Spring Hill has been coordinating with Johnson County for several months to develop a direct
connection to the Johnson County JIMS, which is Johnson County Justice Information Management System.
This direct connection is required for a secure link to provide opportunities for video arraignment between
the Johnson County Jail and the Spring Hill Municipal Court. The equipment will be installed on both the City
Hall tower and the tower at Fire District No. 2. The City currently has an agreement with Johnson County for
the use of Fire District No. 2 tower. The proposed contract is in the amount of $6,454. Any equipment to be
supplied by the City has been previously purchased.
Currently inmates are transported to and from the Johnson County Jail to Spring Hill Municipal Court by Spring
Hill officers. The installation of this equipment and the resulting video arraignment is beneficial by reducing
or eliminating transport of inmates from county jail to Spring Hill Municipal Court, which in turn then results
us in increased availability of officers in Spring Hill, increased safety for officers and inmates, reduction in
opportunities for escape and reduction in officer overtime.
The options before you this evening is approval, denial, or to table. Mr. Jenkins has reviewed the proposed
contract. Under budgetary and, Councilman Owen, if I can forward the question that you gave to me, it was
based on this statement here I believe.
MR. OWEN: Right.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay. Equipment Reserve Fund is where this is budgeted out of. Funds that were
budgeted in 2018 in the amount of $10,000. Well, obviously this contract is less than that amount. So, any
balance that would remain would be then used for a live streaming project. The reason why it was originally
budgeted in 2018, at that time was when we were undertaking the project of remodeling this building. So, a
decision was made to wait. It made no sense to spend the money to install video arraignment equipment in
the old building only to tear it out and have to do it again and double our cost. So, we did that. When this
building was then finished, reaching back out to the county, they had had several staff changeover, et cetera,
that weren’t familiar with the project. So, just getting everybody back up to speed is why that’s been delayed
until today.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MR. HENDERSHOT: But we are ready to move forward. The funds have been allocated from year to year
from that 2018 budget. And it is staff’s recommendation to recommend approval of the contract with
Commenco in the amount of $6,454 and authorizing the Mayor to sign the related documents.
MR. LEATON: So moved as stated.
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MR. OWEN: Okay.
MR. ECKERT: Second.
MR. OWEN: Any discussion? All in favor?
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Thank you.
MR. OWEN: All opposed?
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Eckert
to approve the contract with Commenco, LLC in the amount of $6,454 authorizing the Mayor to sign
related documents. The motion carried 5-0.]
5.

Consider Approval of Agreement for Cemetery Tree Services: Downey Lawn Care, LLC

MR. OWEN: All right. That brings us to Item 5.
MS. LANDIS: Thank you. This is in relation to the first amendment to the contract with Downey Lawn Care
for mowing services at the Spring Hill Cemetery. In December of 2018, we did an RFP seeking mowing services
for the cemetery. And subsequently, a contract was approved with Downey Lawn Care for 2019. The
Cemetery Board was notified by Downey Lawn Care this year that the cost of the pre-emergent that’s listed
in the agreement has increased by approximately five percent, and has requested an amendment to the
existing contract to reflect the cost increase. Downey Lawn Care has another company treat with the
chemicals once in the spring and is a pass-through cost for the one application. The agreement for 2019
included a cost of 1,350 and the increase cost will be $1,425. So, less than $100.
I want to make sure that we understand how the -- why the contract is with the City instead of with the
Cemetery Board. So, the Cemetery Board exists underneath of the City and they manage and take care of
everything at the cemetery as well as have their own set of financials for the cemetery. They do request
funds from the City every year to help operate the cemetery. But the cemetery ground itself is owned by the
City of Spring Hill and so we -- any contract where someone might be doing any type of professional service
where they could get hurt, where there might be damage to our property, we want to make sure that that
contract sits with the City of Spring Hill. So, it does create some a back and forth between City staff and the
Cemetery Board and trying to get their business done for them. But it’s important that we’re able to include
our insurance requirements in those contracts for those services.
So, the cost of the mowing services are completely paid by the Cemetery Board and this increase in the
agreement is not for the mowing part. So, they currently mow as needed I think based on their contract, and
the Cemetery Board themselves go out and review the work. That’s not $900 per mowing and that did not
change. This is only the one time pretreatment -- or pre-emergent application.
So, the options this evening are to approve the first amendment to the contract with Downey Lawn Care. If
you have questions and deny or table the issue, it may cause them to have to move back the application, but
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we certainly want to make sure that we answer those questions for you. And staff would recommend that
the City Council approve the first amendment to the contract with Downey Lawn Care for mowing services
for the Spring Hill Cemetery.
MR. LEATON: So moved.
MR. OWEN: Ms. Landis, I do have a question for you.
MS. LANDIS: Sure.
MR. OWEN: And -MR. ECKERT: No. There’s a motion.
MR. OWEN: Oh. Do we have a second?
MR. ECKERT: Second.
MR. OWEN: Second. Okay. Discussion.
MR. ECKERT: Now, you can have discussion. On the -- is there a reason we use Downey as opposed to having
our own Parks do the mowing?
MS. LANDIS: We considered that. At the time we -- our conversations internally were, one, we didn’t
necessarily have the equipment and/or the staff and the time needed and necessary through the
summertime when it’s the busiest time in the City anyway to be out there doing the work ourselves. We did
look into that. We talked about it with the Cemetery Board. They asked the same question when we went
out for RFP. And the work that’s done out there is very -MR. ECKERT: Tedious.
MS. LANDIS: -- tedious. That’s a great word. So, it’s everything from around every headstone. It’s not just
mowing, it’s trimming and it’s making sure that it looks great. And from that perspective having a company
do it who is dedicated to that and is on a regular schedule that cemetery looks amazing and they’ve done a
really great job.
MR. OWEN: Okay. So, more cost effective for us to do it this way probably than -MS. LANDIS: Yes. Absolutely.
MR. OWEN: Okay. That’s all I had. Any other questions? All in favor.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
MR. LEATON: Did you second?
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MR. OWEN: Yes, he did.
MR. LEATON: I didn’t hear.
MR. OWEN: Yeah.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Eckert
to approve the contract amendment with Downey Lawn Care. The motion carried 5-0.]
6.

Resolution of Intent to Finance Certain Equipment

MR. OWEN: And I think the next one is you too.
MS. LANDIS: It is. And if you’ll allow me I’d like to have Lt. Hogue come up because the next two items really
kind of go together since we’re asking for the authorization to purchase as a follow-up to the resolution of
intent to finance.
MR. OWEN: Yeah.
MS. LANDIS: So, I’ll start with the reason why we have a resolution in place first. So, when purchasing
equipment leasing is a viable option when cash is not readily available. And during the 2020 budget process
it was determined that three vehicles would be purchased for the Police Department and financed through
a lease purchase. The proposed resolution that’s in your packet would allow the City to purchase the vehicles
now before having the actual lease in place or the documents ready to go. It actually is a benefit to the City
to have a document and know exactly what we’re going to spend on those, purchase ahead of time. That
way we’re not loaning too much money in that given year. So, the City has used a lease process with local
banks the last several years and we’ve had great success with low interest rates. Out of the four banks we
have two that are actively winning those bids, three that are actively bidding, which has been fantastic for us
and our community. And so we would expect nothing less with this 2020 process. And the amounts included
in the resolution are intended to be all inclusive and they represent a not to exceed cost of the purchases,
which -- so the numbers that are in here under the resolution are slightly different than what you’ll see for
the purchase cost. The amounts included for these vehicles and related outfitting to be funded include a
2020 Ford F150 Police Responder Supercrew truck with a not to exceed amount of $43,000, a 2020 Ford
Police Interceptor Utility Vehicle not to exceed $48,000. And there’s actually two, but the second one is listed
separately because it is -- we are anticipating trading in one of our existing vehicles towards that and that
trade-in price would be $4,500, which is what we’ve recently had them view the vehicle and give us that
amount. And that would be our current K-9 vehicle that we’re trading out.
So, under this resolution the principal and interest payments will be paid from the Equipment Replacement
Reserve Fund in the instance of these three vehicles. Oftentimes, those principal and interest payments
might be paid from their respective funding which we’re purchasing the equipment. That’s all pretty much
put in place during the budget process in the previous year. So, our recommendation would be approval of
the resolution of intent to finance certain equipment with the issuance of federally tax-exempt debt. And
once you’ve considered that we can move to the request to purchase the items. If you have questions about
those vehicles though before we approve the resolution, Lt. Hogue would be able to answer those.
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MR. OWEN: Any questions?
MR. LEATON: What’s the resolution number?
MS. LANDIS: Dash 03.
MR. OWEN: You got that?
MR. LEATON: Yeah. I move that we approve Resolution No. 2020-R-03, please.
MR. OWEN: Do we have a second?
MR. ECKERT: Second.
MR. OWEN: Any discussion? All in favor.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
MS. LANDIS: Thank you.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Eckert
to approve Resolution No. 2020-R-03. The motion carried 5-0.]
7.

Consider Authorization to Purchase Police Department Vehicles

MR. OWEN: Number 7.
LT. HOGUE: Members of the Council, thank you for your time this evening. So, I’m going to give you some
insight into how we want to utilize those funds. We have three marked patrol units that need to be replaced
with the -- that were approved with the 2020 budget allocation. It includes two Chevy Tahoes, one with over
125,000 miles on it. That’s our K-9 unit. One with over 110,000 units. That’s a -- or 110,000 miles. That is a
patrol unit. And the third vehicle is a 2005 Ford 150 which was previously used as an Animal Control unit and
was transferred to the Public Works Department in October of 2019. Did research, found new vehicles and
have identified ones that we believe are suitable replacements which would meet our needs. The vehicles
were identified through both regional and statewide bidding processes. Shawnee Mission Ford was awarded
the state contract through the Kansas Department of Administration and provided the lowest bid through
the Mid-America Regional Council. The prices that we have listed below are from the State Contract ID 46061.
In addition to the cost of the vehicles there is an expense for outfitting each of the vehicles and that ranges
10,000 to 15,000 depending on how they are outfitted. Additionally, the cut-off date for a price protected
purchase is April 3rd of this year.
So, the first vehicle is a 2020 Ford Police Interceptor. It’s going to be used as a patrol unit. The base price is
$31,500. As you can see on the agenda review sheet I’ve itemized the options. The total for that vehicle is
$32,994. The second one is a 2020 Ford Police Interceptor Utility and that will be the K-9. Again, there’s a
base price of $31,500. I’ve itemized the options for that vehicle. Also that’s the one that we will be trading
in the current vehicle on and so the final purchase total for that is $27,687. The third vehicle is the F150, a
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2020 F150 Police Responder Supercrew. That one is going to be the Animal Control unit and we will also use
it for patrol duties as well. You can see the base price is $31,778. After the options it’s $32,300.
Your alternatives are to authorize the Mayor to execute the purchase orders for the two police interceptors
and the one Ford F150 Police Responder. You can deny the purchases or we can table the issue for further
research.
The purchase to replace the three marked patrol units are again were allocated in the 2020 budget and will
be made from the Equipment Replacement Fund. The staff recommends the Council authorize the Mayor to
execute purchase for the three vehicles and then authorize the Mayor to sign any paperwork that may go
with those purchases.
MR. OWEN: Any questions? I’ll entertain a motion.
MR. LEATON: I move that we authorize the Mayor to enter an agreement for the purchase of two
interceptors and one F150.
MR. OWEN: Second?
MR. ECKERT: Second.
MR. OWEN: All in favor.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
LT. HOGUE: Thank you.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Eckert
to approve the purchase of three Police vehicles as outlined in the staff report and authorize the Mayor
to sign the related purchase documents. The motion carried 5-0.]
8.
Request for Additional Funds for Professional Services for Design of Veterans Park
Memorial/Pavilion
MR. OWEN: And Mr. Boyer.
MR. BOYER: Thank you members of the Council. This report or this -- this is a formal Council action request
for additional funds for professional services for the design of Veterans Park, a memorial and pavilion. Design
work was needed -- or design work needed to proceed with alternative items for the Veterans Park. Designs
would include veterans’ memorial space, park site lighting, pavilion area adjacent to the memorial site, fishing
jetties. And these items were not included within the current contract listed as these were alternative items.
Considering the recent donations, financial backing and endorsements from public and private citizens,
progressed the need for alternative items and design with accurate costs. Key components and essential
safety items would be included in these designs. These things would include a Veterans Memorial, pavilion
area, site lighting, and fishing jetties. Receiving overwhelming support from Parks Advisory Board members,
Spring Hill citizens, through surveys and questionnaires, local American Legion and local business alike has
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prompted this request. Giving all involved parties design with cost association is essential to further progress
the ultimate installation of these Veterans Park amenities. The total lump sum for these costs, for the design
costs for engineering services is $24,000. This request would be to use the -- our existing engineering that’s
on this project. So, we are -- staff is requesting a motion to authorize approval for the additional engineering
work by Verio as listed in the supplemental agreement contract for $24,000.
MR. OWEN: Any questions? Do you have something?
MR. LEATON: The only thing would be is with the current construction, is this going to impact the curb
construction at this time?
MR. BOYER: It would not impact the current construction right now.
MR. LEATON: Okay.
MR. BOYER: This would give us a more detailed -- they had I think originally maybe a conceptual idea that
this would give us a better understanding of what this would -- what the pavilion, what the memorial would
actually look like. That’s somewhat of a separate situation than as what they’re doing right now out there,
so.
MR. LEATON: I just want to make sure that this is interdependent of the other design -MR. BOYER: I see.
MR. LEATON: -- and that we would have something that would [inaudible] this.
MR. BOYER: Yeah. Yeah. It would -- they are working with the original conceptual idea, so it’ll kind of fall in
place hopefully, so.
MR. ECKERT: Have they established any kind of timeline for completion?
MR. BOYER: On the design?
MR. ECKERT: Of this project? Yeah. Uh-huh.
MR. BOYER: No.
MR. ECKERT: Okay.
MR. BOYER: Let me see here. I’ll see if they’ve got that in the -- I don’t think that -- I don’t see that covered
in the agreement, a timeline. But I believe that as soon as this is considered and approved they would get
right to it. They have a pretty good understanding of kind of what our ideas are and so I think they would
move forward pretty quickly on this.
MR. OWEN: Anything else? A motion?
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MR. LEATON: Move to approve the agreement with Vireo, the supplemental agreement in the amount of
$24,000 for additional services.
MR. OWEN: Second?
MR. ECKERT: Second.
MR. OWEN: Any discussion? All in favor.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by Councilmember Eckert
to approve the request for $24,000 for design services from Vireo for Veterans Park
Memorial/Pavilion. The motion carried 5-0.]
MR. OWEN: All right. Since I have a tendency to run long meetings somebody has requested a break for a
few minutes. So, how about we make it till quarter after? Could I get a motion to -MR. LEATON: I don’t think we need [inaudible].
MR. OWEN: Just recess.
(Off Record Talking)
MR. OWEN: We’re in recess for seven minutes.
(Spring Hill City Council in Recess)
DISCUSSION
(Item 11 was the next item discussed)
9.

2019 Budget Review

MR. ECKERT: We’re ready for Item Number -MR. OWEN: Nine. Number 9.
MS. LANDIS: All right. I tend to talk fast especially when it’s later in the evening, but this is my favorite topic.
So, feel free to give me signs. Just to get this started this is the first presentation in our budget process. As
we discussed in a previous meeting our budget process for -- it will be for next two years, so for the 20212022 budget. This is just an overview of where we ended the 2019 year and also maybe just some information
that I felt like was good for you to know so that we can be thinking about that as you requests for the
upcoming years and thinking about new projects, you’re thinking about where you want to see those
priorities, where those funds go.
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And so the operating budget is one of your base documents and processes that you can participate in. One,
it gives you the freedom to do the projects that are necessary in your community. Because if you didn’t levy
for the money needed to those projects you are not going to get the money to do those projects unless you
go a different route. You have to have planned ahead for the principal and interest, for the expected
revenues, for your expected expenditures, and you have to also plan for those things that come up that you
didn’t expect. And so we can talk a little bit about that and why we have the reserves that we have and how
we’ve come to identify the importance of those.
I feel that the good decisions made during the budget process come from you being educated, from the staff
being educated so that you understand everything from how the assessed valuation comes to us to what the
mill levy means and the impact on a homeowner, and then coming back to restricted assets, revenues, the
things that have to be used in certain funds, the way that you can use them. And not every revenue source
is just up for grabs. And the City can weigh that against the needs of the community and the cost impact to
those residents.
I did provide business cards in the back and on the table if you have questions. If the community has questions
about the budget process in general, anything that’s in the reports that are being distributed, I’m happy to
answer those questions. And I would encourage you as Councilmembers to let me know if you have some
time and you want to sit down and talk about the process in more depth than what we’re talking about here,
if you want to see the numbers where they came from and how we get there, I’m happy to sit down with
you.
The copies of the report, the PowerPoint as well as the detailed listings that we put out will be available.
We’ll put them on the website. We’ll e-mail them out to the Council and make hard copies available at the
front counter as well as list the links on our social media pages so that we can make sure that everybody has
got them in their hands. And to basically give you the basis of how we came up with these numbers, we have
taken, there are different approaches to the way that you budget, we have taken the conservative approach.
We have found that in a small city with limited resources and larger expenditures, especially as a growing
community, you tend to be on the back side of the growth, the revenue that comes from growth. And so we
generally try to adequately budget for revenues and expenditures, but we definitely want to err on the side
of conservative in our revenue estimates and adequately estimate those expenditures maybe even to the
what happens if side of those expenditures so that we don’t get caught in a situation where you have to come
back and cut other projects that you cut from other projects that you wanted to have happen.
This table is just an overview, and I know it’s a lot of numbers. I really just wanted to bring a couple of points
to your attention. One of the comments that has come recently was, well, how come your ending fund
balance doesn’t match what you’ve budgeted for the next year, or why doesn’t -- why don’t you know exactly
what you’re going to have at the end of the year. The process for budget comes six months in advance of
the beginning of the year that you’re budgeting for. So, technically it’s 18 months before the end of the year
that you’re going to complete. And so when we’re looking ahead we have to look at the types of revenues
and expenditures that we know and that are fairly stable for us to be able to forecast and the types of
revenues and expenditures that you don’t have any control over that are going to be either the revenues that
are going to come in as one-time revenue sources or the expenditures that are going to come to you as a
result of any type of activity within your community.
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So, in the General Fund we did end, now these are fund balances. We did end 2019 with an amount higher
than what we budgeted for the beginning. I do want to make very clear here that those numbers include the
$750,000 that we have as a reserve in the General Fund. That reserve is there on purpose. It was a vote by
the Council a couple of years ago in 2017 to move those funds from the Excise Tax Fund into the General
Fund so that we could be prepared for lost revenue from appraised values going down for businesses, a large
business with a large appraised value leaving the community, for those -- any type of revenue, like sales tax
which -- it fluctuates from month to month quite frankly. It all depends on how you spend your money in the
community. It depends on how you spend the money in both Johnson and Miami Counties. If you want to
just take the current situation as an example, people may tend to stop going to large box stores as much.
They may order online. They may do other things. They may just slow down their activity in the community
until things settle down. They may not go out to eat dinner as much. Those are sales tax dollars and they
impact us directly. Not just our businesses in town, but also the businesses in both Johnson County and
Miami County. All of those have an impact on this.
During a rating for a previous bond issue the rating agency that we use, Standard & Poor’s, they made the
recommendation that was part of the need for us to increase that reserve for the General Fund in order for
us to bump our -- or to get an increased rating from them. And so we did -- we were able to increase our
rating with them saving us interest dollars on all of our future financing in our Debt Service Fund. So, the
purpose for that is that. That’s why we bumped it to that amount. That’s an adequate amount for now. As
we continue to grow or our expenditure base continues to grow we’ll want to take another look at that.
In the Debt Service Fund, I will talk a little bit later about the property taxes and the delinquencies and when
those came. We had a short discussion on that at one of the previous meetings about when those funds
came in from previous payment on some very delinquent taxes and assessments on a large piece of property
here in Spring Hill. And so that impacted the beginning fund balance and the rollover in that fund.
The Fire Fund, there is a slight difference there. It does look like, you know, 40,000. But those came from
excess other taxes that we -- what I consider to be other property taxes, things that we don’t control like
motor vehicle taxes. It depends on how many registered vehicles you have in the county, those come to us,
but we have zero control over how -- those, who or how they buy, or what vehicles they register. We do get
estimates. They’re based off of the mill levy from the previous year dedicated to each one of those funds.
And so there is a calculation involved with that.
The Special Highway Fund, that has a dedicated revenue source. And in the last couple of years we have not
been able to -- we’ve been able to roll over more money. One, because we’re getting more in gas or fuel tax
from the state that gets deposited directly into this fund as well as some reduced expenditures as we
prepared for the future maintenance and street improvements in our community.
The Excise Tax Fund, this is a fund where the excise tax is just deposited to -- those revenue streams come in
there based on when developers are ready to plot the next phase in their development. We have little control
over that. We can estimate to our best efforts based on conversations we’ve had with the developers prior
to that time when we’re establishing the budget. But those excise tax dollars are something that we can use
for improvements like street improvements. We do have some already -- some expenditures are already
earmarked in that fund. We’ll talk more about that during the budget process and what available funds might
be in there for future projects.
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The Water Fund and the Sewer Fund, they have separate revenue sources. They have separate expenditure
tracking. They are required as enterprise funds, as separate utilities in order to user fees are what drives the
-- or can be used for the expenditures for each of those utilities. And so if you’ll notice that we did end 2019
a little bit lower than what we were expecting for 2020. Part of the reason is because we were able to fund
the ground storage tank repairs with cash as opposed to long-term financing it. Our estimate was somewhere
around 370 early on in the project. And when we actually got in there and looked at what needed to happen
we were able to come in, I think it was around 180,000 giving us the opportunity to pay cash for that project
as opposed to long-term financing it and incurring interest.
And in our Sewer Fund, Mr. Burton talked earlier about the number of building permits. The number of new
single-family homes is really -- over the last several years has really driven -- the system development fees
have driven the fund balance availability here in this fund and we can talk more about those two funds and
what those are used for.
MR. LEATON: Can we back up to that slide real quick?
MS. LANDIS: Sure.
MR. LEATON: So, excise tax we can use for roads, right?
MS. LANDIS: Yes.
MR. LEATON: And we also have the Special Highway Fund. The reason why I’m asking is, is I would like us to
have an idea of what we’re looking at in the next three to five years for anticipated road improvements
because we have, what, the two CARS that we’ve already got on the commitment. We’re looking at
committing to possibly something on Webster for another CARS program and how we’re going to be doing
funding and what we want to allocate out of -- for that or any other projects that are in the Capital
Improvement Plan, those two funds.
MS. LANDIS: Uh-huh. I forecast these two funds. And the only thing that we’re waiting on to update both
of those forecasts are the five-year maintenance plan which would be included in the CIP. And so once we
get all of those parts and pieces together those forecasts will come back to you all.
MR. LEATON: The reason why I’m asking is, is that it’s the Capital Improvement Plan, but we can change our
priorities if we have to or if we decide we have to.
MS. LANDIS: Sure.
MR. LEATON: It’s not like it’s something we absolutely have to follow. And that’s why I was asking is, is that
way if we as a group decide that we want to re-prioritize something that is down and up and move and adjust
we can have that discussion now since we are talking about a two-year. So, that’s why I want to ask, you
know, what we can do.
MS. LANDIS: Sure.
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MR. LEATON: What projects are there. Not just those three but in the next two to three years, what are
those projects and do we want to re-prioritize.
MS. LANDIS: Absolutely. And when we bring those options back to you, the payment options back for
Webster Street, we can bring back those two forecasts. Just for your background information what’s already
being paid from there, what we think the available funds are going to be and what your options may be.
MR. LEATON: And why we wouldn’t want to completely deplete the fund and -MS. LANDIS: Sure.
MR. LEATON: -- and [inaudible] and all that, so.
MS. LANDIS: Yeah. So, for example, the Special Highway Fund funds things other than just street
maintenance. It pays for salt and sand. It pays for -- there’s a variety of things that are paid out of that fund
for maintenance of our streets, not just for the actual repair. So, yeah. We can bring that back and you can
kind of see what’s paid out of there.
MR. LEATON: Just so everybody sees how it all fits together.
MS. LANDIS: Uh-huh. This is really just a summary graph. Out of all those funds that were just on the previous
table they are budgeted funds. We do have other funds in which revenues and expenditures are made from
and they all called Special Revenue Funds. And they are -- typically have a specific purpose and we use those
to fund the projects that come up. It depends on the type. There’s gift funds, there’s other types of funds.
But the budgeted ones, here just as a summary, we spent 76 percent of the total budgeted amount. This
does not include the reserves. I took the reserves out of here so this is just to give you an idea. So, 12 million
out of the 17 million budgeted.
This is property taxes collected and the impact on all funds, not just the General Fund. So, the first four funds
that were in this table, the General Fund, the Debt Service Fund, Fire and Cemetery, they are tax levy funds,
mill levy funds. They have an assigned mill levy to them. That is your, well, in the General Fund that’s one of
your sources. In the Debt Service Fund, Fire, and Cemetery that’s your only source of revenue coming in
there besides the other personal property type taxes.
So, we had this discussion not too long ago about property tax receipts, property tax delinquencies and the
comparisons, what we budget for and what we don’t budget for. So, I wanted to use 2012 as a base year
because that came a few years into this last recession. It came as one of those times when we were starting
to maybe see -- peak out on some of the delinquencies and maybe start our uphill climb. It’s been a climb.
We did not jump at all. So, that 2012, those were the total property taxes that we budgeted for, the 1.9
million. We received 1.8 million. As a reference point, the delinquency rate in those years were just over
four percent or just nearing four percent. We are in 2019, down around one percent. And I can’t tell you by
fund just off the top of my head what that delinquency is, but it should be very similar across the board. But
the need for additional revenues to offset those delinquencies are different every fund because of what they
fund and the other revenue sources available.
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So, that little table to the right, I know it’s very small to see and probably especially in the audience, but it’s
really just meant to give you an idea of what we budgeted for delinquency and what the actual delinquency
money brought in. Those are receipts. And so we tried to be -- I try to be very conservative when we budget
for delinquencies because you just don’t know who is going to go pay up their taxes this year. And I can show
you in my next -- in this one is a good example on special assessments how you just don’t know exactly when
those revenues are going to come in.
Special Assessments, that revenue source does live in the Debt Service Fund. The reason for that is because
it is -- special assessments are the collection of assessments from those property owners within special
benefit districts and those dollars go to directly pay for the principal and interest on the bonds used to fund
those benefit districts. So, we typically try to set up our payments in a manner in which we would be making
our first P&I payment after we’ve collected the assessments at the back end of the previous year. And so if
you can see over to the right, and even depicted in the graph, the green, the bright green two sections show
in those years when we received large amounts of delinquencies, to the right you never really know who is
going to pay up on delinquent taxes, right. So, in 2011 and ‘12, we had some rather large delinquency
payments made. At that time it probably was because of foreclosures. That started to dwindle down to
2015. We had another large payment on some property in 2016, then we dropped to nothing in 2017. That
got to 161,000, which was the amount that we were referencing in the previous meeting that we had some
taxes and assessments come in that were helping with those fund balances in some areas. That happened in
2018. Of course, now we’re back down to 2,200 in 2019. So, just to kind of depict for you there are some
revenue sources that you may not ever know exactly what you’re going to get in that year. Those do,
however, go to offset the need for future principal or future property tax needs within that Debt Service
Fund. So, what you’ll see is a fluctuating mill levy in the Debt Service Fund based on when the money comes
in for previous taxes. So, if the assessments are paid that result is that you have to budget more of your
property taxes to cover the debt payments in the upcoming year, right? So, if you didn’t receive all of your
assessments this year that delinquency amount then has to be budgeted through the Debt Service Fund and
property taxes. So, the idea being that that mill levy is then impacting your entire community. So, we want
to see this level out some and that would be really helpful in that Debt Service Fund so you don’t see it
fluctuate like that.
These are just other property taxes. I mentioned this a couple of times already. Motor vehicle, recreation
vehicle, commercial vehicle, 1620 and watercraft.
MR. LEATON: On that previous slide why did you go with 2011? You might have said it and I didn’t hear when
I was looking at this. Why did you go 2011, ‘17 and ‘18? Why did you do the six-year jump?
MS. LANDIS: Because I formulated this presentation on three years’ worth of history. But I wanted to use
2011, and I think in the previous slide I used 2012, because those were some years when we were starting to
see the larger delinquencies and then being -- making up some of those once the banks started selling,
collecting on foreclosures and turning around and selling those properties. At closing on that home that’s
when you collect back taxes and assessments. I just used it as a point of reference that we’ve come, you
know, a long way from where we were in those years.
MR. LEATON: So, it’s just a point of reference?
MS. LANDIS: Uh-huh.
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MR. LEATON: Okay.
MS. LANDIS: This one I, again, I just wanted to show you that there were the property taxes that come in,
but we don’t focus on them because we don’t control them. We set the mill levy for property taxes but these
property taxes come directly to us from the counties and those are on these types of vehicle ownership of
these types of items here. I will note that in 2020 in the budget we did -- it looks like we’ve kind of underbudgeted based on those years. So, when we come back to more of the detailed budget I’ll bring back to you
where we think some of those fluctuations have happened and we can decide how we want to assign that in
the current budget or roll it over to the future year to fund some either opportunity.
In sales tax, sales tax does support a couple of different areas. So, general sales tax for the City, Johnson
County sales tax, and Miami County sales taxes, their general sales taxes come into our General Fund as well
as two special taxes from Johnson County. We also benefit from those too. The most recent special sales tax
that was put in place for -- in Johnson County, Johnson County is a sharing county. So, they do share with all
of the cities in their county. And those deposits have been made to a special fund called Sales Tax. If you see
it, Special Sales Tax - County, and then we can use that to fund whatever opportunities we see in those budget
processes. In this last couple of years we have used it to help offset some of the vehicle and equipment
replacement needs and then we’ve -- we can determine how we can best use that in our budgeting process
to see what we need to offset the other revenue sources.
We do also have a special City sales tax. It is specific to recreation and parks. It does go to its own special
fund. It is currently being used to fund both the Aquatic Center construction in which we are in year 11 of
the Aquatic Center. So, it’s paid for the first ten years. That’s a 20-year bond. In addition to it is paying for
the bond on Veterans Park construction as well. So, not the entire construction. There are other revenue
sources in that project, but you will see those in other separate funds. You might see them on reports
somewhere but that is specific -- it has a specific purpose and it is dedicated to specific projects.
The franchise fees are a revenue source. These are located in our General Fund. I heard mention earlier of
franchise fees and not knowing that they’re used for. So, this is perfect timing. These are the franchise fees
that are out there. We use them for both electric and gas, and telephone and cable. And we do have those
agreements with these companies that are listed. I really don’t have anything significant to talk about
numbers. I just wanted you to see how they impact your General Fund as far as numbers. The most obvious
impact comes from the electric franchise, then gas, then cable and telephone.
MR. LEATON: But the one thing is, is that they go into the General Fund, but they’re not earmarked for a
specific use. They just go into the General Fund.
MS. LANDIS: Correct. They’re there for general operating costs to support the expenditures that don’t have
a dedicated revenue source. So, a lot of your internal, your operating, your service, departments, all of the - everything located in the General Fund.
MR. LEATON: Just so people can hear. It’s not like -MS. LANDIS: Yes.
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MR. LEATON: -- you take these and we start using them to go to other things. I mean actually they go into
the General Fund and that’s how they’ve been historically used.
MS. LANDIS: Yes. Correct.
These are just some other revenues that came in in the year of 2019. Municipal court revenues go to the
General Fund, facility rentals to the General Fund. The PD did get some overtime grant reimbursements.
That goes into the General Fund to offset their overtime costs related to those programs. Some
miscellaneous revenues. And these, I know it sounds miscellaneous is a terrible word, but there are revenues
that come in. It can be for copies. It can be for a variety of things that come in. It could be miscellaneous
reimbursement of some sort. Under state budget we cannot deposit a revenue that comes -- or
reimbursement that comes in in January for an expenditure that happened in December. I can’t just put it
against the expenditure line item in this current year because it is -- it wasn’t actually incurred in this current
year so it has to go someplace. Miscellaneous revenue is where it goes.
The highway tax does go to the Special Highway Fund. We do get dollars from the Federal Funds Exchange.
And that is a program, it’s a federal grant program that’s monitored or managed by the state of Kansas. We
apply to them for funds. We’re currently dedicating those funds to the Lincoln Street project.
The liquor tax comes in, and because we are a community of over 6,000, that has to be split in thirds. So, a
third to the General Fund, a third to the Special Parks Fund, and a third to the Special Alcohol Fund. Our
practice has been that the third that goes to the General Fund does get transferred to the Special Parks Fund.
So, if you see those funds transferred at the end of the year, it typically happens at the end of the year
because we want to make sure we know exactly what came in. It does go into Special Parks to help offset
some of those park improvement projects.
The CARS grant reimbursement, this is, we’ve talked about it earlier, is the offset to whatever project we have
it with allocated in our CARS for that year. The Build American bonds credit, this was a financing mechanism
that was used in 2009 for a bond issue. We have since refinanced that in 2019. So, this will be the last year
that you see a credit come in. It was intended under previous federal administration to offset some of the
principal -- or the interest cost under those bonds and so that will go away.
And then wildlife and parks that’s deposited into our Special Parks Fund.
This is the Aquatic Center performance for 2019. We do have a report that we will put out with all of this
year-end stuff, that you can kind of see the specifics of what happens in those operational expenditure line
items and revenue line items. But the point here is that we bring in about 143,000 in 2019 in revenue. We
expended 337,000. We have known from, as a City, that the operations of the Aquatic Center would require
a subsidy. And it has required a subsidy every year. We did see some increased costs for not just maintenance
but replacement of some critical components in 2019. And we are working towards a maintenance plan for
future years so that we can better estimate what those expenditure costs might be for improvements to the
Aquatic Center.
I picked three of the revenue sources there from programs to membership to daily admissions. And truly it
all depends on the weather. And that can mean it’s too hot, it’s too cold, or it’s too rainy. That’s why someone
decides to come to the pool and then we have those dedicated individuals that come every day. So, you can
see how it does fluctuate from year to year slightly for each type of revenue source there.
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This is just a general graph for budget performance in the General Fund. If you look, the largest expense that
we have in the General Fund in our personnel services. This is not just the salaries of staff. Personnel services
encompasses not just the salaries but the payroll taxes, the retirement contributions, the health insurance
costs, the training, professional development costs, the uniform costs, all of those are included in these
numbers. And I did want to note because I know this will probably be a question is that the -- we did underspend the budget slightly. That is an amended budget for personnel.
And in the next slide I do show that the 2019 expenditures, I’m sorry, those words are very small on the
bottom. But the far left pillars are personnel services. And that we did spend more in personnel services in
2019 than 2018. But the reason for that is that in 2018, we had a lot of unfilled positions. And so while we
had budgeted for full staffing across our City, we did not fill all of those positions. So, you had savings in those
dollars. In 2019, we had a dedicated effort to getting those positions filled. We had some key positions filled
in the upper end of our organization. So, you see the related costs. They’re not, again, not just for salary but
also for the payroll taxes associated with that and the retirement contributions. In addition to we saw an
increase in health insurance costs in 2019 and had elected to cover the majority of that increase in 2019. And
so that actually rolls over to 2020. But that’s the reason for those two -- that comparison.
The last two slides I believe is the water utility. I wanted to just give you a few points here. We did just talk
about the water and sewer utility in November or December of last year, so I don’t want to go into great
detail. You can see that the budget -- the red line is the budget. In the Water Fund, this is the fund where
we decided that we going to put a dedicated effort into deciding what the next steps were, this water utility
would be. And we did pause any infrastructure improvements in the water utility until we knew what
direction we were going to head. Whether that means a merger with another company, whether it means
we’re going to full, you know, move ahead full steam and start replacing meters and all of those things. But
we do in the City limits, we do have three water service providers. One being WaterOne to the north, Water
Seven to the south. The City does purchase our water from Water Two which travels here to us through
Water Seven lines. We do have a master meter towards the end -- the south end of Spring Hill. From there
our lines are through the middle of Spring Hill. And we have 1,775 customers in our water district. That’s up
70 customers over 2018. When you see the next slide you’ll see what the difference is between our water
district and the sewer district.
We do have accounts receivable or outstanding receives of 18,250 approximately. When I say that is moving
target daily and monthly, in the water utility you have the opportunity for cut-offs. And when they have to
pay that they are paying anything that’s in arrears as well in order to be -- have their service reconnected. In
this fund we do have -- did bring in development fees. You see that they went up slightly in 2018, dropped
back down slightly in 2019, and this is all based on those estimates that Mr. Burton and I talk about in these
funds as to what we’re expecting. Again, we don’t have any control over what actually happens in those
years. But we certainly do depend on that as a revenue source for future infrastructure in the water utility.
The expenditures, I already noted this earlier, they’re a little bit higher because we ended up paying cash for
the ground storage tank as opposed to long-term financing. That was 180,000 as opposed to the 370 that
we had estimated.
This is the wastewater utility. In comparison to those 1,700 customers in our water service area, we have
2,500 customers in our sewer area. The Sewer Fund or utility itself does cover the entire City limits of Spring
Hill, which is drastically different than our water area. So, all of the building, a lot of building, if it’s to the
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north in Spring Hill that’s in the WaterOne district, you don’t get those system development fees in your
water fund. But you do see them in your development fees for your sewer fund. And so we do use those
development fees to fund future infrastructure costs for your sewer lines that we do have and also plant
upgrades and necessary maintenance and repairs to the plant as well. So, here you do see that our receipts
were up over the budget. It does not include the cash reserves of approximately $1.6 million. Our
expenditures were just under budget so this is a good place to be in our wastewater fund. If you recall, we
did not increase the rates for that very reason and I think [inaudible] December for this year.
MR. LEATON: What percentage are we at right now for the reserve and what we’ve been trying to build up
in those two funds?
MS. LANDIS: So, we didn’t attach a target in the Water and Utility Fund. We can do that. We talked about
that several years ago, maybe seven or eight years -MR. LEATON: I understand. Where are we at approximately, percentage-wise, in the reserve total cost?
MS. LANDIS: I don’t have that off the top of my head but I can bring that -- I can send that back to you. I can
send it out tomorrow. We can put something out -MR. LEATON: And, you know, the reason is, is the better we do on the reserve the better we get on the rates
of when we go out and we lend -- get lending, so.
MS. LANDIS: Uh-huh. Yeah. Absolutely. And this is one of those funds -MR. LEATON: It’s got a balance to it.
MS. LANDIS: -- that because we have a plant, Mr. Boyer and his -- they’ve done a really great job of putting
together both an estimated replacement, repair and replacement costs for future of both the vertical and -MR. BOYER: Linear.
MS. LANDIS: -- linear. Linear. Thank you. So, that we do work towards that ten-year forecast. And I should
mention that in both water and wastewater we have a ten-year forecast that we operate off of. And so we
do have planned out ten years’ worth of work. We estimate out ten years’ worth of expenditures and
revenues in both of those funds.
MR. LEATON: The only thing is, is we just have to be careful that we’ve been doing a good job of building up
that reserve to help us when we go out to the market to get bond rates, that we don’t just get ourselves into
a pickle where we don’t keep at least something with the reserves and then they start giving us worse rates.
MS. LANDIS: Sure.
MR. LEATON: So, that’s why I’m asking where we’re at and how we’re doing on it.
MS. LANDIS: I can get that for you. All right. That’s all I had. I know that was long. I’m very sorry. Other
than I do believe that this is important information. I think you need to know where we’re starting from in
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order to get a good grasp on where we’re headed. And so if you have questions, I’m happy to answer them
now. Or as you process all of this, certainly reach out and ask. All right.
MR. OWEN: When might we get a budget, a completed budget for the year?
MS. LANDIS: A completed budget -MR. OWEN: For ‘19.
MS. LANDIS: For ‘19. That’s what I was talking about at the beginning presentation is I’ll have them out
tomorrow morning there on the website. There will be a link that goes out on social media. We’ll have hard
copies at the front counter.
MR. OWEN: Perfect.
MS. LANDIS: They can be e-mailed out.
MR. OWEN: Thank you much.
MS. LANDIS: Uh-huh. You’re welcome.
10.

Taxes & Fees (Permits)

MR. OWEN: And you’re up again.
MS. LANDIS: I’m up again. All right. Well, let’s talk about -- this is a very brief conversation. This was a
request that came to staff early in -- it might have comes towards the end of last year, early this year where
we talked about the need to evaluate what could we do in order to make sure that we are collecting taxes
and fees. Fees is probably not the right word. Assessments for special benefit districts is probably the more
correct word there. So, we have had a conversation internally. Mrs. Hughes and I talked and we’ve spoken
with Frank Jenkins and also our internal staff to talk about what would be a great process that we could put
in place to at least get us started in the right direction.
So, where we’re at right now that we wanted to kind of share with you was that four new single-family home
permits as a starting place that we would suggest that we start asking for a listing of the members of a
company to be listed when they come into to do a new single-family home and to sign an affidavit that says
that none of those members of that company actually owe taxes and/or assessments on properties in the
Spring Hill City limits. And the reason that we are looking at that approach is those builders own those lots.
Developers may own those lots. Homeowners may own those lots. But we’re looking at are you paid up
through taxes through the end of last year. So, in this case it would be through the ‘18 tax bill, which was
due in December of ‘18 and May or ‘19. And the reason for that is the tax bill in ‘19 isn’t fully due yet. So,
depending on your timing during the year, and we don’t want to cause a lot of confusion it would be for the
previous year. And that by them doing that this helps to eliminate the idea of, well, this person that came in
might be doing business on this lot under this company. And but now they’re coming in and they’re asking
to do business on this lot under this company. And so we’re asking that if they list all the members on those
companies that we can ensure that they don’t actually owe taxes and assessments on any properties in Spring
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Hill. And our idea there being that if they do and they say, no, I do actually owe and we’re going to follow-up
behind it, then if they do owe, then we’re going to ask that they go bring those up to date through the
previous year and bring us that receipt so that we can move ahead with their request for a new building
permit.
We did talk about the other places that we could implement something like this. We talked about right-ofway permitting. We talked about all building permits not just new single-family homes and commercial build
permits, but also licensing. And it doesn’t seem very feasible based on the types of companies or individuals
that would be requesting the right-of-way permits, the other building permits and licensing, that it makes a
lot of sense to move in that direction as a first step. So, we like to -- that’s why we’re kind of putting this out
there to you to get your thoughts, let you think about it a little bit. Our idea would be that the next step we
think is to write this into either a code, through an ordinance, or there is going to be a regulation of some
sort probably that’s put in place. So, basically looking for next steps and to see if you had any comments on
what we’re proposing.
MR. ECKERT: What are other cities doing around the area?
MS. LANDIS: I am not aware of what they’re doing in the other areas. I don’t know of any other cities what
they’re doing in regards to this.
MS. HUGHES: It’s novel to us to require you to not be past due to get a permit in the City. You can’t owe us
taxes, past due.
MR. OWEN: It doesn’t sound unreasonable.
MS. HUGHES: That’s what I thought. And so when Melanie and I spoke about it, I thought the next step
would be to ask Mr. Jenkins to look into how we can add it to our permitting ordinances.
MS. LANDIS: And to maybe just reference those charts that you saw earlier, if you remember, the ‘11 and
‘12, our delinquency rate was, you know, hovering much higher. It was actually up much higher for that for
assessments. But for taxes because that’s across the entire community it spread more evenly. Those taxes,
that delinquency percentage was, you know, hovering around the 3 to 4 percent mark, whereas, now we’re
around 1 percent. But that doesn’t mean that we can’t be back in that same situation in the future. And this
is just ensuring that we’re prepared for that ahead of time.
MS. HUGHES: So, after Mr. Jenkins looks into the ordinance, the next step we thought would be to look at
how we make that question available on the permitting process. You know, you have a company that five
LLC members in it but you don’t know who they are because they just list their LLC. So, we’re maybe asking
that they list their members and that each one of them says -- tells us I don’t owe taxes. And then we can
look it up, the staff can look it up during the permitting process. We have to have the question there to know.
So, that would be the next step after we find out if it’s feasible to do the permitting ordinance.
MS. LANDIS: Yes.
MS. HUGHES: That was our discussion. So, she said we should bring it and talk about it during Discussion
Items.
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MS. LANDIS: We want to make sure that it’s not a terribly large task for the staff to have to follow-up behind
these companies. And that’s why asking for them to list it it’s really getting us to the next step where we can
easily go obtain the information to follow-up behind to make sure that there aren’t any taxes owed on parcels
they own in the community.
MR. OWEN: What do you think?
MR. LEATON: I think at a minimum you need to know the legal entities and the DBAs of what they’re
operating underneath. Because even with that you can go to the secretary of state’s website, look up and
find out who is in there. What we’re doing is just reducing the staff time so that we don’t have to go do that
and research on it.
MS. LANDIS: Correct.
MR. LEATON: Okay. I’m just thinking through the process.
MR. OWEN: I like the idea.
MR. LEATON: I like the idea. I’m just thinking through it.
MS. LANDIS: Well, if you have questions I think you can forward them to any of us, Mrs. Hughes, myself. I
think the next step would be to work with Mr. Jenkins on what that might look like exactly and then go from
there.
MR. JENKINS: If I might comment, I sent a request -- I have done some preliminary legal research on this.
There is precedent in other jurisdictions for the enactment of an ordinance that would empower the City to
deny licenses on payment of other municipal charges such as taxes or fees. One in particular is in the state
of Massachusetts. The have a state statute that enables their local jurisdictions to adopt ordinances to do
that very thing. Like I say, this is preliminary research. I haven’t found anything in Kansas where we’ve done
that. Because Kansas is a home rule state meaning, you know, if in the absence of the state of Kansas, the
legislature in enacting a statute that mandates what we can or can’t do, if there’s a void there, if they haven’t
addressed it, they haven’t preempted us, then we have that power under our home rule power to enact that
legislation. So, it appears to me that the state of Kansas hasn’t enacted something that would preempt our
right to do -- exercise our home rule power. But as I say this is all preliminary. And as Councilman Hughes
pointed out, I think it’s somewhat novel or unique for us to consider this, but it appears there appears to be
precedent in other jurisdictions.
MR. LEATON: I mean what I’d like to know is if there are any other communities nationally that do it for the
permitting process and how that’s working for them, what have they run into, what are the problems, just to
have an idea and see if there’s any other communities that have done, or is this just something completely
new. And I just can’t believe that we’re reinventing a whole new wheel. I mean so, surely, somebody has
thought of this and -MS. LANDIS: That’s not research that I’ve done, but we can certainly try and see if I can find some resources
to get that information. And I think our, you know, feeling at the beginning of this and when it first came up
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was if it’s something that we can do we should be doing it in order to reduce that impact on other residents
in the community.
MR. LEATON: It would just be nice to have something to start from and not completely write an ordinance
from scratch.
MS. LANDIS: Sure. Absolutely. We’ll look into that. Anything else?
MR. OWEN: Thank you.
MS. LANDIS: Thank you for allowing me the time.
(The discussion continued with Item Number 12.)
11.

Webster Street Renovations

MR. OWEN: So, the meeting is back in session and we’re up to Discussion Items. And the first one we’re
going to take out of order is Webster Street. And we’ll do that right now, Mr. Boyer.
MR. LEATON: Just for a point -- do we need to do a motion to append -- to append -MR. ECKERT: Amend.
MR. LEATON: -- the meeting?
MR. GRAVES: Amend.
MR. OWEN: If we’re going to take something out of order?
MR. JENKINS: I think just a statement for the record. You don’t have to do a formal [inaudible].
MR. OWEN: All right.
MR. JENKINS: The statement you made is fine.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Perfect.
MR. LEATON: I just wanted to makes sure.
MR. OWEN: Good. No.
MR. BOYER: All right. Thank you. Yes. This discussion item is about Webster Street improvement. This is an
update. At the February 27th City Council meeting staff provided information regarding the structural
condition of Webster Street and how we can move forward in conducting further assessments. Our
consulting engineer Lamp Rynearson has recommended core sampling tests along fractures of Webster
Street to validate and assess the internal street condition at several points. This action will provide us with a
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better understanding of the crack failure mode, concrete condition and subgrade condition. This knowledge
will help determine the best options for repairs along the fractures prior to making final surface treatment.
We will then be able to provide a more accurate project cost estimate for a potential CARS funding
application. We have scheduled the next step of core sampling and anticipate fieldwork to be completed this
week. I think they were out there this week and got some work done on cores on Webster Street. Our City
Engineer Dan Miller has more information regarding Webster Street renovations.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Miller, sorry I’m keeping you so late.
MR. MILLER: That’s quite all right. Thank you, members of the Council. I was requested by the Council and
by the Public Works staff to take a look at Webster Street as a possible candidate for a Johnson County CARS
application. I’ll give you a quick update on where we’re at that. Currently we -- obviously the main problem
with the roadway is the longitudinal cracks in it. It’s been that way for a long time and the City has spent
considerable effort working on that. We are currently coring those creaks with a six-inch core barrel to get a
better idea of exactly what the City’s repairs were and what the extent of the crack is. I don’t have that
information for you at that moment. We should get a report back from our geotechnical engineers next
week.
I believe that this street would be an excellent candidate for a CARS program. It’s on the CARS route list, so
it’s eligible. CARS gives, as you may recall or maybe some don’t, it’s a 50 percent matching funds program of
eligible cost which are typically the construction costs up to a limit. That limit is typically established by your
application of what you think 50 percent of the construction cost of the project will be. The annual CARS
request probably will be out in March. I’m a little surprised. This is March. I’m a little surprised they weren’t
out in February. But usually around this time, so I think those requests will be here imminently probably with
a late April/early May deadline. So, if the City were to decide to apply for CARS on Webster Street in 2021,
we would need a pretty good idea of what it’s going to cost and we have to submit to them some kind of a
plan and a sealed engineer’s estimate of cost. And then that’s the real CARS year, is just the next year.
Typically the cities provide a five-year program looking at it in the future of other potential CARS candidates
to show the need. But those modifications, those plans can be modified in every year to change that first
year, the next year’s candidate which is the money that really counts. The board only assigns the very next
year’s funding.
CARS funding typically is known through the CARS TRC. By about July or August, the board will officially
approve the CARS program sometime in September typically, maybe October. It seems to have gotten a little
later recently. So, you could begin -- you would be reasonably assured of your funding and could begin, for
example, if it were a 2021 CARS job you could begin design with the knowledge that it be a next year project.
The elements of a CARS program, and Jim has gone over a lot of this at the last meeting, I apologize I couldn’t
be here. Certainly the basic elements would be to repair the cracks that have occurred on about the north
two-thirds longitudinal joint cracks, the north two-thirds or so of Webster. Replace really bad panels, panel
replacement. We would apply or propose to apply a texturing and a UBAS application, which I know Jim has
talked to you about. It’s a bonded chip seal application that looks and rides like a mill and overlay but
performs more like a chip seal. And typically we do a pretty fine mill job almost like a diamond mill just about
a half inch thick. So, one of the advantages of this application is it doesn’t take as much of the structure out
of the roadway as a conventional two-inch mill and overlay for example. And then, of course, we’d put new
pavement markings down on the roadway.
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If you, the Council and the City so chose, you could, based on available funding, we could do things like, you
know, repair kickers and ADA problems with the adjacent sidewalks and do other features that need a repair
on the roadway. But the initial project that Jim brought to you and we talked about last week was really just
emphasizing the wearing surface of the roadway. But again, if you had matching finding you may decide to
do a little bit more there or something like 26 or so ADA ramps. Only two of them detectible warnings and
don’t come anywhere close to meeting current standards so that would be a likely suspect if you want to do
wholesale improvements to the roadway.
There also were some drainage problems down at the south end. We probably would be putting in some
under drains or something identifying those during the design process and adding drainage to keep that water
from coming up through the roadway.
MR. LEATON: Is that down by the school?
MR. MILLER: Down where all the trees are. Not that far, but yeah. Somewhere right in there on the east
side there is right north of, well, quite a ways north of Victory I guess, but I’d have to point at it on a map.
But there are a couple places down there that the City’s Public Works staff has had constant problems with
water and icing in the winter I think maybe as well.
Some of the questions that were received real briefly. Of, you know, this -- I know UBAS sounds kind of like
some new-fangled thing. It’s really not. It’s been around for at least 20 years. It was proprietary until about
2008. Currently pretty much all of the cities in Johnson County use it as a tool in their toolbox for street
maintenance and surface treatments. Lenexa uses it extensively. I’ve specified several million dollars of it in
my previous life. It’s a very standard procedure. Really they have had for very -- use it for high level street
maintenance surface treatments. You wouldn’t use it on really bad streets because it is more expensive than
a chip seal or some of the other tools in our toolbox for local residential streets that are not as in good
condition. But Webster, if it’s properly prepared, looks like a really good candidate for that type of a
treatment. The advantage of it, it is probably my opinion and my view it’s the best surface treatment we
could put on Webster to try to minimize the reflective cracking of the concrete below it. And that’s always a
problem with any kind of a repair job that you’re doing on a concrete roadway.
We use the design specifications that are promulgated by the Kansas Department of Transportation to
generate our contract documents, our specifications around. It really hadn’t needed much maintenance in
the other cities. Chip seal, our standard chip seal tends to kind of wear off over time. And you can kind of
tell after eight or ten or twelve years it’s kind of not there as much anymore and you know it’s time to do
another treatment. UBAS seems to hold up pretty well. If you had any de-laminating problems you’d
probably have to patch that like you would any other street. If there’s base failures that come up through it,
it would have to be patched like any other roadway. It is one of the great advantages of this material on
Webster in particular as you know is no pavement marking lasts on Webster because it’s a concrete street.
The industry spent 50 years trying to find a pavement marking material that sticks to concrete and none of
them do. When we put UBAS down then we can use hot thermal plastic and preformed thermal plastic
pavement markings that look great and last probably till your next UBAS treatment. So, that’s something that
you just can’t do out there right now.
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In terms of the big elephant in the room which is this huge wandering crack that goes all the way up Webster
in both lanes, we are coring, of course. Talked to our materials engineers and some of our contractors to
take a look at what the cores represent and what we might do to that. The cost estimate is kind of built over
doing essentially what I call a header mill, something on the order of a 16-inch wide header mill about three
inches deep. Cleaning that out and filling that with a neat concrete or an epoxy concrete to try to seal that
off. It is going to reflect through it again. There’s no question about that and the transfer joints will as well.
But you try to minimize that and then you UBAS over that to reduce those reflective cracks. We may do
something a little bit different but this is typical of cracking. I call it a half soul bridge deck repair. We do it a
lot on bridge decks when you have cracks on the decks. You go down so far -- far enough to get the crack,
try to seal it, but not so far that you materially affect the structure of the concrete roadway or the bridge
deck itself.
The UBAS, if you’ve driven up in most of northeast Johnson County and even some of the KDOT routes you’ve
driven on it and probably don’t know it. It looks like an overlay. If you’re sitting at a stop sign in Overland
Park somewhere or Lenexa and you look over and it looks a little bit open-graded instead of a nice slick
surface, you know, it’s still black that’s probably UBAS instead of a mill and overlay. But otherwise, the laymen
can’t really tell the difference. It is, you know, a fair amount cheaper, of course, so it’s a much -- and better
with the reflective cracking.
So, with that, and just a real quick overview of that and where we currently stand and we’re going to have to
get something worked out here probably in the next month or six weeks and make a decision on that CARS
and I’m sure that’ll be recommended by Mr. Hendershot and Mr. Boyer in terms of where we think we want
to head with it. I’ll be happy to answer any questions you might have.
MR. LEATON: I think what might be useful for people up here to hear is why not a standard mill and overlay,
what the issues would be versus that, and why the UBAS over that cost. And also because you used the word
“replacing panels” versus a header mill and what the difference is between going through and completely
replacing an entire panel full depth and a header mill, so -- just so that -MR. MILLER: So -MR. LEATON: -- because there’s some nuances there.
MR. MILLER: So, a mill and overlay is about 33 percent more expensive is one reason UBAS in this particular
case is -- I feel is advantageous. The second thing is a mill and overlay goes down two inches. The Superpave
asphalt we use needs at least two inches. And that takes -- the pavement is only nine inches deep, so you’re
taking two inches of your concrete structure off when you do that. Whereas, a UBAS just takes a half-inch of
that structure off. So, it’s less structurally demanding on the remaining roadway. The third, and really
probably, in this particular case, the biggest issue, aside from the money, is that the UBAS I think will last a
lot longer. A two-inch mill and overlay it’s shown by years and years of studies does not prevent any reflective
cracking. All of the reflective cracking will come right back up on that mill and overlay in three years. You
have to get at least four inches of asphalt down to have any prayer of stopping reflective cracking. So, the
mill and overlay won’t stop any of the cracking. The UBAS is a procedure where there is a thick emulsion shot
below the material that’s placed. So, that emulsion, polymer asphalt emulsion is what helps reduce reflective
cracking, and it does a pretty effective job of it, very much like a standard chip seal. It’s just a bonded chip
seal. So, those are my main reasons for recommending UBAS.
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In terms of panel replacement versus half soul or header milling, you know, where the crack just goes down
the road we would use some kind of a joint repair. But there are several places where partial panels have
been replaced or there’s some panels that are displaced or just cracked all over the place. In that case we
would saw those out and go the full nine inches and put a new panel in there in preparation for the surface
treatment. We would then have to dowel those in to the existing panels as well and that’s very expensive so
you don’t want to do it unless you just absolutely have to. In many of these types of projects the cost of the
base repairs is whatever they happen to be, panel replacements, crack repair. So, they can by far exceed the
cost of the actual surface treatment. So, the base repair is getting the road ready for new wearing surfaces
where your money really needs to go and it’s what’s really, really important to the long-term performance of
whatever surface treatment you put on top of it.
MR. OWEN: Ms. Fisher.
MS. FISHER: I was wondering if any consideration has been made for the long-term effect of these cracks
that happened and what has caused them and if it’s related to anything that’s ground related underneath or
the amount of water that just runs and runs without having a place to go.
MR. MILLER: We have a lot of theories. It does not appear as though it’s -- I would not say they have -- they
relate to any kind of subsurface drainage. There is aggregate underneath that concrete. I’m thinking they
even treat the base under that. So, it’s kind of built like a state highway. It’s a pretty good structure overall.
So, I don’t believe it’s subsurface water. It’s some kind of a construction issue. They only put one joint. It’s
a 36-foot wide street monolithic, so it’s 18-foot wide panels. They only put a joint at the center line. That’s
for nine-inch pavement. That’s right at the edge. So, I think the concrete just decided where it was going to
crack where it wanted to crack like concrete does. Instead of one crack at the center you have two cracks
right down the lane lines. And it’s surprisingly consistent. So, that’s my theory. I did see getting ahead of
the geotech engineers. I did see one of the cores this morning which did show a surprising amount of opening
up at the bottom. It almost leads me to believe that this cracking problem was exacerbated when they built
it. I’m guessing they poured those lanes maybe when it was really hot and they didn’t wet the rock down
really good and so it sucked all the moisture out of the bottom of that concrete. And that very commonly
can cause a lot of premature stress and cracking in the concrete. That’s just my guess. But from what I saw
it looked a pretty -- so, some kind of construction issue more so than a long-term issue.
MS. FISHER: [Inaudible.] Thank you for your time.
MR. MILLER: That’s my engineering judgment.
MR. LEATON: I didn’t know that you were -- I just rode by today and saw that you were out -- not you, but
we were having them cored today.
MR. MILLER: Right.
MR. LEATON: So, I was wondering if you hadn’t had an opportunity to get a visual on any of them.
MR. MILLER: Just on the first one.
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MR. LEATON: Just on the first.
MR. MILLER: But I’ll be real interested to see the rest of them. It doesn’t necessarily change a lot about what
we -- how we repair it, but it certainly can influence what we decide to do about it as Councilmember Leaton
and I have discussed previously.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MR. LEATON: I think the question would be is what are looking at, Ms. Landis, of what cost? Because I think
what can we, you know, afford? The engineer needs to have an idea of where he’s going to put that cost, I
mean, what that scope of work is going to be, right?
MR. MILLER: Correct. So, that’s going to be dependent upon what our threshold or willingness to bear on
cost is and what we have for available funds. So, I’d like to have that kind of a quick discussion now as I work
with the engineer so we have an idea and we don’t get at the end and go why are we -- why are we spending
2 million with a 1 million, 50 percent on our side when I thought it was 500,000? I’d kind of like to have an
idea of what the threshold is of the Council of what they would like to spend so we can kind of work towards
that and we don’t spend a lot of effort on something we don’t want to do. Well, we’re not going to do ramps
because we can’t afford the 250 or whatever that is. So, the first question is, is where is the funding coming
from? How much funding do we have? And then what is the threshold with the Council, you know?
MR. MILLER: I have not had detailed discussion with City staff about the [inaudible].
MR. LEATON: Well, we’ve got Ms. Landis who -- do you have an idea in general?
MS. LANDIS: One second. I am pulling up the CIP just to make sure. So, we had the Webster Street
rehabilitation listed in the CIP as designed for 2020 and construction in 2021. This was one of those items
that we had had it listed later in the CIP prior to bringing it to the Council and the Council wanted to see it
moved up as a priority. And so it remains unfunded in the term of the type of project. And the amount, the
cost of the project will be a debt service project. So, we will debt finance it, long-term finance the project
and that would come out of principal and interest payments in the Debt Service Fund of which there would
be a mill levy attached, an impact attached.
MR. LEATON: So, then the question would be is, is what is the, I mean, we were talking about, when we were
sitting down, I think upwards it could be around, what, 1.2 million, something like that? Total cost 1.5, in that
range.
MR. MILLER: Yeah. We were talking construction costs that might be in that range.
MR. LEATON: Yeah. So, I guess I’m just trying to get a feeling from the Council if we had a 50 percent level
of that do we have, I mean, we’re not making a motion tonight, do we have a general consensus or a feeling
that we would support anywhere from around, what, 600,000 to 750,000 on our part towards this or -MS. LANDIS: Mr. Leaton, I think that the intent tonight was to bring back the information that you had
requested and --
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MR. LEATON: It is. But I’m expanding a little bit just so we have an idea when I’m talking with him -MS. LANDIS: Uh-huh.
MR. LEATON: -- that we don’t come back with something where the Council says, oh, I don’t want to do that.
So, that’s what I’m asking is, is -MR. OWEN: It sounds like -- I’m thinking -- sounds like we have to have more discussion on the budget issue
of figuring where we’re at.
MR. LEATON: But I want to get a general feeling -MR. OWEN: Yeah.
MR. LEATON: -- because he’s got to put something in -MR. OWEN: Right.
MR. LEATON: -- to meet the CARS application. And I don’t want to spend time wasted either that we don’t
get in for the CARS and get that 50 percent either. So -MS. HUGHES: Didn’t Melanie have some UBAS numbers? Did you have something around 775?
MR. LEATON: Yeah. I’d like to see those again.
MS. HUGHES: For some reason that number is sticking in my head.
MS. LANDIS: Those numbers were provided in Mr. Boyer’s presentation.
MR. LEATON: They were significantly lower because the problem is in the discussion with the engineer is that
we’ll probably have more panel replacements than what we were expecting based off of that. So, we’re
probably expecting to exceed the amount that was in that previous presentation significantly.
MS. HUGHES: What do you think the number, our portion of the number? Because I thought ours -MR. LEATON: No. I first [inaudible] in the meeting and said, you know, we’re probably -- if we really do the
panel replacements the way that we might have to based off of, depending on the cores, we’re probably
going to be sitting closer to the 1.2 or 1.5 million possibly.
MS. HUGHES: As our portion?
MR. LEATON: No. Total cost.
MR. OWEN: Total cost.
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MR. LEATON: So, our half would be probably -- I just want a general feel. You know, I’m not saying we have
to make a decision tonight, I just want to make sure that when we go we come back that’s within a range or
magnitude that we kind of feel comfortable with. If our magnitude is only this 750,000 and that previous
one, then we’ll just kind of work around that. I just need to kind of have a feeling is, is -MR. GRAVES: I’d want to see again options and then all those real numbers like Option A, Option B,
[inaudible].
MR. LEATON: Well, that’s kind of what the UBAS and the -MR. ECKERT: Overlay -MR. OWEN: Yeah. We kind of lean towards that to do -MR. LEATON: That was the mill and overlay and the UBAS and the chip seal. Those are kind of those options.
Okay. So, backing up then, I mean, is the Council comfortable with moving forward towards evaluating the
UBAS or do we need to -MR. ECKERT: I think I would feel comfortable seeing core samples and a report on that to what they found.
MR. OWEN: To see how bad it’s going to be.
MR. ECKERT: Yeah. That would kind of give me more direction on -- I definitely want to fix it. It needs to be
fixed. We need to do something.
MR. OWEN: I like the UBAS option so I’m kind of heading that direction I guess unless we can -MR. ECKERT: The cores are going to tell us more of the base.
MR. LEATON: Well, the cores really aren’t going to tell you really anything other than the amount of damage
that we need to do and do panel replacements with the UBAS. It’s not really going to tell us any more than
what that is. Correct me if I’m wrong. I mean the mill and overlay, one, is more expensive mostly likely and
you’re probably going to have to have some similar or as much probably header mill and panel replacement.
So, I think -MR. MILLER: Yeah. You’ve got to do basically the same repairs.
MR. LEATON: -- either or, so that base cost is the same either way.
MR. MILLER: Yeah.
MR. ECKERT: Yeah. I understand that, but -MR. MILLER: One thing I omitted is by federal law if you perform a mill and overlay you’re required to bring
the entire roadway up to current ADA standards. So, all the stuff out there that’s non-conforming on
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sidewalks and ADA ramps gets put in the job whether you like it or not, which in many cases makes it an ADA
compliance project with a mill and overlay somewhere in there.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Hendershot, do you have an opinion?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Well, I think part of this discussion is for budget. The only thing that I’d provide a little
more information on is with CARS funding there is a formula to how much you are allotted that’s based on
population, past use, where are you at in CARS usage, et cetera. I don’t know if we’re -- if this would reach
that limit or not, but there’s things to be considered there. Design is not included in CARS funding. That
design would be on us, correct?
And as I recall, our 199th and Ridgeview roundabout is CARS funding for this year. And I believe we are
committed to funding for next for 199th Street with CARS with an agreement with Johnson County, and I have
to go back and double-check that to make sure. But personally I think the UBAS is the way to go.
MS. HUGHES: I think Mr. Leaton might be concerned that we need to know some more numbers before we
put in the application. And the application looks like it’s coming up in 45-ish days. So, I think maybe could
you bring back the numbers and let us know about our possibility of adding potentially as much as Mr. Leaton
has mentioned to the CARS funding for next year and really focus on comparing that to the other two options?
I think it was two more options that we had for the street. There was the UBAS, the chip and seal and the
mill and overlay, right?
MR. OWEN: Yeah. I think the chip and seal we kind of didn’t care for because it came up so fast.
MR. MILLER: CARS won’t pay for a chip seal anymore.
MR. ECKERT: I’m more interested in the coring. Is that going to tell us how many panels need to be replaced?
MR. MILLER: No. It doesn’t have anything to do with panel replacement.
MR. ECKERT: Oh, okay. Okay.
MR. MILLER: You can go out there and see how many panels need to be replaced right now.
MR. ECKERT: Okay. [Inaudible].
MR. MILLER: The corings just kind of give us a better idea what’s going on in those joints -MR. ECKERT: Okay. I didn’t know [inaudible].
MR. MILLER: -- and how much the City force is actually how far down they went when they repaired them
and stuff.
MR. ECKERT: I see.
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MR. MILLER: They think they know, but we want to kind of get an idea on, you know, they used like a rock
wheel on it and, you know, they say they went about three inches. I’d kind of like to know that because that
makes a difference -MR. ECKERT: Sure.
MR. MILLER: -- on how we structure whatever we do. So, there’s some engineering elements there. And it’s
completely my intent -- we had to put together that first presentation of cost estimate pretty quickly. And
it’s with, you know, just what I know not what I’ve seen. And it’s absolutely our intent to come back with
better cost information for you obviously before either the City staff or the Council are presented with any
formal CARS application and cost estimate. I have to put my engineer seal on that thing so it’s got to be
pretty good.
MR. OWEN: Well, I think it’s something we all want to -MR. MILLER: And right now my crystal ball is a little murky.
MR. ECKERT: A little hazy.
MR. MILLER: For a number of reasons.
MR. OWEN: So, I’m kind of leaning towards you go ahead and, you know, if there’s some items we have to
end up cutting out at the end we cut them out if there is an option. But I think we need to move with this.
MR. LEATON: Well, that’s kind of where I was at was to trying to keep pushing forward because of the
condition of the road and trying to make sure that if we were to try to get into CARS and made it. So, that’s
why I’m just trying to be a little bit aggressive on it but also get the input so when it comes back we can give
a consensus pretty easily and, you know, we know what we’re doing. As I think through and listen to what
you’re saying, and maybe we can talk about it later, but I think we probably just need a rough cost estimate
Probably for the mill and overlay so people can get a better feel for what that would mean, the base cost of
the panels, and the header mill is probably going to be the same cost. It’s a question of now what do we get
for approximately, I think the number in that previous presentation was around 750,000 versus what do we
get versus 1.5 million. So, what I could do is -- would that be kind of an idea to kind of work with there?
MR. OWEN: Yeah. That gives us -MR. LEATON: Okay. So, then that gives you a better idea of where to head. And then you and Mr. Boyer can
work on that. And then how soon do you think you can develop something off of -- for cost for that? One
week? Two weeks?
MR. MILLER: Well, you know, we’ll work with the staff to meet whatever they -- they’ve got to decide about
-- I’m sure they have to look at funding possibilities as well, but we should get the core report. I don’t know
if we can -- we only have a week until the next Council agenda but we are in a big hurry. So, if I can get the
core report back, you know, we can do some more cost estimating and potentially bring it back at the Council
meeting if that’s the will of the Council and the City staff.
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MR. OWEN: Yeah. I think it’ll at least give us a little better idea so that we can try to commit to an amount
instead of saying, yes, let’s go for it and then you come back, well, sorry, it’s double what we talked.
MR. LEATON: And that’s not -- and that wasn’t the intent. The intent was is do we even want to consider
looking at 1.2 because that’s what it could to make it -- do it right, to make it last.
MR. OWEN: Well, if we’re going to do it, I want to do it right. I don’t think we need to -MR. LEATON: And that’s my point.
MR. OWEN: Yeah.
MR. LEATON: So, get with staff, Mr. Boyer, Mr. Hendershot and put a plan together. I’d like to see if I can
meet with you, not next week because I think that would be too aggressive, but before the next Council
meeting and that following week. So, early the following week. That way we can come back with something
for the Council.
MR. MILLER: Can do.
MR. OWEN: All right-y.
MR. MILLER: All right. Thank you very much.
MR. OWEN: Thank you very much, sir.
MR. OWEN: Ms. Landis.
MS. LANDIS: Yes.
12.

Live Streaming Update

MR. OWEN: Mr. Hendershot.
MR. HENDERSHOT: She got through all of that with less than a bottle of water. I will be very quick on an
update for live streaming the meetings. If you’ll recall two weeks ago I was here. There was a
recommendation to reject and the action from the Council was to table these pending a little more
information.
Since that time we have been in -- if you remember there was three bids that were submitted, one from a
company called Swagit, one from Mission Electronics, and one from CyTech. We’ve reached out to all three
of those companies for a little additional information. Swagit was the company that actually controls your
meetings basically through Dallas, Texas. After a phone conference with them in my opinion that company
is not an option for our service simply because they can do nothing to help our video arraignment. So, it
would be two entirely different systems, two different costs. So, from a recommendation standpoint from
them, they’re not meeting our needs and our expectations.
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The other two companies we’ve reached out to them, had them review those bids, review the equipment, et
cetera, and asked them to sharpen their pencils, if you will, and we expect those bids to be returned quite
soon so that we can come back to you in two weeks with a recommendation. Hopefully that is for less cost.
And now we know how much money we’ve got left over from the other project that we approved this evening
that we can apply towards that.
That’s pretty much the update on live streaming. You know, I appreciate the comments from two weeks ago
how important this is. This is important to me as well. But I think we’re looking at this in the right manner.
So, it is our intention to bring this back on the 26th with another recommendation. Any questions?
MS. HUGHES: So, on Commenco that we approved earlier they’re providing a direct connection from Johnson
County to here for video arraignments.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes.
MS. HUGHES: And then in order to take advantage of that direct connection we have to install cameras.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Correct.
MS. HUGHES: And -MR. HENDERSHOT: Correct. It would be the cameras, related equipment, wiring, et cetera.
MS. HUGHES: Okay. So, that’s the camera product of it. What part of the, and I butcher that name every
time.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Commenco.
MS. HUGHES: Commenco. Is that the one that had the reoccurring yearly fee?
MR. HENDERSHOT: No. That was Swagit.
MS. HUGHES: Swagit. Okay. How does -MR. HENDERSHOT: Commenco is simply -MS. HUGHES: How does Swagit do anything? How are they even involved in the arraignment process if we
already have the direct connection?
MR. HENDERSHOT: They are not involved.
MS. HUGHES: How is any of the companies involved? I’m missing a step there.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay. They would not -MS. HUGHES: And forgive me. I know you -- I just have not [inaudible].
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MR. HENDERSHOT: Yeah. They would not be involved simply because they are coming in and installing the
equipment that’s needed for the camera, the wiring, the equipment, the connections to the server, et cetera,
after that their involvement is none.
MS. HUGHES: So, all the other companies wouldn’t have any involvement in the arraignment process either?
MR. HENDERSHOT: That’s correct. They are simply providing the equipment that we’ve identified as
necessary to do that arraignment process.
MS. HUGHES: So, is the saving, and I’m not even going to say it that way. So, Swagit requires a -approximately a $10,000 a year bill to run not the arraignment but our City meetings. Can you give us
numbers about how much time our clerk would have to spend -MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay.
MS. HUGHES: -- running the video -MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes, I can.
MS. HUGHES: -- or our City meetings -MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes, I can.
MS. HUGHES: -- so that I would be able to compare the options.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay. There is very little time involved. It is literally the selection of a couple of buttons
on the monitor that is there and it’s just extremely limited with the system that we’re installing, that we’re
proposing to be installed. It is not labor intensive whatsoever.
MS. HUGHES: Okay.
MR. OWEN: And that’s the one we talked about last week, the [inaudible].
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
MR. OWEN: That the Mayor made some snide remark about you can -- you might be able to even operate
it.
MR. HENDERSHOT: I think he did compliment me that way, didn’t he? Yeah. Okay.
MS. HUGHES: Are there any available demonstrations online or that the company can provide to us so that
we can see maybe some of their material on how easy it is? Because I was also wondering about software.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Uh-huh.
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MS. HUGHES: I really want to know what kind of software they’re running because it wasn’t in any of the
cost. So, I’m going to really look for that.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Our system is patterned very similar to the City of Gardner.
MS. HUGHES: Uh-huh.
MR. HENDERSHOT: You can go on their website and you can look at meetings of theirs. Swagit is actually
one that’s used in Overland Park. But we’ve used -- we use the City of Gardner as our model if you will of
how that work, including the boxes at the bottom of the page where any video material is put on these
screens will be available there. That the information on the agenda would be on there, those types of things.
So, it would be very similar to what the City of Gardner. Mr. Smoot, am I representing that correctly?
MR. SMOOT: Yes, you are.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay.
MR. LEATON: And then just to re-circle around just to make sure. We are following our purchasing policy for
what we’re doing here and all that?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Well, let’s see where the bids come in. It is possible that they, you know, our purchasing
policy currently says $20,000 and over requires an RFP. We had one bid that was right there. And we’ll see
where these revised bids come in. By no means are we trying to, you know, do anything against our
purchasing policy. We just hope they come in lower. And if that results in not having to do an RFP the better
for us, the quicker we can get this process underway.
MR. LEATON: I mean at the same time there’s nothing that really keeps the Governing Body from having a-it’s a rule that the Governing Body has but we can actually bypass it [inaudible].
MR. HENDERSHOT: I would agree. I would agree.
MR. LEATON: I just wanted to make sure that -MR. HENDERSHOT: Sure.
MR. LEATON: -- we can. I know policy [inaudible] purchasing policy.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Sure. Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Thank you.
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REPORTS
MR. OWEN: We are now at Announcements and Reports. Mr. Leaton.
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MR. LEATON: We covered pretty much everything on Webster. I’m trying to think of anything else. We do
have -- one quick thing is that I sent an e-mail out. The Mayor is working with Public Works and the Police
Department about streetlights that are out and how the Police Department will be basically helping to report
when light are because Public Works is not necessarily working in the evenings.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
MR. LEATON: So, that way they can report the light. We can get that to Public Works that way and then we
can get those lighting systems accurate [inaudible] and replaced or whatever we need to do with them. So,
I’m looking forward to that because there’s some dark streets I was walking on the other day, so.
MR. OWEN: Mrs. Hughes.
MS. HUGHES: No report.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Eckert.
MR. ECKERT: No report, sir.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Graves.
MR. GRAVES: No reports.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Hendershot.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Thank you. I do have a few things, so if you don’t mind I’ll come back up here. First of
all, Monday was BBQ on the Hill. Councilman Owen was there as well as several from the Chamber of
Commerce. The Leadership Spring Hill program had good representation there. Unfortunately the
representation from our legislators was a little shy of what we were used to in the past. I think we had five
that were there originally and then another two came in. We were in competition with some other meetings
and committee meetings et cetera, but still the information that was shared by several of us, including
Councilman Hughes at the mic I think was well received. And they asked some good questions. The school
district was there. The Rec commission was there. The Chamber was there. And we all made our
presentations. And it’s always great to get that face-to-face time with our legislative body regardless of how
many are there. It’s just -- that’s good stuff for us.
MR. OWEN: I’d say it was nice to see the interaction from the legislature. They seemed to actually know
what was going on with us -MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes.
MR. OWEN: -- and not just sitting there looking as like deer in the headlights.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes. I guess the surprising thing was of all of the things that are taking place on Capitol
Hill and all of the proposed bills that affect cities and municipalities, you know, many of us were -- we were
prepared for questions on those. I was not prepared for the question on what’s the City of Spring Hill’s
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position on plastic bags from retail stores. So, that one caught me a little off guard, but that is a bill that’s
before the state now to not let cities prohibit those. But, yeah. I wasn’t ready for that one. But it was
answered.
Okay. Quick update on the ROI. As you know, and it’s been referred to a couple of times by others tonight,
there was a draft ROI put on there. It was called a living, breathing document and it is, and it will remain so.
However, that does not mean that it will be subject to constant daily updates or anything. As information is
obtained that applies to this, then we will update it.
At the last meeting Mayor Ellis pointed out that there is a statement on there that said a maintenance
agreement should be considered for repair work. We’ve heard references from a couple other individuals
tonight about maintenance work of a network. I’m going to say something that may not be very popular, but
we have reached out to ISP providers. We have reached out to other communities that own their network.
There is basically no maintenance work associated with owning your own network. Your network consists
primarily of conduit, of fiber, some handholds, some lids, and some switches. Okay. If everything is installed
as it should be installed, correctly installed, that system lives in the ground and is not subject to what I’m
going to consider maintenance. And I’m going to make that comparison of maintenance to when you buy a
car. When you buy a car you know you’re going to have to change the oil. You know you’re going to have to
change your air filters, et cetera, et cetera. Those are acceptable maintenance expenses. From our research
and from communications with other jurisdictions there simply are no maintenance costs, routine
maintenance costs associated with owning your own network. The exception to that, and if we want to call
it a maintenance project or maintenance work we can. The exception to that would be that switches that
are involved in networking have a lifespan. It may be because of technology changes. It may be because of
lack of support from the manufacturers, et cetera. We estimate that life span of those switches at
somewhere in the five to eight-year range. So, there would be some replacement at some time.
The other item that comes up frequently that people relate to maintenance of owning your network and
owning your fiber in the ground is when it gets cut. When those lines get cut that expense is not ours. That
expense is on the person that did -- that created the damage. We would have contracts with companies,
probably two or three in line, so that we could contact them immediately upon being notified or
understanding that our network has been compromised, so that if Company A is not available we can go to
Company B and we can get somebody there as quickly as possible. But that expense is on the individual that
was responsible for cutting those lines. So again, I’ll reiterate, in my opinion, there is no routine maintenance
cost associated with owning this network.
The only thing, and it dawned on me tonight when we were here and Mr. O’Brien was up here was I will check
with him to see if there’s an insurance cost related to owning that equipment in the ground and what that
would be if there is. My assumption is it’s very minimal. But I will look at that.
So, tomorrow the plan is that I will update this ROI document that is on the website now to reflect that. But
basically the numbers on that ROI, Return on Investment sheet, will remain the same.
MS. HUGHES: Jim.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes, ma’am.
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MS. HUGHES: Can I make just one clarification if you don’t mind?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Sure.
MS. HUGHES: In the use of the word network, we are simply talking about the infrastructure.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes.
MS. HUGHES: The stuff in the ground that connects the building. It is not service.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Right.
MS. HUGHES: It is not us owning an internet service. It is not getting service. It is not providing service. It is
nothing to do with service. It is simply infrastructure, the stuff in the ground that connects the buildings. And
we have had some confusion, some extensive confusion amongst the public that we were trying to own and
there was a network or an internet service of some sort, even some confusion asking were we going to have
control over their internet. We are not in the internet business. We currently contract with someone for the
current infrastructure that is in the ground. This would just be us owning the infrastructure in the ground
exactly like the school district does in a way that they would be able to get -- bid services from actual internet
service providers in the future to lower your operating cost for the City. The network does not mean we are
an internet service provider and we have never suggested that that was part of the project.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Hendershot.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes, sir.
MR. OWEN: I think somebody has a question if you’d like to take.
MR. HENDERSHOT: I do have a couple more points to make then I’ll be happy to.
MR. OWEN: Sure.
MR. HENDERSHOT: On the ROI there are two columns on there, once you see this on the website, unless you
have it in front of you there, that are estimated monthly cost. One of them is estimated monthly cost if the
speeds were increased to one gig through our current carrier on SuddenLink. We’re fairly confident on what
those increased costs would be and those are shown there. The second column goes back to what Ms. Landis
was saying is the estimated monthly cost if the City owned the fiber between the facilities that is something
we don’t know. We have an estimate in there, but we don’t know because we will actually go out to bid for
that service. You know, we’ve plugged in a thousand dollars there versus 44,650 if SuddenLink was to provide
those. But until that infrastructure is in and we go to bid we won’t actually know what the cost is. So, that is
a reasonable estimate of those. So again, that ROI is there. Questions?
MR. OWEN: Mr. Leaton.
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MR. LEATON: I just wanted to make sure that we’re clear. You’re saying that there is no lifecycle to a fiber
network? No, what is it, 100 year? 50 year? Or are we saying that there is no, I mean, surely all material
starts decaying at a certain point.
MR. OWEN: Uh-huh.
MR. LEATON: Where do we get to where we get signal degradation? I guess what I’m asking for is when
would we start having to look for reinvestment back into the system?
MR. HENDERSHOT: The estimated life is somewhere in the 50-year category for fiber, correct?
MS. LANDIS: Correct.
MR. HENDERSHOT: For fiber.
MR. LEATON: And that’s what I’m looking for.
MR. OWEN: We have one behind you there.
MR. WELSH: Do we know how many pairs of fiber that we’re putting in this network? How many pairs of
glass [inaudible].
MS. LANDIS: Do you want me to respond?
MR. HENDERSHOT: Yes. Go ahead.
MS. LANDIS: We did not designate that in the proposal document because it was simply to -- notating that
we wanted to do this project as an incentive for a company that wanted to come in. I think that Mr. Smoot
can probably answer what we think our estimated best effort would be for cities, you know, between the
buildings. But I know that in some of the proposals they might have mentioned or not mentioned how many
strands they would be able to provide. And so I think that that’s something that’s negotiated and/or in a
design that we put together. But we don’t have a design, it’s only conceptual at this point.
MR. WELSH: I ask that because, you know, there’s companies, they will put anywhere between 256 pairs or
more under certain areas. And going through our town and different things running over those roads can
cause breakage in those. So, you have to have so many extra pairs in that infrastructure to be able to not
have any issues as I keep on mentioning in my speeches. So, I was just curious how many pairs we were
putting in.
MR. SMOOT: The reason if we do go the route of putting in [inaudible] infrastructure, I want to also put in
something called future pad which gives us maybe a [inaudible] conduit with micro ducts in it, maybe four to
seven micro ducts. So, that gives us any -- so, we won’t have to keep tearing up the right-of-way or stopping
traffic. So, we definitely want -- with us putting infrastructure in the ground we definitely want to make sure
we future-proof it where we’re not just putting in a one conduit, but if anything else comes about in the
future we are -- we just need to blow it throw, blow it in. So, normally fiber comes in normal towns I’d say
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124 pairs. So, that’s fairly standard when they’re blowing in conduit, blowing in fiber conduit. So, it definitely
won’t be just one or two pair.
MR. WELSH: Or the other conduits like empty ones that you’ll be able to use for future use. Is that what
you’re saying?
MR. SMOOT: Yes. Yes. So, we’re digging once and putting that [inaudible] future pad. And like I said if you
looked at the bids you probably saw a picture of one of them in the bid.
MR. OWEN: Thank you.
MR. ECKERT: So, barring an act of God or someone with the City makes a mistake and cuts this who is
responsible for those? Is there an insurance policy that would protect us from that?
MR. HENDERSHOT: If we were to cut our own?
MR. ECKERT: Yeah. I mean stranger things have happened, right? I mean it’s a possibility. You can’t rule
that out.
MR. HENDERSHOT: It is a possibility. I won’t deny that.
MR. ECKERT: Yeah.
MR. HENDERSHOT: But, you know, anytime you’re digging we’re going to do the -- we do the One Call just
like everyone else to -- it is a possibility. I can’t deny that. Whether or not there would be an insurance policy
for that I’d just have to ask. I don’t know.
MR. LEATON: I think that one of two things will happen. And since it’s an outside party or a third-party from
us, if they cut it, then they’re probably going to have some type of insurance, otherwise we’ll have an avenue
to pursue them, I mean legally. But I would think that if we do go down the route of building this
infrastructure, like the policies of what we were talking about tonight and the presentation and we would
probably look at having those covered underneath in the insurance policy.
MR. HENDERSHOT: And through our right-of-way policies and through our contract negotiations et cetera,
we’ll have maps showing where those are located at, what the depths are, what the distance by a curb et
cetera is so that, you know, those accidents are limited absolutely as much as possible.
The other update I have for the Council is on the investigation. There were some comments made this
evening about that. I want to read a statement that was put on our website today as well as distributed
through social media.
It says, “Investigation documents sent to District Attorney. Earlier this week, appointed special counsel sent
related documents and information regarding the broadband investigation to the Johnson County District
Attorney’s Office. This information was received by the District Attorney’s Office on March 10, 2020.”
And I’m going to add that I personally talked to the DA’s office today and, yes, they had received it.
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“On Jan. 24, Mayor Steven Ellis appointed special counsel to deliver to the Johnson County District Attorney
allegations of impropriety in the process to select a bid for broadband provider for the City of Spring Hill with
the benefit of referring the matter to an independent office over which the City has no authority.
Mayor Ellis gave a brief update on the investigation at the February 27, 2020 City Council meeting, indicating
the investigation would soon be underway. This was based upon information received prior to the meeting
by special counsel based upon a telephone conversation that special counsel had with the District Attorney.”
This evening there was a statement made that the Mayor he personally talked with the District Attorney. In
my recollection, I don’t believe that statement was ever made. Our special counsel did talk to the District
Attorney.
“While there was a misinterpretation as to whether the DA’s office was reviewing or investigating, the
intention was to notify the community that the District Attorney was now expecting to receive information
from special counsel. The City had no control over the means or manner of transmission, nor did it have
control over the timeline of the transmission of documents from counsel to the District Attorney’s office.
This process was employed to offer as much assurance as possible that the City was not attempting to
influence the flow of information to the District Attorney’s office.”
And that was the statement that went out today, as I said, on our website and via social media.
A couple other things that I have real quick. In closing, Mrs. Hughes brought up the question and answer and
she primarily gave me credit for it and I have to say my involvement in it has been limited to working with a
wonderful team that has developed this, including Mrs. Hughes, Ms. Landis, Mr. Smoot, Kate Shupert, our
PIO, our Public Information Officer, and others. It is about eight pages long. There are numerous questions
and answers on that. I have a couple of things to finish to that tomorrow. The intent is to get it on that
website tomorrow, just we’ll see how the day goes because today everything exploded with the Coronavirus.
And the things that we wanted to do this morning I still haven’t done. So, that’s the way many of the days
go. But that is the intent is to get that on there tomorrow. It’ll be on the website in two different ways. It’ll
be on there as a full PDF where people can print it out. It’ll also be on there where you can scan through the
questions, click on the question and there will be a box underneath it and the response will pop up
underneath there. So, hopefully that will be on there tomorrow to provide clarification and a lot of the
information that unfortunately is being misrepresented in some cases.
The last thing that I’ll bring up an update is on the Coronavirus. This is something that at the City we are
taking quite seriously. We are not the doomsayers, but we being respectful, or not respectful, but we are
being reasonable and responsible. Things that we are doing in-house to try to limit any potential exposure
or spreading of this virus, and I’ll just go through the list. We have distributed information to staff on how to
individual help virus spread at home and at work. We’re sanitizing door handles and wiping surfaces three - wipable surfaces three times daily. We have deep cleaned the Civic Center. That has been completed and
we’ll continue to analyze if further deep cleaning needs to be done. Cleaning emphasis and priorities are
being assessed for great sanitation. If in the interest of time we need to reduce the number of times that we
sweep out here to increase the time that we can use at wiping down and sanitizing, then that’s what we’re
assessing. We are strongly encouraging staff to stay home if they’re not feeling well. We have an
understanding that staff may need to stay home to care for family members. These are all things that come
into play. We have distributed extra sanitizing fluids, the Purell or the sanitizing hand sanitizers. However, if
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you’ve gone out shopping you’ve found that those are increasingly harder to find if possible at all. Beginning
next week, our gym is closed for renovation for the stage and installation of sound panels. While it is
unpopular timing because of spring break, it does reduce the amount of traffic in the building should this
become a more local health impact. It’s unfortunate, but at the same time I would think that should the
parents would want to analyze their need to bring their kids up here for spring break in a group atmosphere
of running and sweating and breathing and, you know, those kinds of things. But our gym will be closed
during spring break as we get started on that project. It’s about a 30-day I believe project to complete that.
We are also coordinating with the recreation department on activities and City facilities and what may trigger
cancellations or suspensions. We’re communicating with other communities on programming activities and
potential suspension activities that they may be having so that we can be comparable and also understand if
they’re closing something and we haven’t thought of it, do we need to adjust. And this goes for meetings
and group activities as well.
The management team, which is several of us in staff, will be meeting tomorrow to further gather information
on preparedness for potential widespread and extended staff absences among several other potential points
of interest. We don’t know where this Coronavirus is going, but we’re going to meet tomorrow and we’re
going to lay out a roadmap of worst case scenario, how we would react, et cetera. Our emergency operation
plan does cover things very similar to this. We’ll break that out. We’ll have those discussions as well. Just
trying to plan on how we can best protect those that enter to use this building and best protect our staff as
well.
We’re also monitoring state and county information sites. The county is doing an excellent job of getting
information out from there, from the health department. And we will be participating in the morning in a
conference call with the county that is scheduled for tomorrow morning on the state of emergency
possibilities for the state of Kansas.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, Jim.
MR. HENDERSHOT: You’ve heard something?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: She’s already declared it.
MR. HENDERSHOT: Okay. We’ll get an update then on the declaration of state emergencies, what that means
to the county, what that means to us locally and how we’ll proceed with that, and that is through the county.
I believe, Council, that is my update. Let me go back through my list. Yes. So, unless there’s questions for
me that’s my report.
MR. OWEN: Madam Clerk.
MS. HUGHES: Mr. Owen.
MR. OWEN: Oh, yes.
MS. HUGHES: Can you circle back around to me for just a second?
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MR. OWEN: Sure can. Go ahead.
MS. HUGHES: Mr. Jenkins, we are not alone. Topeka has already done it. So, Topeka Municipal Code
14.10.070 allows for the denial of any permit if fees are owed to the city or if there are back taxes.
MR. JENKINS: Wow.
MS. HUGHES: Also it also applies to licenses. So, you can go to the city clerk’s license summary and it gives
the seven reasons why it can be denied.
MR. JENKINS: Can you give that citation again?
MS. HUGHES: 14.10.070.
MR. JENKINS: Thank you.
MS. HUGHES: Grounds for mandatory permit denial.
MR. JENKINS: Very good. Thank you.
MS. HUGHES: That’s all I have.
MR. OWEN: That’s all you have.
MR. LEATON: And we’re starting from zero.
MR. OWEN: Yeah. There you go.
MS. HUGHES: Somebody has done it.
MR. OWEN: Madam Clerk.
MS. GERRITY: No report. Thank you.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Jenkins.
MR. JENKINS: I do have clarification on that issue that was raised about whether or not the study session
would be able to be conducted with the -- all the bids [inaudible]. So, I wanted to clarify that as follows. And
you remember the bids and bid documents have been released to those persons who had made a KORA
request. And there was no limitation on what those persons could do with that information. So, that
technically if we’re going to conduct this meeting, we would have to get that information from whoever had
requested the KORA information.
MR. OWEN: Okay.
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MR. JENKINS: I’m getting overly technical about it. But the non-disclosure agreement is still binding except
for KORA, so we have to comply with KORA. I hope to be able to bypass that issue. But another factor was
every time we had a KORA request we gave a five-day notice -MR. OWEN: Right.
MR. JENKINS: -- to the provider, or excuse me, the bidder. So, if they wanted to bring suit they had that
timeline. So, I made that, and I still stand by my answer of how we get to that conclusion of being able to
have that study session. It may take some process but we can do it.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Mr. Welsh.
MR. WELSH: Do you still have to go through that process if all of those have been released on the internet
and are available to anybody?
MR. JENKINS: If that -- is that true?
MR. WELSH: Yeah. They were posted on all our -- on our [inaudible]
MR. JENKINS: If someone who obtained the KORA request now has put it on the internet?
MR. WELSH: Yes.
MR. JENKINS: Well, then that would have a bearing on how we handle it.
MR. WELSH: We’ve already -- you can see all those bids.
MR. JENKINS: I just want to be overly cautious because the bidders are not happy.
MR. WELSH: Yeah.
MR. JENKINS: So, they have made -- I just want to avoid a [inaudible].
MR. OWEN: Anything else, Mr. Jenkins?
MR. JENKINS: No, sir.
MR. OWEN: All right. Mr. Boyer.
MR. BOYER: No report.
MR. OWEN: Ms. Landis.
MS. LANDIS: I only have a couple of things. We are in the middle of hiring for the pool. That process is
moving along and that’s going to be here faster than we feel like I it is, especially with the sunshine. We’re
ready to go.
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We did hire a new payroll specialist this last week, so she is in the building and learning quickly.
And we did make an offer for the utility billing clerk. It’s an accounting clerk specific to utility billing. And so
I believe there is a start date for that, but I am not certain it’s in the next couple of weeks. So, we are moving
ahead and hoping to get our department back in full staff mode because it’s been rough with just a couple of
people, especially during the busiest time of the year. So, and there were some -- there have been through
previous discussions several references to previous discussions with RG Fiber, especially in the very stages of
the process. And I will work with Mr. Hendershot to put something together and I’d be happy to let you know
what all of those conversations were with RG Fiber so that there won’t be future questions.
MR. OWEN: Okay. Chief Henson.
CHIEF HENSON: No report.
MR. OWEN: Are you awake?
CHIEF HENSON: Yeah.
MR. OWEN: Mr. Burton.
CHIEF HENSON: He’s asleep.
MR. BURTON: I appreciate it.
ADJOURN
MR. OWEN: All right. I’ll entertain a motion to adjourn.
MR. LEATON: So moved.
MS. HUGHES: Second.
MR. OWEN: All in favor.
COUNCILMEMBERS: Aye.
MR. OWEN: We’re adjourned. Hey, I got you out of here before midnight.
[Therefore, the motion was made by Councilmember Leaton and seconded by
Hughes to adjourn. The motion carried 5-0.]
(Spring Hill City Council Adjourned at 11:03 p.m.)

Councilmember
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Temporary changes due to COVID-19. — Attendance at meetings was limited to 10 individuals including
Governing Body and staff. Staff waited in the hallway, outside of Council Chambers, in case the Governing
had questions. Public comments, for agenda items only, must be submitted in writing by noon on the day
of the meeting to cityclerk@springhillks.gov. There were no comments received. Public access to the
meeting was available via phone or by a link that was provided at the City of Spring Hill website
www.springhillks.gov.
City of Spring Hill, Kansas
Minutes of City Council Regular Session
April 9, 2020
A Regular Session of the City Council was held in the Spring Hill Civic Center, 401 N. Madison, Council
Chambers, Spring Hill, Kansas on April 9, 2020. The meeting convened at 7:01p.m. with Mayor Ellis
presiding and Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk, recording.
Councilmembers in attendance:

Chris Leaton
Steve Owen
Tyler Graves
Chad Eckert
Andrea Hughes attended via telephone

Staff in attendance:

Jim Hendershot, City Administrator
Antwone Smoot, IT Operations Associate
Cindy Henson, Chief of Police (waited in hallway)
Patrick Burton, Community Development Director (waited in hallway)

Consultants in attendance:

Frank Jenkins, City Attorney
Dan Miller, City Engineer (waited in hallway)

INVOCATION
The invocation was given by Mayor Ellis.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
ROLL CALL
The City Clerk called the roll of the City Council. With a quorum present, the meeting commenced.
APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to approve the agenda.
Motion carried 5-0-0.

Spring Hill City Council Regular Session Minutes
April 9, 2020
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CONSENT AGENDA
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Owen, to approve the consent agenda.
1. Approval of Minutes: March 26, 2020, Regular Meeting
2. Appropriation Order 2020-04-26
3. Consider Approval of Special Event Permit: Let Your Light Shine 5K
Motion carried 5-0-0.
FORMAL COUNCIL ACTION
4. Consider Resolution: Developer Funding Agreement, Dayton Creek SBD4, Plat 6
The City Administrator presented the Resolution and Developer Funding Agreement for Dayton Creek
Special Benefit District 4, Sixth Plat. Construction bids were submitted for Dayton Creek Special Benefit
District #4. The total project cost which can be supported by the benefit district financing is
$2,180,000.00. This includes hard construction costs of approximately $1,760,000 and other costs
(related to engineering, financing, administration, and temporary note interest) of approximately
$420,000. The developer, PV Investments, has agreed to be financially responsible for and to reimburse
the City for all construction costs in excess of the hard construction costs which can be paid supported
by the benefit district financing.
On March 12, 2020 sealed bids were submitted to and evaluated by the City Engineer with the bid
amounts determined to be in excess of the Project Costs.
Estimated Project Costs
$2,180,000.00
Low Bid
$2,412,412.00 (Amount corrected in Item 5. Should read $2,414,788.00)
Based on the developer’s agreement referenced above, and based on current estimates of temporary
note interest during construction, the developer will be responsible for the difference between the
$2,412,412(Should read $2,414,788.00) low bid amount and the approximately $1,760,000 of
construction costs that can be paid by the benefit district. The developer will therefore be responsible
for approximately $655,000 in construction costs which cannot be included in the benefit district.
The proposed Funding Agreement has been reviewed by city staff, the developer and legal
representation.
The Agreement provides that once the infrastructure improvements are 75% complete, the Developer
shall make an initial deposit of Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000), (“Deposit”), which shall
be held by the City in escrow and used for funding completion of construction. If the City determines
the Deposit is insufficient to fully fund completion of construction, the Developer shall deposit
additional funds with the City that are necessary to fully fund construction. The Agreement also
provides protection from default and remedies by allowing the City to take any action allowed by law
or equity to enforce its rights.
Staff recommended approval of the Resolution, including the Funding Agreement for the Dayton Creek
Benefit District 4 Plat 6.
Spring Hill City Council Regular Session Minutes
April 9, 2020
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Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to approve Resolution 2020-R-04.
Motion carried 5-0-0.
5. Consider Award of Bid: Dayton Creek SBD4, Plat 6 Construction
Mr. Dan Miller, City Engineer, noted that the low bid amount that was mentioned in Item 4 should be
corrected to $2,414,788.00.
Bids were received for the above referenced project on Thursday, March 12, 2020. A total of four bids
were received. The bids were well distributed between the low and high bids, with three of the bids
below the Engineer’s Estimate. The low bid was submitted by R. D. Johnson Excavating, of Lawrence
KS, with a corrected bid of $2,414,788.00. The engineers estimate for the project was $2,872,934.00.
R.D. Johnson provided a list of similar projects and a listing of proposed subcontractors and major
suppliers, attached. Also attached is the completed detailed bid tabulation. R.D. Johnson proposes to
exceed the contract minimum self-performance requirement of 30% by performing approximately 70%
of the work.
The construction contract for Dayton Creek Benefit District Sixth Plat was bid on Thursday, March 12,
2020. The low bid was submitted by R. D. Johnson Excavating, of Lawrence KS, with a corrected bid of
$2,414,788.00. The engineers estimate for the project was $2,872,934.00.
The construction contract for the project has been reviewed by the city attorney. This recommendation
is being presented in accordance with Section 3 of the Spring Hill Purchasing Policy. The construction
is being funded by the benefit district and PV Investments.
Staff recommended that the governing body accept the bid received from R. D. Johnson Excavating for
the Dayton Creek Benefit District 6th Plat project in the amount of $2,414,788.00. If approved, staff
will prepare construction documents for consideration at the next City Council meeting.
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Owen, to approve the award of bid for Dayton Creek Benefit District
6th Plat construction to R.D. Johnson Excavating.
Motion carried 5-0-0.
6. Consider Charter Ordinance: Exempting the City from the Kansas Pawnbroker and Precious Metal
Dealers Act
The City Attorney presented the Charter Ordinance exempting the City from the Kansas Pawnbrokers
and Precious Metal Dealers Act (K.S.A. 16-706 et seq.) for the purpose of subsequently adopting a
regular ordinance on the same subject matter including substitute provisions to apply specifically to
Spring Hill.
At the present time, the City does not have pawnbrokers and precious metal businesses within its
corporate limits. In the event the City would receive an application for these businesses, it is the
recommendation of the City that the Governing Body consider adoption of regulations that would apply
to the licensing of these businesses.
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In conjunction with this issue, the Planning Commission conducted a hearing on March 5, 2020 and
recommended to the Governing Body to amend its Spring Hill Uniform Zoning Ordinance to include
pawnbrokers and precious metal dealer businesses as permitted commercial uses within M-1 Districts.
The Kansas Pawnbrokers and Precious Metal Dealers Act (K.S.A. 16-706 et seq.) does contain
regulations that require any person who desires to operate a pawnbroker or precious metal business,
to obtain a license approved by the Governing Body. To properly administer and regulate the licensing
process, it is recommended that the City consider adopting an ordinance that follows the state statute
but also would include additional provisions that would be intended to address specific concerns of
Spring Hill. Many other municipalities have utilized this approach.
To accomplish this objective, the following is the two-step process:
1. Charter Ordinance. The City would adopt a Charter Ordinance that exempts the City from the
Kansas Pawnbrokers and Precious Metal Dealers Act. A Charter Ordinance is different from a
regular ordinance in the following ways:
A. Ordinance is to be approved by a two-thirds vote of the Governing Body which includes
the Mayor.
B. Ordinance is published twice.
C. Ordinance does not become effective until 61 days after the last publication date.
D. Ordinance is subject to the filing of a referendum protest petition. If the petition is
sufficient, the ordinance will only become effective upon approval by a majority of the
electors.
2. Regular Ordinance. During the 61-day waiting period, City Staff would prepare and present a
regular ordinance for consideration to the Governing Body that would contain substitute or
additional provisions different from the Pawnbrokers and Precious Metal Dealers Act.
Staff recommended adoption of the Charter Ordinance.
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to approve Charter Ordinance No. 38.
Motion carried by roll of the Governing Body 6-0-0; Owen-aye, Graves-aye, Hughes-aye, Leaton-aye, Eckertaye, Mayor Ellis-aye.
ADJOURN
Motion by Leaton, seconded by Eckert, to adjourn. Motion carried 5-0-0.
The meeting adjourned at 7:30p.m.
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
Approved by the Governing Body on

, 2020.
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CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS
APPROPRIATION ORDER
NUMBER 2020-04-23
PRESENTED: April 23, 2020

Be it ordered by the Governing Body of the City of Spring Hill that
the above dated order is and shall be approved and all claims honored
and paid by the City Clerk.

Section 1:
Claims paid prior to approval of the City Council as authorized
by Ordinance 2001-08:
Accounts Payable:
Payroll:

$91,293.44
$80,066.63
$171,360.07

Section 2:
Claims presented for approval of payment:
Accounts Payable:

Total amount of the Appropriation Order:

$109,183.90
$109,183.90
$280,543.97

Post Dates 040320 - 041620
Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Account Number

Vendor: 00024 - ACE PIPE CLEANING, INC.
141326
LINE MNTNC -1966 WEBSTER - OCHELTREE LIFT STATION

Payment Number

Payment Date

520-670-7590
Vendor 00024 - ACE PIPE CLEANING, INC. Total:

Amount
$2,538.20
$2,538.20

Vendor: 00105 - ATMOS ENERGY
INV0001687
GAS SERVICE - 705 W LAWRENCE - 02/20-03/18/2020

520-670-7624

DFT0001468
04/06/2020
Vendor 00105 - ATMOS ENERGY Total:

$47.57
$47.57

Vendor: 00106 - ATMOS ENERGY
INV0001688
GAS SERVICE - 502 E NICHOLS - 02/19-03/18/2020

100-640-7624

DFT0001469
04/06/2020
Vendor 00106 - ATMOS ENERGY Total:

$298.15
$298.15

Vendor: 00107 - ATMOS ENERGY
INV0001689
GAS SERVICE-606 N JACKSON, UNIT A - 2/19-3/19/2020

520-670-7624

DFT0001470
04/06/2020
Vendor 00107 - ATMOS ENERGY Total:

$21.94
$21.94

Vendor: 00110 - ATMOS ENERGY
INV0001690
GAS SERVICE - 418 E NICHOLS - 02/19-03/18/2020

100-800-7624

DFT0001471
04/06/2020
Vendor 00110 - ATMOS ENERGY Total:

$49.78
$49.78

Vendor: 00111 - ATMOS ENERGY
INV0001691
GAS SERVICE - 20129 CRESTONE - 02/19-03/18/2020

520-670-7624

DFT0001472
04/06/2020
Vendor 00111 - ATMOS ENERGY Total:

$47.57
$47.57

Vendor: 00112 - ATMOS ENERGY
INV0001692
GAS SERVICE - 401 N MADISON - 02/19-03/18/2020

100-720-7624

DFT0001473
04/06/2020
Vendor 00112 - ATMOS ENERGY Total:

$868.32
$868.32

100-800-6720
Vendor 00173 - BURNETT AUTOMOTIVE Total:

$775.87
$775.87

100-110-7622
100-610-7622
100-710-7622
100-730-7622
100-800-7622
520-670-7622

DFT0001465
04/06/2020
DFT0001465
04/06/2020
DFT0001465
04/06/2020
DFT0001465
04/06/2020
DFT0001465
04/06/2020
DFT0001465
04/06/2020
Vendor 00201 - CENTURYLINK Total:

$124.34
$72.91
$64.69
$51.02
$143.88
$369.95
$826.79

100-110-6165
100-620-6110
100-640-6110
510-660-6110
520-670-6110
Vendor 00222 - CINTAS CORPORATION Total:

$375.50
$42.36
$42.36
$40.50
$40.51
$541.23

100-800-8110
100-800-8110
Vendor 01647 - COBAN TECHNOLOGIES INC Total:

$33.00
$23.00
$56.00

Vendor: 00173 - BURNETT AUTOMOTIVE
10-94631
NEW TIRES, TIRE DISPOSAL, WHEEL ALIGNMENT- UNIT#858
Vendor: 00201 - CENTURYLINK
INV0001684
COMMUNICATION - GROUP BILL - 03/18-04/17/2020
INV0001684
COMMUNICATION - GROUP BILL - 03/18-04/17/2020
INV0001684
COMMUNICATION - GROUP BILL - 03/18-04/17/2020
INV0001684
COMMUNICATION - GROUP BILL - 03/18-04/17/2020
INV0001684
COMMUNICATION - GROUP BILL - 03/18-04/17/2020
INV0001684
COMMUNICATION - GROUP BILL - 03/18-04/17/2020
Vendor: 00222 - CINTAS CORPORATION
5016427010
HAND SANITIZER DUE TO COVID-19
5016427010
FIRST AID SUPPLIES - PW OFFICE
5016427010
FIRST AID SUPPLIES - PW OFFICE
5016427010
FIRST AID SUPPLIES - SEWER PLANT
5016427010
FIRST AID SUPPLIES - SEWER PLANT
Vendor: 01647 - COBAN TECHNOLOGIES INC
25478
TEST BODY CAMERA
28194
TEST BODY CAMERA DOCK
Vendor: 00254 - COMMENCO, INC
829832
MOUNTING OF TOWER HARDWARE

320-000-8110

Vendor: 01605 - CONVERGEONE, INC
2488989
PRE-PAID BLOCK TIME - MAR 2020
2488989
PRE-PAID BLOCK TIME - MAR 2020
2488989
PRE-PAID BLOCK TIME - MAR 2020
PS143948
TELE-WORKER SETUP & DOCUMENTATION DUE TO COVID-19

100-220-7160
510-660-7160
520-670-7160
100-110-6165

Vendor: 01483 - EVERGY KS CENTRAL INC (formerly Westar Energy Inc)
INV0001718
ELECTRIC - STREET LIGHTS - 02/28-03/30/2020
Vendor: 01484 - EVERGY KS CENTRAL INC (formerly Westar Energy Inc)
INV0001717
ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020
INV0001717
ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020
INV0001717
ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020

Vendor 00254 - COMMENCO, INC Total:

$6,454.00
$6,454.00

Vendor 01605 - CONVERGEONE, INC Total:

$417.00
$208.17
$208.16
$2,700.00
$3,533.33

100-640-7626
DFT0001499
04/08/2020
Vendor 01483 - EVERGY KS CENTRAL INC (formerly Westar Energy Inc) Total:

$4,259.36
$4,259.36

100-620-7626
100-640-7626
100-720-7626

DFT0001498
DFT0001498
DFT0001498

04/08/2020
04/08/2020
04/08/2020

$50.54
$600.74
$2,634.54

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

INV0001717
INV0001717
INV0001717
INV0001717

ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020
ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020
ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020
ELECTRIC - GROUP BILL - 02/28-03/30/2020

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

Amount

100-730-7626
DFT0001498
04/08/2020
100-800-7626
DFT0001498
04/08/2020
510-660-7626
DFT0001498
04/08/2020
520-670-7626
DFT0001498
04/08/2020
Vendor 01484 - EVERGY KS CENTRAL INC (formerly Westar Energy Inc) Total:

$69.30
$461.69
$1,013.13
$962.07
$5,792.01

Vendor: 00675 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001734
ELECTRIC-23 16 08 16, WATER PUMP- 03/06-04/06/2020
100-640-7626
DFT0001521
04/13/2020
Vendor 00675 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$50.36
$50.36

Vendor: 00676 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001693
ELECTRIC - 18095 W 199TH, SIREN - 02/23-03/23/2020
100-000-4710
DFT0001474
04/06/2020
INV0001693
ELECTRIC - 18095 W 199TH, SIREN - 02/23-03/23/2020
100-640-7626
DFT0001474
04/06/2020
Vendor 00676 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

-$0.68
$32.96
$32.28

Vendor: 00677 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001735
ELECTRIC - 613 S RACE ST - 03/06-04/03/2020
100-710-7626
DFT0001522
04/13/2020
Vendor 00677 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$268.88
$268.88

Vendor: 00679 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001715
ELECTRIC - WATER DP03 - 03/04-04/01/2020
520-670-7626
DFT0001496
04/08/2020
Vendor 00679 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$624.44
$624.44

Vendor: 00681 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001733
ELECTRIC - 20700 W 223RD - 03/05-04/03/2020
510-660-7626
DFT0001520
04/13/2020
Vendor 00681 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$116.28
$116.28

Vendor: 00682 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001731
ELECTRIC - 22012 VICTORY RD - 03/05-04/03/2020
100-640-7626
DFT0001518
04/13/2020
Vendor 00682 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$31.73
$31.73

Vendor: 00683 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001695
ELECTRIC - 18539 WOODLAND RD - 02/23-03/23/2020
520-000-4710
DFT0001476
04/06/2020
INV0001695
ELECTRIC - 18539 WOODLAND RD - 02/23-03/23/2020
520-670-7626
DFT0001476
04/06/2020
Vendor 00683 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

-$5.25
$117.25
$112.00

Vendor: 00684 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001716
ELECTRIC - 22711 WOODLAND W/W - 03/04-04/01/2020
520-670-7626
DFT0001497
04/08/2020
Vendor 00684 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$6,666.95
$6,666.95

Vendor: 00685 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001694
ELECTRIC - 18899 S LONE ELM RD - 02/24-03/24/2020
520-000-4710
DFT0001475
04/06/2020
INV0001694
ELECTRIC - 18899 S LONE ELM RD - 02/24-03/24/2020
520-670-7626
DFT0001475
04/06/2020
Vendor 00685 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

-$9.18
$266.37
$257.19

Vendor: 00686 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001696
ELECTRIC - 18700 W 191ST ST - 02/23-03/23/2020
520-000-4710
DFT0001477
04/06/2020
INV0001696
ELECTRIC - 18700 W 191ST ST - 02/23-03/23/2020
520-670-7626
DFT0001477
04/06/2020
Vendor 00686 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

-$7.90
$142.97
$135.07

Vendor: 00687 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001714
ELECTRIC - 22470 S FRANKLIN - 03/05-04/02/2020
100-620-7626
DFT0001495
04/08/2020
Vendor 00687 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:

$18.14
$18.14

Vendor: 00688 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001697
ELECTRIC - 20281 LONE ELM RD - 02/24-03/24/2020
100-000-4710
DFT0001478
04/06/2020
INV0001697
ELECTRIC - 20281 LONE ELM RD - 02/24-03/24/2020
100-640-7626
DFT0001478
04/06/2020
Vendor 00688 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:
Vendor: 00689 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light)
INV0001732
ELECTRIC-797A S WEBSTER-XMAS LIGHTS - 03/05-04/03/2020
100-640-7626
DFT0001519
04/13/2020
Vendor 00689 - EVERGY METRO INC (formerly Kansas City Power & Light) Total:
Vendor: 00402 - FAMILY CENTER OF PAOLA
3574587
DISINFECTING WIPES - COVID19
3574587
SPRAY PAINT FOR STEP ON UNIT #233

100-110-6165
100-640-6720
Vendor 00402 - FAMILY CENTER OF PAOLA Total:

Vendor: 00413 - FERRELLGAS, LLP
1110915245
PROPANE GAS

520-670-7624

Vendor: 00466 - GERKEN RENTAL
19577AR-1
PORTABLE RESTROOM RENTAL - CITY PARK
19578AR-1
PORTABLE RESTROOM RENTAL - SHAC PARK

100-620-7220
100-620-7220

-$0.61
$31.46
$30.85
$18.14
$18.14
$11.98
$27.16
$39.14

Vendor 00413 - FERRELLGAS, LLP Total:

$184.52
$184.52

Vendor 00466 - GERKEN RENTAL Total:

$110.00
$110.00
$220.00

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 01606 - GLOBAL PAYMENTS DIRECT, INC.
10000288
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
10000289
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
20009672
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
30014054
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
30014054
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
30014055
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
40028940
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
40028940
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSOR FEES - MAR 2020
Vendor: 00508 - H.E.R.S. INC
55845
PARTS FOR TRAILER REPAIR
55895
TRIMMER STRING
Vendor: 01386 - HD SUPPLY FACILITIES MAINTENANCE LTD
189694
SAFETY GLASSES
Vendor: 00573 - INTEGRITY LOCATING SERVICES, LLC
3977
UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES - 2/23/2020-03/22/2020
3977
UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES - 2/23/2020-03/22/2020
3977
UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES - 2/23/2020-03/22/2020
Vendor: 00575 - INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
INV0001711
MEDICARE TAXES PAYABLE
INV0001711
MEDICARE TAXES PAYABLE
INV0001711
MEDICARE TAXES PAYABLE
INV0001712
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES PAYABLE
INV0001712
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES PAYABLE
INV0001712
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES PAYABLE
INV0001713
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0001713
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0001713
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
Vendor: 00649 - JOHNSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
157277
PRISONER BOARDING- 1ST QUARTER 2020
Vendor: 01852 - JOSEPH BENFIELD
3816
COMM CTR RENTAL REFUND - CANCELED DUE TO COVID-19
3816
COMM CTR RENTAL REFUND - CANCELED DUE TO COVID-19
Vendor: 01517 - K & K CHEMICAL SUPPLY LLC
67956
MATERIALS FOR POTHOLE PATCHING
Vendor: 00702 - KANSAS ONE-CALL SYSTEM, INC
0030456
UTILITY LOCATING REQUEST NOTIFICATIONS -MARCH 2020
0030456
UTILITY LOCATING REQUEST NOTIFICATIONS -MARCH 2020
0030456
UTILITY LOCATING REQUEST NOTIFICATIONS -MARCH 2020
Vendor: 00706 - KANSAS PAYMENT CENTER
INV0001708
INCOME WITHHOLDING ORDER
INV0001709
INCOME WITHHOLDING ORDER
Vendor: 01855 - KIMBERLEE MCCANNON
3859
CIVIC CTR RENTAL REFUND - CANCELED DUE TO COVID-19
3859
CIVIC CTR RENTAL REFUND - CANCELED DUE TO COVID-19
Vendor: 00764 - KPERS
INV0001699
KP & F OPTIONAL GROUP LIFE PAYABLE
INV0001700
KP & F PENSION PAYABLE
INV0001701
KPERS TIER 1 PAYROLL
INV0001701
KPERS TIER 1 PAYROLL
INV0001701
KPERS TIER 1 PAYROLL

Account Number

Payment Number

Payment Date

100-110-7770
DFT0001508
04/02/2020
100-110-7770
DFT0001507
04/02/2020
100-110-7770
DFT0001511
04/02/2020
510-660-7770
DFT0001509
04/02/2020
520-670-7770
DFT0001509
04/02/2020
100-110-7770
DFT0001510
04/02/2020
510-660-7770
DFT0001517
04/02/2020
520-670-7770
DFT0001517
04/02/2020
Vendor 01606 - GLOBAL PAYMENTS DIRECT, INC. Total:
100-620-6750
100-620-6750

Amount
$8.20
$8.20
$67.55
$287.25
$287.25
$373.22
$859.71
$859.70
$2,751.08

Vendor 00508 - H.E.R.S. INC Total:

$37.06
$3.00
$40.06

520-670-6670
Vendor 01386 - HD SUPPLY FACILITIES MAINTENANCE LTD Total:

$77.97
$77.97

100-640-7190
510-660-7190
520-670-7190
Vendor 00573 - INTEGRITY LOCATING SERVICES, LLC Total:

$1,495.00
$1,495.00
$1,495.00
$4,485.00

100-2100
DFT0001492
04/10/2020
510-2100
DFT0001492
04/10/2020
520-2100
DFT0001492
04/10/2020
100-2100
DFT0001493
04/10/2020
510-2100
DFT0001493
04/10/2020
520-2100
DFT0001493
04/10/2020
100-2100
DFT0001494
04/10/2020
510-2100
DFT0001494
04/10/2020
520-2100
DFT0001494
04/10/2020
Vendor 00575 - INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE Total:

$2,985.18
$162.76
$147.64
$12,764.18
$695.72
$631.46
$9,086.67
$311.45
$328.76
$27,113.82

100-310-7540
Vendor 00649 - JOHNSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE Total:

$650.00
$650.00

100-000-4630
100-2200

Vendor 01852 - JOSEPH BENFIELD Total:

$200.00
$200.00
$400.00

100-640-6630
Vendor 01517 - K & K CHEMICAL SUPPLY LLC Total:

$2,052.00
$2,052.00

100-640-7190
510-660-7190
520-670-7190
Vendor 00702 - KANSAS ONE-CALL SYSTEM, INC Total:

$140.40
$140.40
$140.40
$421.20

100-2130
82730
04/10/2020
100-2130
82729
04/10/2020
Vendor 00706 - KANSAS PAYMENT CENTER Total:

$158.31
$259.15
$417.46

100-000-4631
100-2200
Vendor 01855 - KIMBERLEE MCCANNON Total:

$180.00
$200.00
$380.00

100-2115
100-2110
100-2110
510-2110
520-2110

DFT0001482
DFT0001483
DFT0001484
DFT0001484
DFT0001484

04/10/2020
04/10/2020
04/10/2020
04/10/2020
04/10/2020

$78.20
$9,641.88
$4,565.88
$410.08
$130.37

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Account Number

Payment Number

INV0001702
INV0001702
INV0001702
INV0001703
INV0001703
INV0001703
INV0001704
INV0001705
INV0001705
INV0001705
INV0001706
INV0001706
INV0001706
INV0001707
INV0001707
INV0001707

KPERS TIER 2 PAYROLL
KPERS TIER 2 PAYROLL
KPERS TIER 2 PAYROLL
KPERS TIER 3 PAYROLL
KPERS TIER 3 PAYROLL
KPERS TIER 3 PAYROLL
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
KPERS 457 PLAN PAYABLE
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
KPERS D & D PAYABLE
KPERS OGLI MONTHLY PREMIUM PAYABLE
KPERS OGLI MONTHLY PREMIUM PAYABLE
KPERS OGLI MONTHLY PREMIUM PAYABLE

100-2110
510-2110
520-2110
100-2110
510-2110
520-2110
100-2115
100-2115
510-2115
520-2115
100-2110
510-2110
520-2110
100-2115
510-2115
520-2115

DFT0001485
04/10/2020
DFT0001485
04/10/2020
DFT0001485
04/10/2020
DFT0001486
04/10/2020
DFT0001486
04/10/2020
DFT0001486
04/10/2020
DFT0001487
04/10/2020
DFT0001488
04/10/2020
DFT0001488
04/10/2020
DFT0001488
04/10/2020
DFT0001489
04/10/2020
DFT0001489
04/10/2020
DFT0001489
04/10/2020
DFT0001490
04/10/2020
DFT0001490
04/10/2020
DFT0001490
04/10/2020
Vendor 00764 - KPERS Total:

$2,057.02
$408.84
$194.85
$3,405.10
$86.57
$473.91
$479.72
$1,598.00
$60.00
$30.00
$686.39
$61.99
$54.68
$292.12
$72.01
$46.90
$24,834.51

Vendor 00828 - LIFTOFF LLC Total:

$36.00
$36.00

Vendor 00850 - LOWE LAW FIRM, LLP Total:

$1,500.00
$750.00
$750.00
$6,783.90
$1,874.30
$168.75
$84.38
$84.37
$452.00
$1,350.00
$159.90
$2,332.70
$67.50
$112.50
$1,225.05
$1,642.50
$4,941.00
$24,278.85

408-000-7150
406-000-7150
Vendor 00884 - MCCLURE ENGINEERING COMPANY Total:

$697.50
$3,208.75
$3,906.25

Vendor: 00828 - LIFTOFF LLC
5100add15
AUDIO CONFERENCING LICENSES - COVID-19

100-110-6165

Vendor: 00850 - LOWE LAW FIRM, LLP
20200304A
LEGAL - RETAINER - APR 2020
20200304A
LEGAL - RETAINER - APR 2020
20200304A
LEGAL - RETAINER - APR 2020
20200304B
LEGAL - REVIEW DAYTON CREEK SBD 2
20200304C
LEGAL - REVIEW PERSONNEL MATTER
20200304D
LEGAL - STAFF CONFERENCES
20200304D
LEGAL - STAFF CONFERENCES
20200304D
LEGAL - STAFF CONFERENCES
20200304E
LEGAL - BROADBAND PROJECT - KORA REQUESTS
20200304F
LEGAL - SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
20200304G
LEGAL - CLAIM REVIEW
20200304H
LEGAL - SMALL CELL ANTENNA REVIEW
20200304I
LEGAL - CONTRACT REVIEW - ACTIVENET
20200304J
LEGAL - CLAIM REVIEW
20200304K
LEGAL - TOW ORDINANCE
20200304L
LEGAL - BROADBAND PROJECT - D.A. INVESTIGATION
20200304M
LEGAL - COVID-19 EMERGENCY POLICY REVIEW

100-110-7170
510-660-7170
520-670-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
510-660-7170
520-670-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
520-670-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-7170
100-110-6165

Vendor: 00884 - MCCLURE ENGINEERING COMPANY
128379
CPS, DAYTON CREEK SBD 4, 6TH PLAT
128449
CPS, DAYTON CREEK SBD 3, 4TH PLAT - COTTAGES
Vendor: 00920 - MICRO CENTER
7878932
POE INJECTORS FOR DESK PHONES - COVID-19
7883077
3.5 MM MIC CABLE FOR BOARD MEETINGS - COVID-19
7891090
WRLS KB/MSE COMBOS FOR REMOTE STAFF - COVID-19
Vendor: 00930 - MID-STATES MATERIALS, LLC
90744
GRAVEL
90744
GRAVEL
Vendor: 00979 - NAPA SPRING HILL, LLC
362892
UNIT 233 LAMP REPLACEMENT
363486
AIR TOOL USED WITH AIR COMPRESSOR
363549
SUPPLIES FOR EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
363610
ELECTRICAL CONTROL ACCESSORIES
Vendor: 00988 - NATIONAL SIGN COMPANY INC.
IN-192989
REPLACEMENT STREET NAME SIGNS

100-110-6165
100-110-6165
100-110-6165

Payment Date

Amount

Vendor 00920 - MICRO CENTER Total:

$199.97
$17.98
$139.96
$357.91

100-610-6730
100-620-6730
Vendor 00930 - MID-STATES MATERIALS, LLC Total:

$880.76
$805.02
$1,685.78

100-640-6720
100-640-6660
100-640-6750
100-640-6720
Vendor 00979 - NAPA SPRING HILL, LLC Total:

$32.64
$14.99
$12.13
$5.49
$65.25

100-640-6600
Vendor 00988 - NATIONAL SIGN COMPANY INC. Total:

$196.00
$196.00

Payable Number

Description (Payable)

Vendor: 00990 - NAVRAT'S INC
0165318-001
UTILITY BILLING ENVELOPES W/OUT PERMIT
0165318-001
UTILITY BILLING ENVELOPES W/OUT PERMIT
Vendor: 01008 - NPG NEWSPAPERS, INC
75132734
PUBLICATIONS - WEATHER PREPAREDNESS AD
Vendor: 01013 - OFFICE DEPOT, INC
464532332001
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - PW
465530912001
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - PW
468872523001
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - CH
468877011001
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - CH
Vendor: 01035 - OLATHE WINWATER COMPANY
148318 00
METER REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR EXSTG SERVICES
Vendor: 01051 - PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES, LLC
2060101432
LAB ANALYSIS - EFFLUENT SAMPLE BOD
2060102116
LAB ANALYSIS - ROUTINE INFLUENT TESTING
Vendor: 01403 - PATTI BANKS ASSOCIATES
P17059.3-13
ENGINEERING SERVICES - VETERAN'S PARK - MARCH 2020
P19013-12
ENGINEERING SERVICES - PARKS MASTER PLAN - MAR 2020
Vendor: 01101 - PUR - O - ZONE
801588
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES - CH / COMM CTR / PW
801588
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES - CH / COMM CTR / PW
801588
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES - CH / COMM CTR / PW
Vendor: 01163 - RURAL WATER DISTRICT #2 MI CO
04022020-6
WATER PURCHASE CHARGE - MAR 2020

Account Number
510-660-6110
520-670-6110

Amount

Vendor 00990 - NAVRAT'S INC Total:

100-110-7130
Vendor 01008 - NPG NEWSPAPERS, INC Total:

$70.00
$70.00

100-610-6110
100-110-6110
100-110-6110
100-110-6110

Vendor 01013 - OFFICE DEPOT, INC Total:

$72.53
$10.34
$213.11
$11.42
$307.40

510-660-6620
Vendor 01035 - OLATHE WINWATER COMPANY Total:

$240.00
$240.00

520-670-7560
520-670-7560
Vendor 01051 - PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES, LLC Total:

$190.00
$275.00
$465.00

300-000-7150
210-2270
Vendor 01403 - PATTI BANKS ASSOCIATES Total:

$503.00
$6,000.00
$6,503.00

100-610-6160
100-710-6160
100-720-6160

Vendor 01101 - PUR - O - ZONE Total:

$96.26
$245.84
$199.93
$542.03

510-660-7580
Vendor 01163 - RURAL WATER DISTRICT #2 MI CO Total:

$30,460.90
$30,460.90

100-220-6110

Vendor: 01206 - SIGN HERE INC
23856
REPLACEMENT SIGNS FOR SHAC

100-730-6600

Vendor: 01240 - SPRING HILL OIL (PD)
152
FUEL - PD

100-800-6710

Vendor: 01279 - SUDDENLINK
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001737
COMMUNICATION - CIRCUIT/FIBER - 03/28-04/27/2020

Payment Date

$91.38
$91.37
$182.75

Vendor: 01170 - SAM'S CLUB
INV0001686
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - I.T.

Vendor: 00785 - STATE OF KANSAS TREASURER
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020
52465
COURT FEES - MAR 2020

Payment Number

DFT0001467
04/06/2020
Vendor 01170 - SAM'S CLUB Total:

$31.22
$31.22

Vendor 01206 - SIGN HERE INC Total:

$1,190.00
$1,190.00

Vendor 01240 - SPRING HILL OIL (PD) Total:

$2,134.21
$2,134.21

100-2251
100-2252
100-2255
100-2255
100-2255
100-2256
100-2257
Vendor 00785 - STATE OF KANSAS TREASURER Total:

$324.00
$18.00
$55.95
$435.05
$88.00
$1,100.00
$20.00
$2,041.00

100-110-7622
100-610-7622
100-620-7622
100-730-7622
100-800-7622
510-660-7622
520-670-7622

$344.25
$721.30
$321.30
$321.30
$721.30
$544.25
$521.30
$3,495.00

DFT0001524
04/08/2020
DFT0001524
04/08/2020
DFT0001524
04/08/2020
DFT0001524
04/08/2020
DFT0001524
04/08/2020
DFT0001524
04/08/2020
DFT0001524
04/08/2020
Vendor 01279 - SUDDENLINK Total:

Payable Number

Account Number

Payment Number

Vendor: 01698 - SUDDENLINK
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020
INV0001736
COMMUNICATION - MONTHLY - 03/28-04/27/2020

Description (Payable)

100-110-7622
100-610-7622
100-620-7622
100-730-7622
100-800-7622
510-660-7622
520-670-7622

DFT0001523
04/08/2020
DFT0001523
04/08/2020
DFT0001523
04/08/2020
DFT0001523
04/08/2020
DFT0001523
04/08/2020
DFT0001523
04/08/2020
DFT0001523
04/08/2020
Vendor 01698 - SUDDENLINK Total:

$19.47
$18.15
$168.15
$245.05
$18.15
$19.45
$18.15
$506.57

Vendor: 01705 - SUDDENLINK
INV0001685
COMMUNICATION - PD LOBBY - 03/26-04/25/2020

100-800-7622

DFT0001466
04/06/2020
Vendor 01705 - SUDDENLINK Total:

$43.25
$43.25

510-660-7770
520-670-7770
Vendor 01369 - TYLER TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Total:

$2,439.38
$2,439.37
$4,878.75

Vendor: 01369 - TYLER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
025-291857
INSITE TRANSACTION FEES - UB - 01/01-03/31/2020
025-291857
INSITE TRANSACTION FEES - UB - 01/01-03/31/2020
Vendor: 01395 - VALIDITY SCREENING
188097
PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND SCREENINGS
188097
PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND SCREENINGS
188097
PRE-EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND SCREENINGS

100-200-7190
100-730-7190
100-730-7190

Vendor: 01399 - VERIZON WIRELESS
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020
9851110858
COMMUNICATION - GROUP CELL - 03/24-04/23/2020

Payment Date

Amount

Vendor 01395 - VALIDITY SCREENING Total:

$58.10
$63.10
$58.10
$179.30

100-100-7622
100-200-7622
100-220-7622
100-300-7622
100-500-7622
100-610-7622
100-620-7622
100-640-7622
100-720-7622
100-730-7622
100-800-7622
510-660-7622
520-670-7622

DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
DFT0001525
04/06/2020
Vendor 01399 - VERIZON WIRELESS Total:

$167.48
$83.74
$69.70
$43.73
$675.29
$40.01
$43.73
$69.70
$51.94
$69.70
$738.28
$63.73
$187.49
$2,304.52

Vendor: 01409 - VISA
INV0001725
GFOA - FINANCIAL FORECASTING TRAINING

100-200-5310

DFT0001506
04/08/2020
Vendor 01409 - VISA Total:

$35.00
$35.00

Vendor: 01415 - VISA
INV0001723
HOME DEPOT - SHOP VAC BAGS - PW SHOP
INV0001723
HOME DEPOT - SAWHORSE BRACKET - PARKS TOOLS
INV0001723
HOME DEPOT - JANITORIAL SUPPLIES - CH
INV0001723
HOME DEPOT - FURNACE FILTERS - CH
INV0001723
ENCOMPASS PARTS - HVAC BLOWER MOTOR - PD

100-610-6160
100-620-6660
100-720-6160
100-720-6730
100-800-6730

DFT0001505
04/08/2020
DFT0001505
04/08/2020
DFT0001505
04/08/2020
DFT0001505
04/08/2020
DFT0001505
04/08/2020
Vendor 01415 - VISA Total:

$19.97
$8.97
$16.42
$14.22
$242.90
$302.48

Vendor: 01429 - VISA
INV0001722
GODADDY - 3RD PARTY SSL CERTIFICATES
INV0001729
AMAZON - DRY ERASE WHITEBOARD
INV0001729
JABRA - REPLACEMENT OF HEADSET HEADBAND
INV0001729
ACCU-TECH - ETHERNET CABLES & ACCESSORIES
INV0001729
GODADDY - STANDARD SSL CERTIFICATE
INV0001729
GODADDY - SSL CERTIFICATE INSTALL/CONFIGURATION
INV0001729
GODADDY - SSL CERTIFICATE INSTALL/CONFIG CREDIT
INV0001729
GODADDY - STANDARD SSL CERTIFICATE CREDIT

100-220-7700
100-220-6110
100-220-6110
100-220-6110
100-220-7700
100-220-7700
100-220-7700
100-220-7700

DFT0001502
03/10/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
DFT0001526
04/08/2020
Vendor 01429 - VISA Total:

$199.99
$121.18
$21.00
$387.60
$319.98
$149.99
-$149.99
-$199.99
$849.76

Vendor: 01437 - VISA
INV0001728
FACEBOOK - FACEBOOK AD FOR CENSUS GRANT
INV0001728
TWITTER - TWITTER AD FOR CENSUS GRANT
INV0001728
PRICE CHOPPER - RUBBER BANDS FOR CENSUS GRANTS

100-100-7110
100-100-7110
100-100-7110

DFT0001514
04/08/2020
DFT0001514
04/08/2020
DFT0001514
04/08/2020
Vendor 01437 - VISA Total:

$103.21
$50.60
$3.98
$157.79

Payable Number

Account Number

Payment Number

Vendor: 01444 - VISA
INV0001720
KC STAR - DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION

Description (Payable)

100-110-7700

DFT0001501
04/08/2020
Vendor 01444 - VISA Total:

$3.99
$3.99

Vendor: 01448 - VISA
INV0001730
HERFORD HOUSE - COUNTY MANAGERS LUNCH

100-100-7110

DFT0001516
04/08/2020
Vendor 01448 - VISA Total:

$11.50
$11.50

Vendor: 01449 - VISA
INV0001726
DOLLAR GENERAL - OFFICE SUPPLIES
INV0001726
DOLLAR GENERAL - CLEANING SUPPLIES
INV0001726
DOLLAR GENERAL - AUTO CLEANING SUPPLIES

100-800-6110
100-800-6160
100-800-6720

DFT0001512
04/08/2020
DFT0001512
04/08/2020
DFT0001512
04/08/2020
Vendor 01449 - VISA Total:

$2.00
$3.00
$15.00
$20.00

Vendor: 01687 - VISA
INV0001721
AXON - OFFICER TASER CERTIFICATION TRAINING
INV0001721
WALMART - NEW STOCKING CAPS FOR PD - QTY 20
INV0001721
ORSCHELN - K9 NIKO DOG FOOD
INV0001721
BRET'S AUTO - OIL SERVICE & INSPECTION - UNIT #858

100-800-5310
100-800-5400
100-800-6240
100-800-6720

DFT0001503
04/08/2020
DFT0001503
04/08/2020
DFT0001503
04/08/2020
DFT0001503
04/08/2020
Vendor 01687 - VISA Total:

$495.00
$40.00
$48.99
$31.61
$615.60

Vendor: 01754 - VISA
INV0001698
AMAZON - COVID19 - N95 MASKS
INV0001698
AMAZON - COVID19 - PD PROTECTIVE GEAR
INV0001698
DOLLAR GENERAL - COVID19 - PD DISINFECTANT WIPES
INV0001698
DOLLAR GENERAL - COVID19 - PD CLEANING SUPPLIES
INV0001698
AMAZON - COVID19 SUPPLIES - SHOE COVERS
INV0001698
DOLLAR GENERAL - HAND SOAP
INV0001698
AMAZON - ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - PD
INV0001698
OFFICE DEPOT - PD ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES
INV0001698
AMAZON - PD ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES

100-110-6165
100-110-6165
100-110-6165
100-110-6165
100-110-6165
100-800-6110
100-800-6110
100-800-6110
100-800-6110

DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
DFT0001480
04/08/2020
Vendor 01754 - VISA Total:

$101.97
$38.62
$6.00
$26.55
$19.99
$2.00
$52.34
$74.27
$9.99
$331.73

Vendor: 01755 - VISA
INV0001719
ADDENTIFY - TRAINING REFUND - CIT CANCELLED
INV0001719
POLICE SOCIAL MEDIA ACADEMY - CO-HOST TRAINING FEE
INV0001719
SAMS CLUB- FOOD/BEVERAGE FOR HOSTING TRAINING
INV0001719
USPS - SENT BODYCAM BACK TO COBAN
INV0001719
DOLLAR GENERAL - JANITORIAL SUPPLIES
INV0001719
NAPA - AC CHARGE FOR UNIT 855

100-800-5310
100-800-5310
100-800-6020
100-800-6140
100-800-6160
100-800-6720

DFT0001500
04/08/2020
DFT0001500
04/08/2020
DFT0001500
04/08/2020
DFT0001500
04/08/2020
DFT0001500
04/08/2020
DFT0001500
04/08/2020
Vendor 01755 - VISA Total:

-$400.00
$750.00
$62.86
$5.45
$8.95
$40.69
$467.95

Vendor: 01782 - VISA
INV0001724
KU LETC - FIREARMS INSTRUCTOR SCHOOL
INV0001724
KU LETC - INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT SCHOOL
INV0001724
AMAZON - ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLIES - PORTABLE TABLE

100-800-5310
100-800-5310
100-800-6110

DFT0001504
04/08/2020
DFT0001504
04/08/2020
DFT0001504
04/08/2020
Vendor 01782 - VISA Total:

$600.00
$380.00
$59.92
$1,039.92

Vendor: 01505 - WITHHOLDING TAX
INV0001710
KANSAS WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0001710
KANSAS WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE
INV0001710
KANSAS WITHHOLDING TAX PAYABLE

100-2100
510-2100
520-2100

DFT0001491
04/10/2020
DFT0001491
04/10/2020
DFT0001491
04/10/2020
Vendor 01505 - WITHHOLDING TAX Total:

$4,264.49
$161.89
$180.11
$4,606.49

100-110-7170
Vendor 01507 - WORTHINGTON EMPLOYER SOLUTIONS, LLC Total:

$7,395.00
$7,395.00

Grand Total:

$200,477.34

Vendor: 01507 - WORTHINGTON EMPLOYER SOLUTIONS, LLC
INV0001739
LEGAL - EMPLOYEE MATTER

Payment Date

Amount

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET

TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
DANIEL G. MILLER, P.E.
April 23, 2020
April 16, 2020

Consent / Formal Action / Discussion Item: Consent Action
Issue: Consider approval of contract for Dayton Creek Benefit District Phase IV, Sixth
Plat, with R. D. Johnson Excavating Co., LLC.
Background: The construction contract for Dayton Creek Benefit District Sixth Plat was
bid on Thursday, March 12, 2020. The low bid was submitted by R. D. Johnson Excavating
Co. LLC of Lawrence KS, with a corrected bid of $2,414,788.00. The Sping Hill City
Council approved the bid at the April 9, 2020 meeting. Due to the quick turnaround
between city council meetings, the contractor is completing the contract documents and
we will have a reviewed set of contracts for the council meeting, ready for execution by
the City. The agreement portion of the contract, signed by R.D. Johnson Excavating Co.,
LLC is attached, as the entire contract is 421 pages.
Analysis: The construction contract for the project has been reviewed by the city attorney.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: This recommendation is being presented in
accordance with Section 3 of the Spring Hill Purchasing Policy. The construction is being
funded by the benefit district and PV Investments.
Recommendation: Staff recommends the governing body authorize Mayor Ellis and city
staff to execute the construction contract documents with R.D. Johnson Excavating Co.,
LLC.
Attachments: Agreement portion of Dayton Creek BD 6th Plat construction contract.

A G E N DA IT E M R E V IEW S HE E T
TO: GOVERNING BODY
SUBMITTED BY: PAT BURTON, DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
MEETING DATE: APRIL 23, 2020
DATE: APRIL 16, 2020

Consent Agenda: Consideration of resolution establishing legal dates for discharge of
fireworks.
Issue: Section 6-104.a of the Spring Hill Municipal Code requires the Governing Body
to annually establish the legal dates for the discharge of fireworks in Spring Hill.
Background: Each year the Governing Body establishes the dates for the legal
discharge of fireworks. This flexibility in dates was created to allow for weekend
celebrations in the community with the legal discharge of fireworks.
Analysis: As noted above, flexibility in establishing the legal dates of fireworks
discharge allows for weekend celebrations for city residents. This year July 4th falls on a
Saturday. Establishing the dates for discharge as July 2, 3, 4, and 5, 2020 (Thursday Sunday). Hours of legal discharge would remain 8:00a.m. to 11:00p.m. Dates for
discharging fireworks for the New Year’s holiday would be December 31, 2020 through
January 1, 2021 from 11:00p.m. to 12:30a.m.
Alternatives: denial, approval, or directing staff to further review the issue
Legal Review: City Attorney Frank Jenkins has reviewed the draft resolution
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: This recommendation is being presented in
accordance with Section (list section) of the Spring Hill Purchasing Policy. This
expenditure will be drawn from (list name of account and line item number). N/A
Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of Resolution 2020-R-___establishing
the legal dates for the discharge of consumer (1.4G) fireworks to be permitted on July 2,
3, 4 and 5, 2020. The discharge of the designated fireworks on these specified days shall
be limited to the hours between 8:00 A.M. and 11:00 P.M. The discharge of consumer
(1.4G) fireworks shall be permitted on December 31, 2020 and January 1, 2021. The
discharge of the designated fireworks on these specified days shall be limited to the hours
between 11:00 P.M. and 12:30 A.M.
Attachments: Draft resolution

RESOLUTION NO. 2020-R-_____
A RESOLUTION DESIGNATING THE DAYS AUTHORIZED FOR THE DISCHARGE OF
CONSUMER (1.4G) FIREWORKS WITHIN THE CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS
PURSUANT TO SECTION 6-104(a).2 OF THE SPRING HILL MUNICIPAL CODE.
WHEREAS, Section 6-104 of the Spring Hill Municipal Code (SHMC) prohibits the disch arge
of consumer (1.4G) fireworks within the City of Spring Hill, Kansas, except for those days designated by
resolution adopted by the Governing Body of Spring Hill, Kansas.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF SPRING
HILL, KANSAS:
SECTION ONE: Authorized Days for Discharge of Consumer (1.4G) Fireworks. Pursuant
to Section 6-104(a).2 of the SHMC, the following days are designated as the days that the discharge of
consumer (1.4G) fireworks are permitted to be discharged within the City of Spring Hill, Kansas:
A.

July 4th Holiday. The discharge of consumer (1.4G) fireworks shall be permitted
on July 2, 3, 4, and 5, 2020. The discharge of the designated fireworks on these
specified days shall be limited to the hours between 8:00 A.M. and 11:00 P.M.

B.

December 31, 2020 through January 1, 2021. The discharge of consumer (1.4G)
fireworks shall be permitted on December 31, 2020 and January 1, 2021. The
discharge of the designated fireworks on these specified days shall be limited to
the hours between 11:00 P.M. and 12:30 A.M.

SECTION TWO: Effective Date. This Resolution shall be effective upon its adoption by the
Governing Body.
ADOPTED by the Governing Body this ____ day of April, 2020.
APPROVED by the Mayor this ____ day of April, 2020.

Steven M. Ellis, Mayor
ATTEST:
_______________________________
Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk
(SEAL)

1

Approved As To Form:
________________________________
Frank H. Jenkins, Jr.,
City Attorney

2

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
MONAKISHA JONES, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER
APRIL 23, 2020
APRIL 16, 2020

Formal Action Item
Issue: Renewal of employee health insurance which encompasses the Employee and the City’s
contribution to the overall monthly cost of the respective plans.
Background: In order to remain a competitive municipal employer, the City of Spring Hill
provides its employees with a comprehensive health insurance package. Midwest Public Risk
(MPR) as part of a pool of participants, provides a health insurance plan that consists of medical,
dental, vision and a confidential employee assistance program with the health insurance provider
being Cigna. While MPR offers many health plan rate options for municipal employees, the City
elected to offer three choices consisting of two In-Network Plans and one Open Access Plan. In
addition, the City funded 90% of the associated costs for employees and 80% for dependents.
Prior to the 2019-2020 plan year the City’s actual increases in rates with MPR (which customarily
result from general increases in overall health care costs, paid claims within the pool and the
City’s individual experience as an entity) had been 10% or less with those costs being passed
along to the City as well as the employee.
However, for the 2019-2020 plan year, the City’s rates increased by 23% and approval was given
for the City to absorb the full 23% increase resulting in a greater than 90/80 split for the City’s
cost contributions. While absorbing such a substantial increase was not sustainable for the City,
the act allowed the City an opportunity to lessen the shock to employees and allow them a full
plan year to budget for their respective health plan needs.
Analysis: As indicated by Staff in 2019, in order to confidently say MPR is providing the City
with the most cost-effective health insurance program, the City began the process to bid rates for
the 2020-2021 plan year. The City had discussions with several brokers &/or Third-Party
Administrators who stated they would be able to give lower rates to our employees but several
factors such as a lack of data to support initial lower rates and continued lower rates as well as the
timing of MPR’s renewal process, etc. resulted in staying with MPR.
For 2020, the premiums paid for health, dental and vision insurance totals $472,486.80 (includes
year-to-date as well as estimates for May and June at current employee selections) representing a
combination of both the City and the Employee share. The plan rates currently being offered
increased for the 2020-2021 plan year by 7.80% for the Open Access Plan and 8.80% for the InNetwork Plan. While these increases are more in alignment with rate changes historically seen by
the City, the reallocation of the previously absorbed rates by the City to now be distributed
between the City and the Employee has prompted Management to review multiple options to
create flexibility such as different fund levels by the City and a change in plan choices.
Ultimately, returning to 90/80 funding and adding two additional plan choices is where
Management landed.
Possible Options:
1. Approve the health insurance rates for the 2020-2021 plan year.
2. Deny the health insurance rates for the 2020-2021 plan year and direct staff to research
further.
3. Table the issue.

AGENDA ITEM REVIEW SHEET

Legal Review: N/A
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: The City’s portion of the health insurance benefit
largely depends on the plan type chosen by the employee; however, the benefit amount ranges
from $612.00 per month to $2,260.80 per month as shown in the attached rate summary sheet.
Based on a 10% projected increase to allocated budget dollars, the estimated impact for the last
six months of 2020 is $60,874.50 below the budgeted benefit at current staffing levels and plan
selections; however, when Police Officer and Street Superintendent vacancies are filled assuming
a family plan selection, the budget impact could result in $18,488.46 below budget. The budget
impact for the first six months of 2021 are yet to be determined.
Recommendation: Staff recommends returning to the City funding 90% of the associated costs
for employees and 80% for dependents as well as approving the 2020-2021 Midwest Public Risk
Health Insurance Program to include five plan options for employees.
Attachments: 2020-2021 MPR Rate Memo
2020-2021 Insurance Rate Summary

TO:

Employee Benefits Member Representatives

FROM:

Terry W. Norwood, President/CEO

DATE:

March 19, 2020

RE:

Contribution Rates for July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021

It is my responsibility to report to you the funding requirement and health benefit
contribution rate for FY 2020-21. The actual rate for your entity calculated based on the
overall experience of the plans that you selected and in a small part your individual
experience.
City of Spring Hill, KS:
Current Medical Plans
OAP 750
INO 1
INO 2

% Increase
7.80%
8.80%
8.80%

Priority emphasis was again placed on maintaining the current benefit levels. To that
goal, you will find minimal benefit changes to the plans. Your participation in our pool
continues to be our greatest strength.
Each year a review of the benefits structure and pricing is undertaken to assure that the
program remains competitive and pricing can support the program. The process for this
year involved the Board of Directors, the Benefits Advisory Committee and staff.
Staff developed a set of recommendations which were brought before the Board for
consideration. The plan changes requested closely mirror and reflect the health, dental
and vision plans that are commonly available in the marketplace.

Changes for July 1, 2020
In Network Only Plans 1 & 2:
• None
In Network Only Plan 3 (500) and INO (3) 500 Surefit Option:
• Reduce Specialist copay from $60 to $45
Cigna Copay/Open Access Plans:
▪ No changes
Cigna Choice Fund Plans:
• No changes
Prescription Drug Plans
• Move Pharmacy to CVS/Caremark
Dental Plan(s)
• 0% Increase, no plan changes
Vision Plan(s)
• 0% Increase, no plan change
The Employee Benefits staff will follow up this notice with specific details, instructions and
materials. Materials for open enrollment will be available in early April. If you decide to
change your plan offerings, please notify MPR as soon as possible.
For your reference, I have included the last seven years of increases for the Employee
Health Pool below. We greatly appreciate your continued support of Midwest Public Risk.
Respectfully,

Copay
Plan
Options

HDHP
Plan
Options

8%

7%

2020-2021

5.8%

4.8%

2019-2020

18.5%

21.5%

2018- 2019

10.6%

9.9%

2017 - 2018

5.3%

4%

2016 – 2017

5.2%

2.4%

2015 – 2016

4.5%

3.5%

2014 – 2015

6.9%

3%

Plan Year
Seven Year Average

MPR Contributions Include:
Cobra and Retiree Administration and Billing
Employee Assistance Program through New Directions for all covered employees
Member:

K344 Spring Hill

July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021
Active
OAP 750
Employee Only

1,036.00

Employee and Spouse

2,382.00

Employee and Children

2,382.00

Family

2,796.00

Choice Fund 1500
Employee Only

680.00

Employee and Spouse

1,580.00

Employee and Children

1,580.00

Family

1,874.00

INO 1
Employee Only

1,072.00

Employee and Spouse

2,530.00

Employee and Children

2,530.00

Family

2,826.00

INO 2
Employee Only

956.00

Employee and Spouse

2,260.00

Employee and Children

2,260.00

Family

2,530.00

INO 500
Employee Only

916.00

Employee and Spouse

2,164.00

Employee and Children

2,164.00

Family

2,420.00

Vision Plan 1
Employee Only

8.00

Employee and Spouse

16.00

Employee and Children

16.00

Family

22.00

Dental Plan
Employee Only

36.00

Employee and Spouse

90.00

Employee and Children

90.00

Family

90.00

2020-2021 Health Insurance Rates

Plan Type
Choice Fund 1500
Family
Second Tier
Employee

Employee Contribution
Monthly Bi-weekly
$374.80
$187.40
$316.00
$158.00
$68.00
$34.00

City Contribution Plan
Monthly Bi-weekly
$1,499.20
$749.60
$1,264.00
$632.00
$612.00
$306.00

Open Access Plan 750
Family
Second Tier
Employee

Monthly Bi-weekly
$559.20
$279.60
$476.40
$238.20
$103.60
$51.80

Monthly Bi-weekly
$2,236.80 $1,118.40
$1,905.60
$952.80
$932.40
$466.20

INO Opt 1

Monthly

Monthly

Family
Second Tier
Employee

Bi-weekly

$565.20
$506.00
$107.20

Bi-weekly

$282.60 ## $2,260.80 $1,130.40
$253.00
$2,024.00 $1,012.00
$53.60
$964.80
$482.40

INO Opt 2
Family
Second Tier
Employee

Monthly Bi-weekly
$506.00
$253.00
$452.00
$226.00
$95.60
$47.80

Monthly Bi-weekly
$2,024.00 $1,012.00
$1,808.00
$904.00
$860.40
$430.20

INO 500

Monthly

Monthly

Family
Second Tier
Employee

Bi-weekly

$484.00
$432.80
$91.60

$242.00
$216.40
$45.80

$1,936.00
$1,731.20
$824.40

Bi-weekly
$968.00
$865.60
$412.20

Dental
Family
Second Tier
Employee

Monthly Bi-weekly
$18.00
$9.00
$18.00
$9.00
$3.60
$1.80

Monthly Bi-weekly
$72.00
$36.00
$72.00
$36.00
$32.40
$16.20

Vision
Family
Second Tier
Employee

Monthly Bi-weekly
$4.40
$2.20
$1.60
$3.20
$0.80
$0.40

Monthly Bi-weekly
$17.60
$8.80
$12.80
$6.40
$7.20
$3.60

Tier Definitions:
Employee = Employee Only
Second Tier = Employee + Child(ren) or Employee + Spouse
Family = Employee, Child(ren) & Spouse
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TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
DANIEL G. MILLER, P.E.
April 23, 2020
April 16, 2020

Consent / Formal Action / Discussion Item: Formal Action

Issue: Consider approval of Task Order for Wastewater Treatment Plant Aeration &
Clarification Rehabilitation design engineering with Lamp Rynearson, Inc.

Background: The wastewater treatment plant improvements have been in planning since
last year, originally with design to be completed in 2020 and construction in 2021. Due to
the failure of clarifier #1 the construction has been advanced to 2020. This task order is
for design of both the emergency repairs and design of the complete repair that was
previously scheduled for 2021.

Analysis: The Task Order is consistent with previous task orders completed under the On
Call City Engineering contract.

Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: This recommendation is being presented in
accordance with the Spring Hill Purchasing Policy and the On Call Ageement with Lammp
Rynearson. The construction is being funded by the wastewater utility, which has adequate
funds for this purpose.

Recommendation: Staff recommends the governing body authorize Mayor Ellis to
execute the Task Order with Lamp Rynearson, Inc.

Attachments: Task Order for Wastewater Treatment Plant Aeration & Clarification
Rehabilitation design engineering with Lamp Rynearson, Inc. in the amount of $22,117.

City of Spring Hill – 2020 WWTP Aeration & Clarification Rehabilitation
Contract: On-Call Professional City Engineering Services

Funding Amount: $22,117

Task Agreement No: 20-1

Ordinance or Resolution:

Purchase Order No:

Project Title: 2020 WWTP Aeration & Clarification Rehabilitation
Contractor/Consultant:
Lamp Rynearson
9001 State Line Road, Suite 200
Kansas City, MO 64114

Division Manager:
Civil Design Group
Daniel G. Miller, P.E. – Civil Design Group Leader

Project Management Manual reviewed:

Attachments (Gantt Chart, etc.): Fee Estimate

PROJECT Scope (can be in the form of an attachment):
1.

See Attachment A – Fee Estimate

The attached services will be provided for an hourly rate not to exceed $22,117, including direct expenses.
Staff Signatures
Partner Signatures
Mayor:
City Administrator:
Division Manager:
Company Principal (if different):
Steven M. Ellis

Jim Hendershot

Daniel G. Miller, P.E.

Tony O’Malley, P.E.

Signature:
___________________________________

Signature:
___________________________________

Signature:
____________________________________

Signature:
____________________________________

Date:
___________________________________

Date:
___________________________________

Date:
____________________________________

Project Type:
Project Discipline(s):

4/17/2020

Date:
____________________________________

Design __X___ Construction _____ Property Acquisition_____ Conceptual/Problem Solving_____ Surveying_____
Transportation _____

Planning_____

Water_____

Wastewater__X___

Report(s) Received:
Work on File:
This Task Agreement is subject to all the provisions included in the On-Call
Professional City Engineering Services Agreement by and between the City
of Spring Hill, Kansas, and Lamp Rynearson (Professional), dated
4/11/2019.
Attach scope of work, budget, and other supporting material

Stormwater__

Attachment A

Classification:
Associate:
Hourly Rate:
Aeration/Clarifier Rehabilitation Design
Rehab Design
Final Design Drawings
Final Construction Contract Documents
Prepare Final Opinion of Probable
Construction Cost
Quality Control Review
Plotting\Assembly\Sending
Subtotal of hours per associate
Subtotal of fee per associate

2020 SHWWTF#2 Aeration and
Clarification Rehabilitation
Spring Hill, Kansas
4/16/2020
Department
Project Engineer /
Manager
Manager Designer

Proj. No.: 0320005.01
By: Greg Kendall
Engineer /
Designer

Office
Nichols
$81.00

Miller
$222.00

Kendall
$177.00

Conard
$136.00

Bogart
$148.00

12
4
20

24

1

4
2
3
1

4

8

16
30
32

$2,340.00
$4,450.00
$4,121.00

1

1

5
2
2

$721.00
$444.00
$229.00

25

9

87

$3,700.00

$729.00

2

3
$666.00

10

40

$1,770.00 $5,440.00

Subtotal of Subtotal of
hrs per item fee per item

Labor
Mileage @ $0.58/mi
Task Total

150

$12,305.00
$87.00
$12,392.00

Bid Phase Services
Pre-Bid Conference, Addenda
Respond to Contractor Questions
Bid Opening, Bid Evaluation and
Recommendation

1

2

Subtotal of hours per associate

1

7

5

$222.00

$1,239.00

$680.00

Subtotal of fee per associate

3
2

3
2

6
4

$939.00
$626.00

1

4

$657.00

0

1

14

$0.00

$81.00
Labor
Mileage @ $0.58/mi
Task Total

150

$2,222.00
$87.00
$2,309.00

Construction Administration
Contract Document Preparation
Pre-Construction Conference
Submittals - Shop Drawings, Test Results,
Pay Requests
Request for Information/ Interpretation of
Contract Documents
Perform Final Walk Through
Prepare Record Drawings

1

Subtotal of hours per associate

1

10

7

9

4

$222.00

$1,770.00

$952.00

$1,332.00

$324.00

Subtotal of fee per associate

1
3

1
3

1
2
3

4

7
6

$859.00
$939.00

6

7

$1,065.00

1

3
6
2

$502.00
$939.00
$296.00

3
2

31

Labor
EXPENSES:
Repro. Costs
Mileage

Quantity
Unit Cost
20
$
4.00
100
$
0.58
Total Expenses
Task Total

WWTP Aeration Basins Schreiber Fee Estimate apr 2020 dgm.xlsm
Version 1.1

$4,600.00
Extension
$80.00
$58.00
$138.00
$4,738.00
4/16/2020

Classification:
Associate:
Hourly Rate:
Aeration/Clarifier Rehabilitation Design
Project Management

2020 SHWWTF#2 Aeration and
Clarification Rehabilitation
Spring Hill, Kansas
4/16/2020
Department
Project Engineer /
Manager
Manager Designer

Proj. No.: 0320005.01
By: Greg Kendall
Engineer /
Designer

Office
Nichols
$81.00

Miller
$222.00

Kendall
$177.00

Conard
$136.00

Bogart
$148.00

In House Meetings (Kickoff, Progress)
City Review
Public Meetings (City Council)
Close Out Meeting

1
2
2
1

1
2
2
1

1

1

Subtotal of hours per associate

6

6

1

1

0

$1,332.00

$1,062.00

$136.00

$148.00

$0.00

Subtotal of fee per associate

Subtotal of Subtotal of
hrs per item fee per item

4
4
4
2

$683.00
$798.00
$798.00
$399.00

14

Task Total

$2,678.00

Summary
Total Of Hours Per Associate
Total Of Fee Per Associate

11
$2,442.00

33

53

$5,841.00 $7,208.00

35

14

$5,180.00

$1,134.00

Labor
Reimbursable Expenses
Total

WWTP Aeration Basins Schreiber Fee Estimate apr 2020 dgm.xlsm
Version 1.1

146

$21,805.00
$312.00
$22,117.00

4/16/2020
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TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
DANIEL G. MILLER, P.E.
April 23, 2020
April 16, 2020

Consent / Formal Action / Discussion Item: Formal Action
Issue: Consider approval of proposal for Wastewater Treatment Plant clarifier emergency
repairs with Enviro-Line Company, Inc.
Background: The wastewater treatment plant improvements have been in planning since
last year, with design to be completed in 2020 and construction in 2021.
Recently, clarifier #1 equipment failed, was taken off line, and staff is operating the plant
at half capacity through the other side. Additionally, some flows are being diverted to the
lagoons. This situation can be managed for a short period of time unless a failure occurs
on the other side of the plant. It is critical that emergency repairs be performed through a
contract with Enviro-Line to expedite the manufacture and installation of critical
equipment. This will enable clarifier #1 to be used in case there is any failure of the
currently operating plant components.
Analysis: The proposal is attached and has been reviewed by City staff. Enviro-Line has
extensive experience with the WWTP as the local Schreiber representative. All of the
components being replaced under this emergency contract will be compatible with the
complete plant repairs being designed by Lamp Rynearson.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact: This recommendation is being presented in
accordance with the Spring Hill Purchasing Policy. The construction is being funded by
the wastewater utility, which has adequate funds for this purpose.
Recommendation: Staff recommends the governing body authorize Mayor Ellis to
execute the Enviro-Line Company, Inc. proposal for the amount of $61,251.
Attachments: Enviro-Line proposal.

PROPOSAL
FROM

ENVIRO-LINE CO. INC.
913-755-2161
913-755-3018 FAX

913-782-4443

P.O. BOX 308 * OSAWATOMIE, KANSAS 66064

KANSAS CITY AREA

OSAWATOMIE. KS
Note: All orders subject to terms and conditions stated below and on reverse side hereof.

TO City of Spring Hill
Page 1 of 4

Date:
Location:

4/16/2020
Spring Hill, KS

We are pleased to quote to you the following equipment to be installed into a concrete tankage (By Others)
consisting of the following:

One

Set of FRP baffle plate and brackets to replace the existing broken brackets.
existing units prior to breakage.

Items to match the

One

Complete clarifier arm, HD Galv, with gear motor, wheel and prewired to the end plug.

One

Scum assembly assembly with new scum bucket, bracketing and scum baffle.
we plan to reuse the existing HD Galv hanger brackets which hare removable and reused as
these were not damaged. The scum pump will be reused from the existing.

Two

304 stainless steel scraper arms with blades, wheels, and components needed for the replacement
as inkind clarifier mechanism to replace the rusted and broken design.

One

Labor and material to install the above components. We expect this to be two trips to the stie.
first trip will be the hard steel components for a first phase completion
second trip - install the FRP components for the

The Price $59,251_ FOB Factory Allowed Freight to sight. This price does not include taxes,
Note:

Labor is non uniion wage rates.
Insurance shall be provided for on-site labor

Bond is available for an adder of $2000 if needed

Total Amount $61,251 w/Bonds dgm

Estimated ship date: 4-5 weeks for Metal components weeks after order, no submittals
8-10 weeks for FRP components
This proposal is valid for 45 days. Clerical errors are subject to correction. Quantities shown are
based on information provided to us and should be verified. Prices quoted are based on the quantities
shown and changes must be preapproved.
Terms:

Net 20 days after receipt A 2% per month service charge will apply to any
unpaid balance starting 30 days after shipment.

ACCEPTED this ________day of _________, 20____

SUBMITTED this April 17, 2020

____________________________________

By

Mark Mayer

NAME OF PURCHASER

Mark Mayer
By _______________________________________
NAME AND TITLE

Sales Representative

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1

Any purchase order pursuant to this Quotation shall not result in a contract until it is accepted and acknowledged
by Enviro-Line Company, Inc. and/or the equipment manufacturer (seller herein ) at this office.

2

This Quotation is subject to acceptance within the time period specified on the Ist page hereof, but in any event
within 30 days from date.

3

No order shall be changed or cancelled by buyer unless notice is sent to and accepted by seller, in writing, before shipment.

4

Seller shall make reasonable efforts to ship orders in accordance with buyer's reasonable requests, but seller
shall not be responsible for failure to fill any order or orders if due to fires, floods, riots, strikes, freight embargoes or transportation delays, shortages of labor, fuel, material, supplies, or power, acts of the public enemy,
any existing or future laws of acts of the federal or of any state government (including specifically, but not
exclusively, any orders, rules or regulations issued by any official or agency of any such government) affecting the conduct of seller's business with which seller in its sole judgement and discretion deems it advisable
to comply, or to any other contingencies beyond the Seller's reasonable control. Unless specified routing and
classification are providing by buyer. Seller will ship orders by best known routing and classification but Seller shall not be responsible for delays or excessive transportation charges resulting from its selection.

5

To be allowable, claims of error in shipments must be made by the buyer within 10 days after delivery. Items of
credit must be returned, shipping charges prepaid with seller's prior written approval.

6

There are no warranties which extend beyond the description on the Ist page hereof excepting only the applicable manfacturer's warranty. Seller makes no other warranty, either express or implied. Seller's liability
is absolutely limited to the purchase price of the items described on the face hereof and in no event shall EnviroLine Company Inc. "be liable for any consequential or liquidated damages, penalities or for any expense occasioned by the use of defective products."

7

Stenographic and clerical errors are subject to correction.

8

Any indebtedness owning to the Company for a period longer than 30 days shall be assessed 2% monthly
deliquency charges until paid. If the company finds it necessary to place any indebtedness hereunder in the
hands of an attorney for collection, Purchaser shall pay all expenses and costs of collection, including attorney
fees.

9

Terms of payment as specified on the Ist page hereof are independent of and not contigent upon the time and
manner in which the purchaser may receive payment from others.

10

Prices quoted do not include any Local, State, or Federal Taxes which may apply.

ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS ACCEPTED this ________day of _________, 20____

___________________________________________
NAME OF PURCHASER

By __________________________________________________
NAME AND TITLE

ACCEPTANCE OF PURCHASE ORDER
The foregoing offer is hereby accepted by Enviro-Line Co. Inc.

SELLER: ENVIRO-LINE CO. INC.

Date___________________________, 20________

By__________________________________________________

A G E N DA IT E M R E V IEW S HE E T
TO:
SUBMITTED BY:
MEETING DATE:
DATE:

GOVERNING BODY
PATRICK BURTON, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
APRIL 23, 2020
APRIL 17, 2020

Formal Action: Annexation Ordinance No. __________________
Issue: Samuel J. Abbott, Owner, has petitioned for annexation of the property located at
19640 W. 207th St.
Background: The tract of land being requested for annexation is adjoining to the city
limits and is eligible for annexation under Kansas State Law. The owner has signed the
“Petition and Consent for Annexation”.
Analysis: Annexation of this property is desirable to both the owner and city. From the
owners point of view it will allow for future development on the property. The City will
gain tax value, and partially fill in an area that is currently surrounded by the city limits.
According to state statute, property annexed into a city is zoned in a district that is similar
to existing county zoning. This property will be zoned R-1 which is compatible with the
surrounding area.
Alternatives: Denial of the annexation
Legal Review: City Attorney Frank Jenkins has reviewed the documents submitted for
annexation.
Funding Review or Budgetary Impact:
Recommendation: Staff recommends adoption of annexation ordinance #
Attachments:

Draft ordinance
Exhibit A, Legal Description

ORDINANCE NO. ____________________
AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING LAND TO THE CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS.
WHEREAS, the following described land is located in Johnson County, Kansas, adjoins
the City; and
WHEREAS, the following described land meets one or more of the conditions prescribed
by K.S.A 12-520; and
WHEREAS, the governing body of the City of Spring Hill, Kansas finds it advisable to
annex such land.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
CITY OF SPRING HILL, KANSAS:
SECTION 1. That the following described land meeting the conditions for annexation
prescribed in K.S.A 12-520 is hereby annexed and made a part of the City of Spring Hill,
Kansas:
The Southwest One Quarter (SW1/4) of the Southwest One Quarter (SW1/4) of Section
Twelve (12), Township Fifteen (15), Range 23, Johnson County, Kansas, except the West
680 feet thereof and except that part in road, containing 19.72 acres, more or less.

INCLUDING:
Any and all adjacent right of way, and said land is hereby annexed and made a part
of the City of Spring Hill, Kansas
SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its publication
in the official city newspaper.
SECTION 3. Upon passage and publication of the ordinance, the city clerk shall, pursuant
to K.S.A 12-522, file a certified copy of such ordinance with the County Clerk, the Register of
Deeds, and the County Election Commissioner of Johnson County, Kansas. A certified copy
of such ordinance shall also be filed with the Johnson County Election Commissioner. No fee
shall be charged for such filing, and the register of deeds shall file, but not record, a certified
copy of this ordinance with him or her.
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL this _____ day of _______, 2020.
APPROVED BY THE MAYOR this _____ day of _______, 2020.

Steven M. Ellis, Mayor

ATTEST:

Glenda Gerrity, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Frank H. Jenkins, Jr., City Attorney

Note to publisher: Please publish one (1) time in the official newspaper. After publication,
please send one (1) proof of publication to the city clerk, Glenda Gerrity, P.O. Box 424, Spring
Hill, Kansas 66083, and one (1) proof of publication to the city attorney, Frank H. Jenkins, Jr.,
LOWE LAW FIRM, LLP, 105 S. Kansas Avenue, Olathe, Kansas 66051-0580.

Exhibit A
ANEXATION TRACT:
The Southwest One Quarter (SW1/4) of the Southwest One Quarter (SW1/4) of Section Twelve (12),
Township Fifteen (15), Range 23, Johnson County, Kansas, except the West 680 feet thereof and except
that part in road, containing 19.72 acres, more or less.

